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FOREWORD
71m work described herein was performed by tile General Electric' Company,
Nuclear SysLems Programs (NSP), under the sponsorship of tile National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration under C_)ntract NAS 3-6474. Tile primar)
purpose of the Advanced Refractory A]loy Corrosion Loop Progra_ was to evaluate
, the compatibility of candidate refractory alloys ill contact with alkali melal
working fluids under conditions simulating those anticipated in projected space
electric power systems. This program which was initiated in 1965 consisted of
four princ-:pal investigations, namely the T-Ill Rankine System Corrosion Test
o
Loop, 1900 F Lithium Loop, Advanceu Tantahun Alloy Capsule Tests, and the
2500°F Lithium Thermal Convection Loop Test. This report describes the T-Ill
Rankine System Corrosion Test loop, which shall be referred to as tile T-lll
Corrosion Loop in this report.
The basic design of the Corrosion Test Loop was devetoped and proven on
a prior program, also sponsored by NASA - Lewis Research Center. and only a
limited number of minor design modifications were required for the T-ill alloy
system, d. tIolowach was responsible for making these design modifications.
Preparation of the specifications for the p,_'rchase o£ the re£:J .ory
alloy materials and the performance of tile quality assurance testing required
prior to the release of the material for fabrication were the responsibility
of R. G. Frank.
W. R. Young, P. A. Blanz, and H. Mann were responsible for tim fabrication
of the test loop. Dr. R. B. Hand, It. Bradley, L. E. Dotson, J. Reeve_, ;tnd
L. A. Paian were responsible for the purification, handling, and sampling of
the alkali metals used in the loop test. W. It. Bennethmn made noteworthy
contributions in tile various phases of loop instrumentation, particularly in
tile areas of then_ocouple calibration and installatioz.,. Dr. T. F. Lyon was
resp(}nsible for tile calibration of the partial pressure analyzer _u_d the
4
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interpretation of thc spectra obtained during test _ppration. T. P. Irwin
and A. C. Losekamp instrumented the loop and together with D. E. Field,
S. Roof, and M. Hamilton monitored the operation of lhe loop during the
lO, O00-hour endurance test. T. Irwin and A. C. Losekamp were also; responsible
for the disassembly of the loop following test _nd the preparation of speci-
mens fo_ _mlcal, metallographic, and mechanical property evaluation _nd
the compilation of the results of these investigations. J. P. Smith led the
rather extensive posttest evaluation effort and was assisted in this work
by A. Losekamp_ I. Miller, and G. Anderson. 'll_e authors _lso _ish to
acknowledge the efforts of Ms. Carol Kiefel in the preparation of this
report.
This program was administered for the General Electric Company by
E. E. Hof£man and Dr. J. W. Semmel. R. W. Ilarrison acted as thc Program
Manager o£ the Advanced Refractory Alloy Corrosion Loop Program.
R. L. Davies and T. A. Moss acted as the Technical Maz,agers for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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SEAMINBSS TUPING AND PIPE: T-111 (Ta-bW-2Hf) A_ April 21,1971 B50YA325
1. SCOPE
1.1. Scope. This specification covers T-111 alloy in tube and plpe form intended
for high-temperature structural application and alkali metal containment.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMeNTS
The latest revisions of the following documents apply.
2.1. Government Documents None
2.2. Non-Goverament Documents
ASTM Designation E8 Methods cf Tension Testing of Metslllc
Materials
ASTM Designation E29 Recommended Practices for Designating
Significant Plaoea in Specified Limiting
Values
ASTM Designation ElI2 Estimating Average Grain Size of Metals
ASTM Designation E195 Methods for Chemical Analysis of Reactor
and Commercial Coiumbtum
GE SpeciflcGtlon P!ODYAII Qualification of Vacuum Furnace,s for Annealing of
Cb-lZr and T-Ill (Ta-8W-2Hf) Alloys
AMS 2635 Radiographic Inspection
GE Specification "3CYA17 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection
GE Specification P3AYAI5 Ultrasonic Method of Inspection
GE Specification P4AYA20 Chemical Cleenlng of Columbiumj Tantalum I
and Their Alloys
GE Specification P4AYA21 Chemical Removal of Nonrefrsctory Metallic
Contamination from Columbium t Tantalue_
and Their Alloys
3. REQUI_S
3.1. Vendor Quotations. Vendor quotations will state that the material quoted v111
be produced in accordance with this specification.
3.2. Manufacture. Material covered by this specification shall be made from Inlots
which have been vacuum meltc_ by the electron beam (preferred but not _mdatory)
followed by double consumable electrode arc meltlng processes. Breakd_n opera-
tions sha_l De performed with conventional extruslonl forglng_ tube reducLng_
and drawing equlpmmt normally found in primary ferrous and nonferrOUs plmnta.
When canning is used as a means of protection_ mild steel in the recolmonded
material to temperatures up to 2300e_ and above 2300"F molybdenum cannimt ta
recommended.
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3.3. processing. The starting stock size, processing temperature, percentages of
reduction, In-process annealing temperatures and times shall be selected by
the vendor to achieve the grain size range specified in paragraph =._. sad
mechanical properties •peclfled in paragraph 3.7. The total amolmt 02 reduction
from the turned ingot to the final product shall exceed 75_ and tl_ amount of
fin•i reduction for each milI product (i.e., the reduction lmparted betw_n tim
final In-process recry•t•lllz•tlon anneal and the final heat treatment) shall
exceed 30%. After the final reduction, the tins1 product shall be given
a final vacuum anneal for one hour at a temperature of 3000"F ± 25"F.
amount of total reduction and final reduction shall be reported _or each mill
product in the certificate of compliance.
3.4. Condition.
3.4.1. Oeneral. The flni•hed product will be supplied in the recry•t•lllzed condition
throughout the cross sectional area to the grain size range specified in
parcgraph 3.6.
CAUTION@
Avoid contact between T-Ill alloy and copper_ nickel, or their alloys except for
the copper _rucihle• used for melting.
Cutting with a cutoff wheel should be svolded if possible. If this operation is
required, a silicon carbide wheel (Allison CI20-K-RA) must be used. Alumina
cutoff wheels should never be used.
3.4.2. CleaninK Prior to Heat Treatment. All material should be cleaned per G| @paci-
fication P4AYAOl followed by cleaning per GE 8pacification P4AYA20 prior to
in-process or final heat treatment. Also s •11 material undergoing • strallhtenimg
operation following final annealing should be cleaned per G_ 8pecificatien P4ATA21.
3.4.3. Qualification of Furnaces. Any vacuum furnace to be used for either ln-_c@as
or final annealing of T-Ill must be qualified as explained in GX Specification
P10DYAll to minimize the possibility of contamination.
3.4.4. Heat Treatment. All annealing shall be carried out at pressures of less than
I x 10 -5 torr. All mill products to be anneals0 shall be thoroughly degreaa_d_
chemlcally cleaned per 3.4.2. end protected from furnace parts by a layer of fTeeh
Cb-IZr (preferred) Cb-iZr, tantalum or columbium foil 0.002-1nch thick or greater.
If foil is used for protective wrapvit_ of material to be heat treated, tantalum or
Cb-IZr wire should be used whonever possible for securing of the foil wrap
about the material. If spot or tack welding is used for attaching the foil_
a molybdenum electrode shall be used and welding contact points shall be at
a double thickness of the wrapping material_ The ground clamp shall ales be
a refractory metal or alloy. The use of a copper electrode for spot or tack
welding is not permissible. The welding electrode should not come in direct
contact with'--_he material or component being prepared for anneal.
When annealing is carried out at pressures greater than 1 x 10 -5 torr_ with the
prior appr@val of the purchaserj all mill preducts shall be enclesed in a
chemically cleaned Cb-lZr alloy, tantalumj or columbium retort or wrapped in
a minimum ef twe layers of fresh Cb-lZr alloy I tlmtalum_ or columbium foil
0.002 inch thick or greater. The conditions of final annealing shall be
reported in the certificate of com_liance.
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3.4.5. Contamination. All iteml are Go be free of surface contamination or internal
oxidation. After final heat treatment_ the material shall be exlmined metallo-
graphically for evidence of possible contamination caused by UDeltlSflctery
heat treating atmospheres or processing ooaditLons. A mforehardness traverse
shall show a hard, _sa not greater than I_ _ from the center to the surface
of a cross sectional sample of the final product. At the discretion of the
purchaser_ samples taken to include at least one surface of the final product,
and not exceeding 0.050 inch thick 3 may be chemically analyged by the purchiser
for oxygenj nitrogen# hydrogen_ and carbon. ,The analyses shall not exeled ¢Jae
limits ao_t forth in paragraph 3.5.2. Any indication of contamination shall b@
cause for rejection of all material represented Oy that sample. The material
shall be acceptable if the contaminated layer la completely eliminated befo_
shipment by a machining operation within the specified dinmnsions and tolermaCWlo
3.5. Chemical Composition
3.5.1, Ingot/Billet Composition. The chemical competition of ingots or billets for ¢_a-
version te finished products shall be analyzed and must conform to Table X
(page 5). A minflum of four analyses shall be obtained as follows: lnlot-top-
centerj top-mld-radiusj and tnpedge_ and ingot bottom-_enter. Duplicate analySeS
are required for carbon_ oxygen_ nltrogenj and hydrogen of each locstleu.
paragraph 5.4.1.3. for permissible variatXons.
3.5.2. Final Production C_mpoaition. At the discretion of the purcahaser_ final produetn
ms_ be analyzed to determine the metallic elements at ted in Table I. Failure
of the analytical results to conform with the requirements of Table I shill be
cause for rejection of all material represented by the analytical sample, lf_
at the discretion of the purchaaer_ the final products are not Imalyzed for
metallic elements_ the manufacturer's ingot analysis in accordance with parl_relda
3.5.1. shall be considered the chemical analysis for the metallic e,l.elmnts o_
products suppl_ed under this specification. In all cakes, duplicate deterlinatiol,s
of the elemcnts_ carbon_ oxygenj nltrogen_ and hydrogen shall be performed.
individual values obtained must satisfy the criteria for perll_sible varietLome
described in paragraph 5.4.1.3. and the average of the valuoa Satisfying these
criteria must not exceed the limits listed below.
FfnaX Product Concentration L_mltlt pp_
For Wall T_ickneaaes For Wall Thicknesses
0.020" or Greater Leas _an 0.020"
Element Max. Mix.
Carbon 50 75
Oxygen 150 ,_00
Nitrogen 75 100
Hydrogen 10 10
3.6. Grain Size. The #raln size of the final products skall be measured and I/St
conform to the following limits:
1976011171-053
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TABII I
CHEHICAL COMPOSITION
T-111 (Ts-0W-2HI) ALLOY
Minimum Concentrf_tion Maximum Concentrat_
Element _2mj_.___ p.ps
Carbon -- 40
Oxygen - I00
Nitrogen - 50
Hydrogen - 10
Columbium - iOOO
Zlrconiui_ 500
Molybdenum - 500
Chromium - 200
Cobalt - 50
Iron - 50
Copper - 50
Nickel - 50
Vanadium - 20
Hilicen - 20
Manganese - 20
Tungsten 7.0 w/o 9.0 w/o
Hafnium 1.8 w/o 2.4 w/o
Tantalum Remainder -
286
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Allowable Spread
Product Well Minimum Allowable in /bBTM Grain Size Minimum Percent
Thickness t Inches ASTM Grain Size No. Nos. in Any One Item Rerrystalli_at_'+..-
Less than 0.010 7 2 100
0.010 to 0.065 6 2 100
) O.Ob5 to 0.1_5 5 2 ZOO
• 0.125 to 0.250 4 2 95
0.250 to 0.500 3 3 90
3.7. Mechanical Prvpertles. The final product shalk satisfy the followlng mechlUalcil
property requirements :
3.7.1. Room Temperature Tensile Properties. Representative samples of the mcteriaZ in
final form shall be tested in tension at room temperature (65" - 85"F) _ m/It
meet the following property limits:
Ultimate Tensile 0.2_+ Yield
Strengthj ksl ._ Stren_thj ksi Elongatto____ (I)
Minimum Maximum Minimum Meximum Mir.lmum
80 110 65 i00 20
(1) % Elongation in 4D for threaded or buttonhead test specimens; in 1 inch
for flat specimens.
3,7.2. Stress-to-Rupture Tests.
3.7.2.1. Test Requirements. Representative samples of the material in final form shill b@
stress-rupture tested under the following conditions and must have the minimum
stress-rupture llfe shown. For the _e._t results to be valld_ the slmples must
satisfy the envi,'onmental contamln,_iov criteria cf paragraph 3.7.2.2.
Minimum Life
T'cst Temp_zL_°F St{-e_s__kit Hours
2400 1++_, 20
3.7.2.2. _vfronmental Contaml.ation Chc;._ '_ analysis of stress-rupture speclmenl
after test shall d, monstrrte that the degree of environmental contlumln.tion
did not exceeo the t'ollow_ng lin,i_s.
.tlaxtm,_mAlh)wabie It.crease
.t_nConc_een_.tr_.tipt L 2f I _pur i tte s, ppm
Carbon 20
Oxygen 35
Ni t t'o_,_en 20
Hydrogen I
The maximum allowable increase in the ¢',,n<'eh;rationof a given interstitial,
element shall oe the difference between th,_ average (,-_centration of each
element in the stress-rupture _pectmen after testing and the average concen-
tration of that element in the final product from which the stress-rupttlx_
sample was taken, the average concehtratlon shsJ.l be bsl, eLt or, the iverile
of duplicate Inslyticai results. Permi._slblI vlrlationl i.'lanelytical
results are described tn paragraph 5,4.1.3.
OP4GINA_PAG_lS
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3.7.3. H_drostatlc Test. E_ch tube, i/8-inch or larger in outside diameter with a well
thickness of O.OlS-Inch or less, shall be tested Los hydrostatlc pressure
sufficient to product n hoop 8cress of 50,000 psi. Zhe test pressure, not to
exceed lO,OOO psis shall be determined by the equation (P = 2 St/D), where:
P - hydrostatic te_t Fressure in pounds per square inch;
S = 50,000 psi;
t = average w_11 thickness o_ the tube in inches;
D - outside di_e_er of the tube in inches.
_e test pressure shall be held for a minimum of 5 seconds. After teetlng,
the tubing _hsh show no bulges, leaks, pinholes, cracks, or other defects.
3°7.4. Flare T_Jt. A section of the heat treated tube shall be flare tested trlthou_
cracking. The flare shall be made with a tool having a 6,-degree included
angle until the specified outside dixmeter hem been increased by 20 percent.
3.8. Tolerances
3.8.1. Diameter and Wall Thickness. The permissible variations in diaeeter and w_ll
thickness of tube shall not exceed those prescribed in Table II (refer to page
8).
3.8.20 Lea.lib. When tube is ordered cut-to-length, the usable length sh_ll not be
lees than that specified, but a variation of plus i/8-1nch will be p_rmlt;ed
in lengths up to 6 feet. In lengths over 6 feet, a variation of plus I/4-1nch
will be permitted, unless otherwise specified.
3.8.3. Strai_htnees. The tube shall be free of bends or kinks. For lengths up to
iO feet, the maximum bow shall not exceed one pert in 1200; for lengths greater
than i0 feet, the maximum bow shall not exceed one part in 600; unless other-
wise agreed upon.
4. MA_I}_/MALLOWABLE DISCONTINUITIES
4.1. C_neral. Cracks, laps, seams, fins, and tears shell be unacceptable. The
surface shall also Le free from oxide or scale of any nature, grease,oil,
residual lubricants, or other extraneous aetmrlsl.
4.2. Porosit_ and Inclusions. Porosity or inclusions wlth dlmesuslons greeter than
3% of the wall thlcknes¢ or O.005-1nch, whichever is =ma._er, shall be unaccep-
table with a minimum reJectable indication of O.001-1nch. Porosity or
incluslons wlth dimensions in the ran_e of IX to 3% of well thickness wuat be
a minimum of 0.5-inch apart. Porosity or inclusions with dimensions less than
1% of the wall thickness must be a minimum of ,.12-inch apart.
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"I'_ I_ [I
l'I#.Mi:_._llIE VARIATIONS IN TUBE DIMENSIONS
Wall
Nominal ODi Inches _OD__t Inch ID_ Inch Thickneasj
0.187 to 0.625 ± 0 fv,4 _ 0.004 ± 10
> 0.625 to I.OOO _ o.a05 ± 0.005 ± I0
> l.OOO t 2.000 ± 0.0075 _- 0.0075 ± I0
> 2.000 to 3.000 _ 0.010 ± 0.010 ± i0
> 3.000 to ,I.o00 __. 0.0125 • 0.0125 ± i0
NOTES:
(1) Tcnleranc,-. _ ale ,ppil_'-P I,- :. _,,,1," ,.he two dimensions Bpectfted
_[_ ;be DtiI:._,a_" _rdtr) _._.) _tlt_*]_ llameter and wall; inalde
dlsmeter and w:,]l; ,_olsidc t_lameler en.: Inside diameter.
(2) For Ioh, l:m,,':, :q,p!_c_' :_-. _<,r _e*'_ small tubes (less tha_m
O.187--itL,'h-.il:_melc: ") .,: ,_ Iv lhln-wnll lubes (leBs than
n. OlO-in_:--,I.i_k). 'P:, pc:,n.._,_ shall ;_e consulted.
(3) F(,r tuh_._ ' ,' 1_, K ,_r; 1_ . .:tamc_(." i_-_ than 00% o_ the outllde
d.t_:mett,r "! a _,_;." 2 _ :._i I er th,itk_ which ClhnOt be
S:lr,'_Ss_::[ i_ ,II';_ , ,. i'_'_i' I. the IpsiCe dieter may vary
by an m_,: :;,, • ..:a, t,, i,i.:s ,_r ._ w_b it)'_ of lhe wsll thicknelll.
Tht wall ::,:_kn@n. ,_I ,.h, se ,,i:_--_ _av vary plU_ e_ minus 12.5_
(4) Ovaltl; _t_._rcd at ,_:_ , ,':,.s :,,. tt,_;_: }'or tmbes with nomlmsl
wall Ihic_ne._s le,_.-, the:;, 3_, ,_i "he nominal _utmlde diamet®r_ the
ov8ltly Iolerance. _ al'_ ,!,_ubl*. the t@lerances in ¢o!_Ln 2 or 3.
F_r ovaltlv _Icrm,,v', ;_r lu_,e_ _tth wall thiekness le_s thsn
2_ i_erinal adtsi0e (Ii;{mt'¢t'I) _}'leoreduce, r _hsll be ceasult_.
OE
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4.3. Surface Rework. All surface pores, 8ou_es, cracks and other defects deeper than
O.00_-i:.ch or 3Z of the wall thickness, whichever is smaller, are unacceptable.
Defects may be removed by Rrinding provided the wall thickness is not decreal_d
below that permitted in Table II (refer to page 8). Grinding should be done with
either silicon carbide paper or a silicon carbide grinding wheel. C(mplete
removal of surface defects must be assured _y a final swab pickle (to rtmove
smeared metal) with T-Ill elloy pickllz_g solution (GE Speciflcatio_ P4AYA20)
followed ty fluorescent penetrant inspection of the _round area. The defect cam-
not be considered as being removed until no b]eed back of panetrant can be
detected following grinding and plcl l_-ng.
5. _UALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
5.1. Vendor Respona:bil.i__. The manufacturer shall make all tests and inspectioae of
the material co,ered by thls specificatlon before shipment unless other_rlee speci-
fied. All test and inspection results shall be furnished to the purchaser.
5.2. Customer Review. General E1ectric is to receive advanced notification of all
non-proprletar7 melting, elevated temperature (greater than 500"F) processing
operations, testing and nondestructive inspection and is to have *_e pri_rlle_
of witnessing sald operations. The manufacturer shall give the purchaser ample
notice of the time and p]ace of designated tests. If the purchaser's represen-
tative is nor present at this time and a new date is not met, the requirame_t of
purchaser's inspection at the place of testing is waived. When the purchaser's
representative is present st the appointed time and place, the manufacturer
shall afford him, without charge, a11 reasonable facilities to assure that the
material Is helng furnished in accordance with this specification. This inmpee-
tlon shall not interfere unnecessarily with production operation.
5.3. Sample Selection. Care shall be exercised to insure that tlwe sample eels :ed
for testing is representative of the material and uncontaminated by the sampling
procedure° Samples for the determination of mechanical properties shall be
selected so as to consume a minimum _mount of material, lee., specimens may be
taken transverse to the final working direction from plate and sheet and from
strip if of sufficient width. If there is any question about the sampling
technique or the analysis, the methods for sampling and analysis shall be tholm
agreed to by the buyer and seller° The specimen configuration selected for
the performance of the testing required in paragraph 5.4.2. and 5.4.30 shall be
,,utually agreed upon by the vendor and purchaser prior to placeme_t of • pur-
c,,sse order° The location of all test samples shall be reported in the csrti-
ficate of compliance.
5.4. Te_t Methods
5.4.1. Chemical Analyses
5.4.1.1. Test Proccdures. Chemical analyses sh_ll be conducts,, by mutually acceptable
procedqres_ such as the vacuum luslon melhod._ for gnsesj the combustion method
for carbon_ and .qpeclrochemical meth,_d._ for metallic elements. Disputes shall
be settled by ac('(,plcdret(,ree methods., such as the AS_ Designation E195:
"Methods for Chemical Analysis of Reactor and Commericsl Columblum." Speclflcslly_
the combustion/conductometri¢ method for carbon; _he vacuum fusion method for
oxygen and hydrogen: the mlcro-U_eldah] method tot nitrogen or the carrier
gas fusiox_ method far nitrogen and oxygen; the emission spectrngrsphlc methods
for metallic impurities: the X-ray f]u.re,_cence melhod (using s briquette
prepared from the frilly _xtdized _ample) for t_ings1('n; and the colorimetric
or atomic sbsorptioI_ method for hafi_Itlm. Th_ ansl)tl_al technlqu_s to be
used sha] I be m¢:i_Iloi_ed il_ vendor quol at ions.
.!90
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5.4.1.2. Check AnalT_s. Check analyses (see paragraph 7.3.) may be perfon_d by the
at his discretion and must c_.ftrm that the impurities are within 0pacified
l_mtta. Referee (mee paragraph ,_ _.) analyses shall be used to resolve disputes
arising from differences in vendor and b_yer a_alyaes.
5.4.1.3. Permissible Variatlo,_u in Analytical Ke._,lts. Results of analytical deter-
minett_ns for the Interstitial elements ,xygen, carbon_ hydt_gen_ or nitrogen#
must be within the permissible range indicated belo_:
Average Concentration of a Given Permissible Variation from the Average
Interstitial El.ement I ppm of Duplicate AnaZ_,tical Results
0-10 ± 80%
21-40 ± 40%
41-100 ± 20%
101-150 ± 15%
151-1000 ± 10%
In the event that the values are not acceptPble 3 gn additional duplicate
analy01s shall be perfermed. All values obtained (eriglnal daplleste plus
second duplicate) shall be averstKed and the permissible vari&lens criteria
applied. The average of all accevta;le '.,_lu._s, tTe mlntmum_ shell be used la
determining the average concentratio_
5.4.2. Tensile T_,at. The te_si,)n teat shall _,_ .:_nductod in accordaltCe with
Designation Ea, "Methods of Tamale1' Tt'_iag of Metallic Materials." Yle].d
strength shall be determined by the' t._et (0.2%) mvtnoC. The tensile preper_tlee
shall be determined using a strain -::', ¢." o.005 inch per inch per minute up
to 0.6% offset and then 0.05O i,_ch., p}._ _r mln,.r_ 0.020 inch_ per inch Per minute
to fracture.
5.4.3. StresS-Rupture Test. St;eas-rup_,::'t i,r,.perties e! specimens shall be determined
by mutua)ly acceptable testing tcch!_tqtJ,,_. S_ggelted teltiag techniques far
dete_mininz stress-rupture _ropertle_ are:
-6
Specimens shall he t_t,,d p:,--:_ures o! 1 X lO tort or lees.
2: " v;,cuum s>st,:,,r, shall !:_,,vp,_,'a:, an optically tight liquid
nitrogen cole reap or a ,;e,' '. _ _, e pump.
Specimen,_ ._hall he hel,_ ',; .,h;._f i_otlrat the teat temperetur_
befe_re apptic,t to:__,t ],,,,..
Test temper:_ture shdll t_' :_..,:l:,aine,i_t plus (,r minus IOOF during
the test.
5.4.4. Grain Si_e. Grain size ,_eterr_l_.al_,,' _hall t_e _.:_deaccordln4_ to A_'_ |p_4_f,-
,v
ftcatton Ell2: "K_tmattng _he A,'P,'**: '_ I:r.ttr. Si*e el Metals.
5.5. Number of Test_ Required on F_IMII
5,5.1. Destructive Evaluation, Representative test specimens from the finished product
representing each ingot and each lot of material shall be tested to dete_loe
conformJty to this specification, _'t_e minim ,_ frequency of these tests shall bel
-. ORIO/AE PAGEIS
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Interstitial (Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen, Nltrogeu) Analyses -
two per lop per ingot. See paragrakvh 3.5.2.
See paragraph 3.5.2.
Hafni_ Analyses - one per lot per ingot.
Tensile Test - two per ic" per ingot. See paragraph 3.7.1_
Stress-Rupture Test - two per lop per ingot. See paragraph 3.7.2.
Flare Test - two per lot. per ingot See paragraph 3.7.4.
Grain Size - two per lot per ingot See paragraph 3.6.
(One longitudinal and one transverse)
Htcrohardness Traverses - one per lot per ingot. See paragraph 3.4.5.
5.5.2. Nondestructive Eva lu°ti°n° The followlnl nondestructive inspections shall be
performed 100% on all final products unless otherwise specified:
Ultrasonic Inspecticn. See paragraph 5.7.1.2.
Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection. See paragraph 5o7.1.3.
See paragraph 3.7.3.
Hydrostatic Proof Test
5.6. Retest and Rework
5.6.1. Surface Contamination. Any qample or ._pe<seen exhibiting obvious surface con-
tamln-_tion or improper preparation whi<.h disqualifies it as a truly representative
sample shall be repla<'cd _lth a new sample.
5.6.2. Rework. If inspection .and teal vesull_ ol a 1,,! d,, n-_ conform to the r®qulre-
ments el this specifiration_ the ioi ms3 he rew:nrkcd at tile option of the
manufacturer. The lot shall he acc(,pt_!_Io if all test rcsult_j after rewerking#
conform to this specific'at!on.
5.7. Inspect ton.
5.7.1. Method,_ ol l_pc<'t z,m
5.7.1.1. Ra<ii-graphit . Wht,J_.-p(,cifl,,d.,tilt,[iv,,,_,l,i :_h;;',I ha, t'a:_t,_Kraphedand found free
of porosity an,_ lm'i;l_z,,n_ _s ._l)(,ui. J le,! ill p;_r4iKl'_l)h .1.2. usir_g the techniques
described in AM,_ 2635. "Radiographic Itl_pectl,',n. The radiographs and product
shall b,, lcJenti;iet] st, that the exact l,o._lti,,n ,,! em:h radiograph can be
correlated with the _I)t'¢'i f'l¢" area on m particular pr,_dt_ct.
5.7.1.2. Ultrasonic In$.__e_.;.t,!n. t;nh._= ¢,ther_ine agreed _o by the purchaser and the
vandor_ final pror*ucts shall be I00,% inspected ultrasonlcslly in accordance
with GE Speciftt'att,'m pt{AYAI:-,. "Ultrs*ouic ._Iothod of Inspection," using a
3% notch criteria. Jl_rase_ntc indications hsvln_ _ny of the following three
descriptions are con_t.ered re,l_ctaLie _lld COIIIO M csuse far rejection of
the on!ire piece in which the lndt¢'a_ z,_nappears:
29L'
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i. The slplItude of an ultrasonic signal from the material Is - 80% of full
screen.
2. The amplitude of an ultrasonic signal frno the material is 25% to 79% of
full screen and the slgnal response indicates the source of the sipal Is
i/8-1nch long.
3. Two ultrasonic signals having s_plicudes 25% which emanate fr_ sources
which are within i/4-1nch of each other.
5.7.1,3. Penetraut Inspection. The exterior surface of products shall be I00% penetrant
Inspected and found free of flaws as specified in parasrq_hm 4.i and 4.$ _/a_
Speclflcatlon P_k,_/AI7, "Fluoresct,nt Penetrant Inapectlonj" (MagnatlvoK
penetrant ZL-22A shall be used). All parts thus inspected shall bg marked
with ink stamps as described in the specification; impression stair, s or
etching shall be unacceptable.
5.7.1.4. _. The manufacturer shall supply at least three copies of G]I-NNP
"Materlsl Test Summary" forms for each lot of material in place ol or In
addition to standard vendor test certiflcation forms. _'ne "I/a_erlal _hD_
Summary" forms summarize all test information required by th%@ speeltleati_m.
Copies of the forms will be aupplled to the vendor by GX-NS]P.
5.8. Rejections. To be handled in sccordsnce with the Rejections Article o5 the
Conditions of Purchase which appear on the reverse side ot the Pul-ehase Order
Form.
5.9. Referee. If the manufacturer and the parchaaer disagree concerning the con-
formance of the material to the requireu_ento of this specification or aual
special test specified by the purchaser, s mutually acceptable r_feree's test
shall b_ used to determine conformance. In the event that a referee cammot be
mutually agreed upon_ the General Electric test results will prevail in dete_ln
the acceptability of the material.
6. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
6.1. Identification. Each bundle, box_ or carbon shall be legibly snd conspicuously
marked or tagged with the numb,_ ol this spe<:iflcation_ purchase order 3 or
contract number, type_ ingot number, l_l number_ nominal slze_ and the isrose_
net_ and tare weights. When each b_$_dle_ bo_ or carbon consists of compensate
from more than one ingot number or h_t number,, each component shall be identified
individually.
6.2. p_ackl__. The ends o[ each pipe ,_c tube shall _ s_aled with suitable plutle
caps and each Indlvidunl item shall be wrapped in heavy gau_e polyethylema
or similar materla] and packed In a ma_ner assuring safe delivery when properly
transported by a common carrier.
293
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7, DEFINITIONS
7.1. Lot. A lot shall include all material of the same slzej shape_ conditlon_
an--_finished from one heat of material and which has received the same processiag s
has been annealed in the same vacuum annealing charge_ and has been processed
simultaneously in all operations in which temperatures may reach $00"F or above.
When process temperatures and environments are closely controlled or when closely
adjacent sizes receive similar processing, lots may be combined for chemlcal I
tensile 3 and stress-rupture tests onlyj provided prior written approval has
been obtained from the Gtneral Electric Company.
7.2. Check Analysis. A check analysis is an analysis in additiov to the certlficsted
analysis. It shall be periormed by the purchaser ol the r_tal, hls dealllBated
agentj or the referee in case of dispute (see paragraph 5.9.)° Permissible
variations in the analytical results of the check a_alyses BuSt conforl to thol_
described in paragraph 5.4.1.3. These variations allow for a aextmm Scatter of
analytical data from a specific sample for the given element under reproducible
analytical conditions.
7.3. Significance of Numerical Limits, For determining compliance with the specified
limltl for requirements of the properties listed be low_ an observed value or
a calculated value shall be rounded off using the roundlng-o_f method in A_'J_
Designation E293 "Recommended Practices fo,, Designated Significant Plseea in
Specified Limiting Values."
Rounded-Off Unit _ox
Test Observed or Calculated Value
Chemical Composition and Dimensional Nearest /]nit In the Last Right-
Tolerances (When Express,,d [_cimally) Hand Place ol Figures of the
Specilled Limit
Tensile Strength Nearest 100 psi
Elongation Nearest 1%
Rupture Life Nearest 0.i Hour
294
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1.i. ScoN. This specification covers T-ill alloy in tube and pipe form intended
for high-temperature structural application and alkali metal contein_nt,
2. APPLICABLE DOCUP_TS
The latest revisions of the following documents apply.
2.1. Government Documents. None
2.2. Non-Government Documents
ASTM Designation E8 Methods of Tension Testing of Metallic
Materials
ASTM Designation E29 Recommended Prsctlces for I_silrnatLng
Significant Plaoel in Specified I_tmitini
Values
ASTM Designation ElI2 Estimating Average Grain Size of Metals
ASTM Designation E195 Methods for Chemical Analysis of Reactor
and Commercial Columblum
GE Specification PIODYAII Qualification of Vacuum Furnaces for Annealing of
Cb-IZr and T-Lt] (Ta-8W-2Hf) Alloys
AMS 2635 Radiographic _nspection
GE Specification P3CYAI7 Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection
GE Specification P3AYA15 Ultrasonic Method of Inspection
GE Specification P4AYA20 Chemical Cleaning of Columbium s Tantalump
and Their Alloys
GE Specification P4AYA21 Chemical Removal of Nonrefractory Metslllc
Contamination from Columblum_ Tantalum_
and Their Alloys
3. REQUIREMENTS
3.1. Vendor Quotations. Vendor quotations will state that the material quoted will
be produced in accordance with this specification.
3.2. Manufacture. Material covered by this specification shall be made from inlets
which have been vacuum melted by the.electron beam (preferred but not mal_dstory)
followed by double consumable electrode arc melting processes. Breakdown opeFa-
tions shell be performed with conventional extrusion# forging# tube redu©lng#
and drawing equipment normally found in primary ferrous and nonferrous plluatl.
When canning Is used as a means of protection# mild steel is the recomwIaded
materiel to temperatures up to 2300e_ and above 2300eF molybdenum canning is
recommended.
296
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3.3. processing. The startlng stock size, process[ng temperature_ _rcenta_a of
reduction, in-process annealing temperatures and tlmes shsll be selected by
the vendor to achieve the gralh size rmnge apecl_led in paragraph 3.6. and
mechanical properties specified In paxagraph 3.7. The total amount of reduction
from the turned ingot to the final product shall exceed 75%_ and the amoumt of
final reduction for each mill produc: (i.e. 3 the reduction Imparted betw_t the
final in-process recrystalltzatton mmeai and the final heat trest_nt) shall
exceed 30%. After the final reducttonj the final product shall be given
a final vacuum anneal for one hour at a temlwrature of 3000"F ± 35"F. The
amount of total reduction and finai refraction shall be reported for each mlll
product in the certificate of compliance.
3.4. Condition.
3.4.1. General. The Iini_hc:J product will I._ supplicJ in the recryatalllzed condition
throughout the cross sectional area to the grain size range speclfied In
paragraph 3.6.
CAUTION_
Avoid contact between T-ill alloy and copper_ nickel3 or their alloys except for
the copper crucibles used for melting.
Cutting with a cutoff wheel shculd be axc,lded if possible. If this ol_ration i|
requiredj a silicon carbide wheel (Allison CI20-K-RA) must be used. Alumina
cutoff wheels should never be used.
3.4.2. Cleaning Prior to Heat Treatment. All material should be cleaned per Glt Npecl-
flcation P4AYA21 fol_wed by cleaning per GE _peclflcation P4_YA20 prior to
In-process or final neat treatment. Also_ all material undergoing a stral_hteelmg
operation following final annealing should be cleaned per GE Specification P4ATA21.
3.4.3. Quallflcatlon of _"urnaces. _y VaC_tt_l It|it]laCeto be used for either In-proceSS
or final annealing of T-Ill must be qua,lifted as explained in GE Spcciflcatlon
PIODYAII to mlnimiLe the po_ulbility _f contamination.
3.4.4. Heat Treatment. ALl annealing shall be. carried out at pressures of less than
1 x I0 -_'-_ torr. All mill product_ to b_ annealed shall be thoroughly degreesed_
chemt,=allv cleaned per _.4.2. an,i pr,,tc,'tc,t frc_m furnace parts by a layer of fl_sh
Cb-lZr (preferred) Cb--lZr, rental,am or c**l,nubhtm foil 0.O02-inch thick or greater.
If foil is used for _rotective wrapplv_' _,f material to be heat treated, tantalum or
Cb-lZr wire sho_ald be use:. shelterer pc s_il, I# for securin_ of the foil wrap
about the material. If spot or tack welding la used for attaching the foll_
a molybdenum electrode shall be u_ed and ,_el,ltngcontact points shall be st
a double thickness of the wrapping material. The ground clamp shall al_ be
a refractory metal or alloy. The u';e el a _,,pper electrode for spot or tae_
weld:rig is not permisstble. The welding electrode should not come in direct
contact with'-the materlsl or component being prepared for anneal.
-5
When annealing is cacvied ,ul_ at pret,,_,lres gzealer than 1 x lO torr_ with the
prior ,pproval of the purchsser_ all m_ll products shall be enclosed in a
chemicelly eie_-,ed Cb-IZr slloy_ taste ,_m_ ,_:.columbium retort or wxapped in
a minim ef awe layers of fresh Cb-IZr alloy_ tantalum_ or columblum foil
0.002 Inch thick or greeter. The conditions of final annealing shall be
reported in the certificate of c(_mpltaxice.
,_ '_ v*_Lt , ?¢)7
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3.4.5. Contamination. All item are to be free of surface contamination or internal
oxidation. After final heat treatment 3 the material shall be examined metallo-
graphically for evidence of possible contamination caused by unsattsfsctery
heat treating atmospheres or processinl oe_dttions. A eicrehardness traverse
shall show a hardness not greater ths- _ YHN from the center to the surface
of a cross aectfonal sample of the final product. At the dlscretio, of the
purchaser 3 samples taken to lnclude at least one surface of the final product_
and not exceeding 0.050 Inch thiek_ may be chemically analyzed by the purchaser
for oxygen_ nltrogen_ hydrogenj and carbon. The analyses shall not exceed the
ltmlts set forth in paragraph q.5.2. Any indication of contmnlnation shall be
cause for rejection of a]l material .epreaentsd by that sample. The material
shall b_ acceptable if the contaminated layer ls completely eliminated before
shipment by a machining operation within the specified dimensions and toleranoes.
3.5. Chemical Composition
3.5.1. Ingot/Billet Composition. The chemfc:]l composition of ingots or billets for ocm-
versiov te fintahed products shall be analyzed and must conform to Table I
(page 5). A minimum of four analyses shall be obtained as fol:ow|: InMot-top-
cen_r t top-mld-radfua# and topedge s and ingot bottom-center. Duplicate analyNs
are required for carbonj oxygen# nLtrogen_ and hydrogen of each iocati_a. See
paragraph 5.4.1.3. _or permissible varlstlons.
3,5.2. Final Production Composition, At the discretion of the purchaser s ftnxl products
may be analyzed to determine the metallic elements _tsted in Table I. Failure
of the analytical results to conform with the requirements of Table I shill be
cause for rejection of all material represented by the analytical sample. If_
at the discretion of the purchaser_ the final products are not analyzed for
metallic elements I the manufacturer's ingot analysis in accordance with paraEraph
3.5.1. shall Le considered the chemical analysis for the metallic elements of
products supplied under this specification. In all -_ses_ duplicate determinations
of the elements_ carbonj oxygen I nltrogen_ and hydrogen shall be performed. 'fhe
individual values obtained must satisfy the criteria for permissible variations
described in paragraph 5.4.1.3. and the average of the values satisfying these
criteria must not eTceed the limits li_ted below.
Fi]:_1 Product Concentration IAmita_ ppm
For Wall Thicknesses For Wall Thicknesses
O.O20" or Greater Less Than 0.O20"
Element Max. Max.
Carbon 50 75
Ox_ygen 150 200
Nitrogen 75 100
Hydrogen I0 ] 0
3.6. Grain Si_,e. The grain size of the final products smell be xmssured and Bust
conform to the following limits:
298
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TABI_ I
CH_ICAL COMI_S I TI ON
T-Ill (Ta-SW-2Hf) ALLOY
Mlnilmm Con_eatr_tton Ilxima fonclntrlt[I
Element ppm p]pm
Carbon - 40
Oxygen - 100
Nitrogen - 50
Hydrogen - 10
Columbtum - 1000
Zirconium "- 500
Molybdenum 500
Chromium " 200
Cobalt 50
I ron . 50
Copper - 50
Nickel - 50
Vanadium 20
Silicon 20
Uangane se "" -_0
Tungsten 7.0 _/o 9.0 w/o
Hafnium 1.8 w'o 2.4 w/o
Tantalum Rema 1L_Oer -
1976011171-067
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Allowable Spread
Product Wall Minimum Allowable in ASTM Grain Slze Minimum Percent
Thlcknessj Inches ASTM Grain Size _o. Nos. in Any One Item RecrTsta111astton
Less than 0.010 7 2 100
0,010 to 0,065 6 2 100
0.065 to 0.125 5 2 100
0.125 to 0.250 4 2 95
0,250 to 0,500 3 3 90
3,7, Mechanlcal properties, The final product shall satisfy the following mechanical
property requirements:
3.7.1. Room Temperature Tensile Properties. Representative samples of the materi&l la
final form shall be tested In tension at room temperature (65e - 85°F) and Bust
meet the following property limits:
Ultimate Tensile 0.2% Yield
Strengthj kal Strength# kal EZongatlon_ 4 (1)
Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum
80 110 65 i00 30
(1) % Elongation in 4D for threaded or buttonhead test specimens; in I inch
for flat specimens.
3.7.2. Stress-to-Rupture Tests.
3.7.2.1. Test Re___q_uirements. Representative samples of the material in final form shall be
stress-rupture tested under the following conditions and must have the minimum
stress-rupture life shown. For the test results tn be valid# the saunples must
satisfy the environmental contamination criteria of paragraph 3.7.2.2.
Minimum Life
Test Temp,# "F Stress# ksl Hours
2400 19 20
3,7,2,2, Envlronmental Contamination, Chemical analysis of stress-rupture spaclmenl
after test shall demonstrate that the degree of environmental contamination
did not exceed the fol]ow.ng limits.
Maximum Allowable Increase
in Concentration of Impurities# ppm
Carbon 20
Oxygen 35
Nitrogen 20
Hydrogen 4
The maximum allowab'.e increase in the cnncentration of a given interntitlal
element shall be the difference between the average concentration of elwh
element in the stress-rupture specimen after t_ating and th( aver#re conuen-
tration of that element in the final prnduct from which the stress-rupt_
sample was taker. The average concentratinn shall be baeeo on the svor_
of duplicate analytical results, Permissible varla_lons _n analytical
results are described in psrsgrsph 5.4.1.3.
30O
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3.7.3. Hydrostatic Test. Each tube, I/8-inch or larger in outside dlmeter wlth a wall
thickness of 0.015-inch or less, shall be tested to s h/drostacfc pressure
sufflcleut Lo product a hoop stress of 50.000 psi. The teat pressure, not to
exceed I0.000 psi, shall be determined by the equation (P o 2 St/D), vherez
P - hydrostatic test pressure in pounds per square inch;
S " 50,000 psi;
t .. average wall thickness of the tube in inches;
D = outside dimneter of the tube in itlches.
The test pressure shall be held for a alni_um of 5 se:onds, kite.- tooting,
the tubing shall show no bulges, leaks, pinholes, cr_ckJJ,, or other defac_a.
3.7.4. Flare Test. A section of the heat treated tube shall be flare teated without
crsckln 8. The flare shall be _de with a tool having a 60-degree included
angle until the specified outside diameter has been increuad by 20 percent.
3.8. Tolerances
3.8.1. Dim.tar and Wall Th_.c_ass. The permissible variatlona in dimtsr and wall
th__ckness of tube shall not exceed those prescrlbed in Table II (refer to pa8 a
8).
3.8.2. Length. When tube is ordered cut-to-length . the usable length shall not be
less than that specified, but a variation of plus i/8-1nch still be pentlttt!
in lengths up to 6 feet. In lengths over 6 feet, a v.-rlstlon of plus 1/4-1rich
will be pezmltted, unless otherwlse specified.
3.8.3. Strul_htneas. The tube shall be free of bends or kinks. For len8ths up to
1_ f_eet, the n_ximun bow shall not exceed one pert In 1200; for fan|the greater
then I0 fret, the _xLmum bow sha'l not exceed one part in 600; unless other--
wise agreed upon.
4, MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DISCONTINUITIES
4.1. General. Cracks, lap_, se -_, fins, and tears mha]l be unacceptable. The
surface shall also be free _rom oxlde or scale of any nature, grease,all.
residual lubrlcants, or other extraneous ua_rlal.
4._. Poroslt.v and Incluslons. Porosity o: inclusiov_e _rlth dlu_ions greater then
3X of the wall thickness or O.005-1nch, whichever is _r, shall be unaccdp-
table wlth a mlnlnu- reJec_able l;_dlcatlon of 0.O01-1nch. Porosity or
Incluslons with dluensions In the range o7 1% to 3X of w._l] _hickneaa must be
a minimum of O.5-1nch apart. Porosity or inclusions with dimensloua l_/ss than
IZ of the wall thickness must be a ulnie,_u ef 0.12-inch apart.
301
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TABLE II
PERMIS._IBLE VARIATIONS IN TUBE DIMENSIONS
Wall
Nominal _D a Inches OD: Inch IDI Inch Thlcknessj
0.187 to 0.625 ± 0 004 ± 0.004 ± I0
> 0.625 to 1.000 _ 0.005 _ 0.005 ± I0
> i.000 to 2.000 x 0.0075 ± 0,0075 ± I0
> 2.000 to 3.000 ± 0.010 ± 0.010 _ I0
> 3.000 tc 4.000 ± 0.0125 ± 0.0125 ± 10
o
NOTIS:
(I) Tolerances are applicable to only the two dimensions specified
on the pu;chase order_ e.g._ e,utside diametgr and wall; i1%lCde
diameter and wall; outside diameter and inalde diameter.
(2) For tolerances applicable for very small tuOes (lea= th=a
0.187-1nch-dtameter) or very thln-_sll tubes (leas that.
0.OlO-inch-thick), the producer shall be consulted.
(3) For tubes having an insid_ diameter less than 60_ Of the outalde
dia,.*eteror s wall 3/4 inch or over thick, which cannot bo
successfully drawn over _ mandrel_ the inside di_ter may vary
by an amount ef.ual to plus or minus 10% of the wall thickness.
The wall thickness of these tubes .may vary plan or ainu0 12.5%
from that spscified.
(4) Ovality measured at any cross section: For tabes with noBlaal
wall thlckneas less than 3% of the neminal eutsld_ diammter# the
ovality tolerances are double t_.e telerances in column 2 or 3.
For ovality talerances for tubes with wall thlckne|= lama than
2% nemlnal autstde d_Ftmeter, the predueer shall be ceaaulted.
0RIGINAIiPAO_
OF POOR QUM/2_
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4.3. Surface Rework. All surface pores, gc:,_es, cracks and other defects deeper than
_'.0OS-Inch or 3Z of the wall thickness, whichever is smaller, are unacceptable.
Defects may be r_oved by grinding pro,..i:td the wall thickness is not decreed
below that permitted in TaMe II (refer to page 8). Grinding should be done with
either silicon carbide paper or a siilcon carbide grinding _eel. C_aplste
reaoval of surface defects must b_ u_bt;red by a final swab pickle (to rugove
smeared metal) with T-111 allo) _,:klin_ solution (GE Spacificatioo P4AYA20)
followed by fluorescent penetralt Insi:ection of the ground area. The defect cam-
not be conetdered as betng rewo',ed until no bleed back of panatrant can be
detected relieving grinding and p_kling.
5. qUALITy_sSU_C,EpR_Lz_,zoNs
5.1. Vendor Responsibillty. The manufsct_:er shall make all tests and inspecticma of
the material covered by _his specifica_i_m before shipment unless othen_ae speci-
fied. All test and inspection reaul:s shall be furnished to the purchmr.
5.2. Customer Review. General Electric is Co cecelve advanced notlficatio_ of all
non-proprletary melting, elevated temperature (greater than 500"F) procsssln|
operations_ testing and nondestructive Inspectlon and is to have the prlvilal_
of witnessing said operations. Th- manufacturer shall give the purchaser imple
notice of the time and place of designated test0. If the purchaser's reprasm-
,_atlve is not present at this time and a new dace is not set, the requlrtsent of
purchaser's inspection at the place of testing Is waived. _en the purchaser's
repzcsentstive is present at the appointed time and place, the manufacturer
shall afford him, without charse , all reasonable facilities to assure that the
mater%sl is being furnished in accotdxnce with thi_ specification. T_Is insp_c-
tlon shall not interfere unnecessarily wlth production operation.
5.3. Sample Selection. Care shal / he exercised to insure that the sample selected
_or testing _ representative of t'_e materi_l and uncontaminated by the ssmplin_
procedure° Samples for the deteru, lnatlon of mechanical properties shall be
selected so es to cor sume a mini._u_,'._ou_,_ of material, Joe., specimens may be
taken transverse to the final working direction from plate and sheet and from
strip if of sufficient wldch. If the_e Is any questlon about the s_lln_
technique or the analysis, the methols for sampllng and analysis shall be Chom_
agreed co by the buyer and se]ler, "!!_e_,pcc:imenconfiguration selected for
the performance of the testing rehulred in paragraph 5.4.2. and 5.4.3. shall be
mutually agreed upon by the vendor and 0urchaser prior to placement of a pur-
chase order,, The location of al 1 I est smnplas shall be reported in t}_ certi-
ficate of compliance.
5.4. Test Methods
5.4.1. Chemical Azja_1v._es
6.4. I.I. Te_t Procedure,s. Chemlca i ana]_,,s '_,,,, I 'Li.e _onductud b:,"mutu_lly acceptable
proceduress such as tile vllctltlmIt,:_i,._:,,, ,_.,,(i_or gases, the combustion method
for carbon, and spectr(_<'hcmicat n,,I'. _,,r r_,rt_l]Icelements. Disputes shall
be settled by ac,epled r_t,,rec _i''' __"' 1'__ . __th aS the AS'IM Deglgnstlon E195)
"Methods for Chemlcal Analyst _ f ' nc_ r ,_d Cosmetics] Columblum." Speclficslly#
the combustion/c(nduct(,metrlc m_th,, f,,r csrhon, t}'_e vscutul fusion l_t4_tho_ _or
oxygen and hydrr_ger,; the :nicr,_Z],:id,hl meth(_d for nitrogen e_r the carrier
gas fusion method for nitrogen and ,x)gen; _he emission spectrogrsphlc methode
for metallic impurilies; the X-ray fl_ r,,sc.encemeth,_d (u_Ing a briquette
prep,_r(,i from the fully _,xld|.zeds;.',_l,l(')for tungsten; and the colorimetrlc
or atomic absorptt(m method for haf,_i,;r.. Th,' analytical techniques to be
"__, used shall be m¢,ntionod tI_ vet_dor ,l_,,lal i_I_.
"W Of
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5.4.1.2. Check Analyses. Check analyses (see paragraph 7.2.) may be perforwed by the
buyer at hls discretlen and must cenfirm that the impurities are mithin specified
limits. Referee (see paragraph 5.9.) analyses shall be used to resolve disputes
srlltng frem differences tn vendor and buyer smslyses.
5.4.1.3. Permissible Variations in AnslTtlca1 Results. Results of analytical deter-
mlnations for the interstitial elements, oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, or nitropen,
must be within the perlissfble range indicated below:
Average Concentration of a Given Permissible Variation from the Average
Interstitial Element/ _pm of Duplicate Analytical Results
0-10 ± 80_
11-40 ± 40_
41-100 _ 20%
lOl-lSO ± 155
151-1000 ± I0_
In the event that the values are not gcceptable_ an additional duplicate
analysts shall be performed. All values obteinee {original duplicate plus
second du_ilcate) shall be averaged and the permissible variaions criteria
applied. The average of all acceptable valuez, tme minimum, shall be used in
determining the average concentration.
5.4.2. Tensile Test. The tension test shall be conducted in accordance mith A_m
Desirnation'E8, "Methods of Temslon Testing of Netslllc Materials." Yield
strength shall be determined by the offset (0.2%) method. The tensile properties
shall be determined using a strain rate of 0.005 inch per inch per minute up
to 0.6% offset and then 0.050 inch 3 plus or mtnwe 0.020 inch_ per Inch per atmuta
to fracture.
5.4.3. Stress-Rupture Test. Stress-rupture properties el _pe_,mens shall be determined
by mutually acceptable testing techniques. Suggested testimg techniqmes far
_eterlining stress-rupture properties are:
-6
Specimens shall _e tested at pressures of 1 x ]0 torr mr lees.
The vacuum system shall i_corporate an optically tight liquid
nitrogen cold trap or _ getter-ton pump.
Specimens shall be held for a half hour at the test temperatu_
before application of load.
Test temperature shall IJc mai:_talned at plus or minus IO'F during
the test.
5.4.4. Grain Si_e. Grain size determlnations shall be made according to Afflll BlleoA-
fication Ell21 "Kstimattng the Average Grain gise of Metals,"
5.5. Nunber of Tests Required on FLlutl Product
5.5.1. Destructive Evaluation. Representative test specimens from the finished product
representing each ingot and each lot of tmterial shall be tested to determine
confon_t7 to this specification, The mln/Atm frequacy of these tests shall bet
I
I I i
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Intermtltlal (Carbon, Owygen, Hydrogen, kttrogen ) Analy_s -
two per lop per ingot. Sme paragrQh 3.5.2.
See paragraph 3.5.2.Hafnltm Analyses - one per lot per lng,-,c,
Tensile Test - two per lot per ingot. See par4graph 3.7.1.
Stress-Rupture Teat - two per lop per Ingut. See p#ragraph 3.7.2.
Flare Teat - two per lot. per ln_;ot See paragraph 3.7.4.
Grain Size - two per lot per ingot
(One longltudlnal and one transverse) 3ee paraRrapn 3.6.
Microhardnesa Traverses - one per lot per ingot. See paragraph 3.4.5.
5.5.2. Nondestructive Evaluation. The following nondestructive inspections shall be
performed 100Z on all flnal products unless otherwise specified:
Ultrasonlc Inspection. See paragraph 5.7.1.2.
Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection. See paragraph 5.7.1.3.
Hydrostatic Proof Test See paragraph 3.7.3.
5.8. Retest and Rework
5.6.1. Surface Contamination. Any sampie or sp_rtir,,enexhiblling obvlous surface con-
tamination or improper preparation which rIt,dqtaaliflesIt as a truly rapr@sentatlve
sa.._Dle shall be replaced _ith a new sa,nplo.
5.6.2. Rewo'k. If inspection and teal re_ulls el a l_t do not conform to the rwqutre-
nlentv of this specific'alton 3 the lc, l may be zeworked at tile option Of the
manufacturer. The lot shall be accepl::d_]e il all lest resulto_ after rewerktng_
•o-¢_rm to _is specification.
5.7. ,ction.
5,7.1 adds o ( Inspe c___S'.tl o_Q
5.7.1.1. Radtogr,aj)htc. When specified_ the pr,.l,j,'l shall t_e radiograi_hed and found free
of porosity and irlclttsi(ms as spectlteO in iJaragva;)h 4.2. using th_ techniques
dest,:-tbed in AMS 2635_ 'ltadiograp_ic il_l)(._ttol_." The radiographs and product
shall be tdentifled so that the exacl |)¢_|11_,i_of each radlograph can be
correlated wlth the specific area on s pacticular product.
5.7.1.2. Ultrasonic ZnsLpect/.on. Unless other_me agreed ao by the purchsser snd tlse
ven0or_ fqnsl products shsll be 100% £nspecled ultrasonically in sccordsnee
,t
with GR Specifl,'atton P3AYA15_ "Ultrauor, ac Method of Inspection_ using s
3% notch criteria. Ullras_nte lt_dlcallons having any of the following th_l_
deucr_.pti_ns are con_Itlered rejectable and c(_uid be cause fer rejection of
the entire piece in welch the indic'at i,)n appears:
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1. The a_plitude of an ultrasonic signal fr_ the material is - 80Z of full
screen.
2, The m_plitude of an ultraeonic signal from the macerla! is 25Z to 79Z of
fu_l screen and the signal response indicates the source of the signal la
1/8-inch long.
3. Two ultrasonic signals having amplitudes 25X which emanate fro_ sources
which are within I/4-1nch of each other.
5.7.1.3. Penetrant Insp_ctloa. The exterior surface of products shall be IOOZ p_etrant
inspected and found free of flaws as specified in peragrml_ 4.1 and 4.3 _/aa _[
Specification P3CYAI7, "Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection3" (Magnaflux
penetr_nt ZL-22A shall be used). All parts thus ins_cted shall be marked
wlt_ i:_ -tames as described in the specification; impresslen sti_mplngs or
etching shall be unaccept_bl=.
5.7.1.4. _. The manufacturer shall supply at least three cop_eo _= GI-_P
"'Material Test Summary" form_ for each lot of material in place of or in
addition to standard vendor test certification forms. The "li4mteria_ Yg_
Summary" forms summarize aAl tc_t information required by thLs spoeILtoati_.
Copies of the forms will be supplied to the vendor ny GE-NSP.
5.8. Re_sctiona. To be handled in accordance with the Rejections Article of U_
Conditions of Purchase which appear on the reverse side of tl_ lhlg.okaan @r@er
Form.
5.9. Referee. If the manufacturer and the purchaser disagree concerning the cen-
formance of the material to the requirement_ of this specification or amy
special test specified by the purchaser, a mutually acceptable referee's test
shall be used to determine conformance. In the event that a referee ca&not bo
mutually agreed upon, the General Electric test results will prevail in determining
the acceptability of the materlal.
6. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
6.1. Idantlfication. Each bundle, box, or carbon shall be legibly and conspicuously
marked or tagged with the number of this specification_ purchase order, or
co_tract number, type_ ingot number_ lot number) nominal size_ and the gross_
net_ and tare weights. When each bundle, box or carbon consists of coeq_aents
from mo_e than one ingot number or lot number_ each component shall be identified
individually.
6.2. Packln_. The ends of each pipe or tube shall be sealed with suitable plastic
caps and each individual item shall be wrapped in heavy gauge polyethyleae
or similar material and packed in a manner assuring safe delivery when pr_rly
transported by a common car_ler.
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7. DEFINITIONS
7.1. l_t. A lot shall .{_(iude all tnalel'tlll ot th_ _'.me slze_ shape, condition,
an,_ finished fr,_m ,m,' hea_ ,,f material and which has received the same processtnl_
has been annealed in the same vacuum annealing charge, and has been processed
slmultnneouslv in all _peration_ in which temperatures may reach 500°F or above.
When process It, mperatures and environments are closely controlled or when closely
ad.],_cfn_ ._tzes recet,.e _imilar processing_ lots may be combined for ehellcal_
"tensile, and slres._-rupture _ests only, provided prior written approval has
been obtained l:'c)m the C_neral Electrlc Company.
Check Anal_is. A cht*('k.m.',lysia is an analyzls in addltion to the certlficat®d
analysls. It shall be perlortned by the pur.:ha_er o! the m_tal s his deai_ated
agent_ or the releree in case el dispute (see parag:apn 5.9.). Permlamtble
variations in the analytical results of the check analyses _st c¢4ttorm to tho_
described in paragraph 5.4.1.3. These variations allow for a "axlmu = scatter of
analytlcal data from a specific sample for the given e).ement tl_nderreproduclbl@
analytical conditions.
Significance of Numerical Limit_. For determining compliance wlth the slHlclfled
limits for requirements of the properties listed belowj an observed value or
a calculated value shall be rounded off using the roundlng-off method in AS'I_
Designation E29, "Recommended Practices for Desl_nated Slgnltlclmt Places In
Specified Limiting Values."
Rounded-Off Unit for
Te_t. Observed or Calculated Value
Ch¢'mi,'nl Composition nnd Dlmel_sional Nearest Unit in the Last Right-
"l'oleran¢'es (When Expr,,ss, d Decimally) l_and Place of Ylgures of the
Specified Limit
Tensile Strength Nearest i00 psi
Elongn/ l,_n Nearest 1%
Ruptur," l,ile Nearest 0.i Hour
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APPENDIX D
PROCESSING OF T-!!! ALLOY
FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
The major portion of the T-111 alloy mill products was produced by
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation. In the pl_oduction of T-11_ 1. alloy ingots,
tantalum and tungsten powders are blended in one large char_,e at Fansteel's
Muskogee, Oklahoma, facilities. Sabsequently, the powders are hydrostatically
compacted and sintered into rectangular bars. Consolidation of the T-1i!
alloy is accomplished first by double EB-melting the sintered Ta-SW bars
into 5-inch (12. 7-c_n) ingots. The hafnium addition to the alloy is accomplished
by GTA-welding reactor-grade hafnium strips to the full length of the electrode
produced from the 5-inch (12.7-c-m)-diameter EB-melted ingots and single vacumn-
arc-melting to produce either a 7 1/2-inch (19.1-_m)- or a 9 1/2-inch (24.l-an)-
diameter T-111 alloy ingot. Six arc-cast ingots were required to fulfill the
program requirements. Heat numbers and ingot sizes are:
Heat No. Size Melting Source
IIID1632 9 1/2 in. (24 1 can) Braebuvn Alloy Steel
IIID1633 9 1/2 in. (24 1 cm) Braeburn Allo_ Steel
IIID1670 9 1/2 in. (24 1 c_n) Univ. Cyclops Steel
1lID1102 9 1/2 in. (24 1 cm) Univ. Cyclops Steel
111D1765 7 1/2 in. (19 1 cm) Fansteel
IIID1829 7 1/'2 in. (19 1 cm) Fansteel
After machining, the ingots wei-_ shipped to Canton Drop Forging Company,
C_mton, Ohio, canned in Type 204 SS seamless pipe, and extruded. The
extrusion parmneters are presented in Table D-I.
Heats IIIDI632/IlIDI633
After extruaJon, the cans were removed and the blllets were conditioned
for forging al. Anderson-Schumaker, Chicavo, Illinois. Forging was to be
O 41 . O O
performed al 2200 -2300 F (1204 -1260 C) on open-face dies using a 6000-
pound (272()-.kg) I:mmner; however, inspeclion of the extrusions revealed
extensive crackillg alollg Lhe entirelength o[ both exll'USions. A transverse
slice or' one (,[" lilt' extrusions WaS ft)rWill'(lcd [() Gt,nt2rttl l, lectric for exiLlllilla-
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tion. Macrographs of the transverse section, shown in Figure D-l. revealed
three major cracks which were intergranular in nature and at approximately
120 ° intervals around the periphery of the extrusion.
An inveztigation was performed to delineate the possible cause of the
cracking. A Rockwell hardness survey across a transverse slice from one of
the first 5 I/8-inch (13-cm)-diameter T-ill alloy extrusions (No. IiiD1632),
which had cracked, revealed no signifiuant hardness variation across the
billet, and the average hardness was found to be 61 R . Subsequently, the
a
transverse slice from the extrusion was sectioned, as sho_,a_ in Figure D-2,
to prepare specimens for metallographic examination and chemical analysis.
Samples were obtained from the center and from the edge of the extrusion.
Photomicrographs of the extrusion are shown in Figures D-3 and D-4, and
no major amounts of precipitate or second phases were observed at any of the
locations examined.
Chemical analysis results of the slice are shown in Table D-ll. Based
on the chemical analyses of +'__ one cross section of the extrusion, the
ingot appeared to be reasonably homogeneous. The resu!ts of chemical
analysis do ,lot indicate any obvious concentrations that might contribute to
observed cI'ackin_.
T-ill a!]oy rods measuring 2 1/4 inches (5.7 cm) and 3 3/4 iuches (9.5 cm)
ill diameter were salvaged from these two T-I,I alloy ingots. 311c 2 i/4-inch
(5.7-cn_)-diameter material was processed into l/S-inch- to i i/2-inch (0.32-
to 3.8-cm)~diamcter rods and 0.062- and O.094-Jnch (0.16- and 0.24-era)-
diameter wire; the 3 3_d-inch (9.5-cm)-diameter material was processed into
0.005- aad 0.009-inch (0.013- and 0.023-cm)-thick foil, O.040-inch (O. lO-cm)-
thick sheet, and 9.500-inch (l.27-cm)-lhick plate. Processing temperatures
were less than 800°F (427°C). All of these products except the I i/2--inch
(3.8-cm)-diameter rod were given a final anneal of 2687°F (1475°C) for one
hour; ,he 1 I/2-inch (3.8-cm)-di_uneter rod was annealed at 2687°F (1475°C)
for two hours.
|{eat No. IIID[670
After extrusion, the ctJ.ll was removed and the hiller was conditi,,ned
for forging. No cracks were found on the surface of the extrusion as
determined by dye penetraut inspection tt,chniques.
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#i
-Crack #2
Crack #3
[] - Chemical Analysis Samples
- Metallcgraphic Specimens
Ct068 't
Figure D-2. Sectioning or' Transverse Slice from
Extrusion of Fansteel Ingot No. 111D1632.
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TABLE D-II
CHKMICM, ANALYSES OF CRACKED T-Ill ALLOY
EXTRUSION - FANSTEEL INGOT NO. III-D1632
Chemical Analyses
Periphery Periphery Away
.El_,m____vnnt _'ethod of Analyses Ne__.ar C_____rack From Crack Center
W (l) -. 25% 7. 317o 6. 9770
Hf (i) 2.45% 2.32% 2.28%
C (2) 30 ppm 20 ppm 30 ppm
O (3) 70 ppm 60 ppm 109 ppm
N (3) 12 ppm i0 p_m 14 ppm
Ag (4) ......
A1 (4) -- (C'. (6)
S (4) .......
Be (4) ......
BI (4) .......
Ca (4) ......
Cb (4) ......
cd (4) .......
Co (4) ........
_4) -- (7) (7)Cr
]_(5) 10 ppm -- 10 ppm
Cu (4) ......
_4) -- (6) (6)
Fe _5) 64 ppm -- 34 ppm
K (4) ......
Mg (4) -- (6) (6)
Mn (4) -- (b) (6)
Mo (4) ......
Na (,t) ......
_4)) -- (7) (7)Ni <i0 ppm -- <i0 ppm
Pb (4) ......
st (4) -- (6) (6)
Ti (4) -- (6) (6)
v (4) ......
Y (4) ......
Zn '..I _ ......
Zr (4) ......
(1) Wet analy.;is (Ledoux & Co. Inc.j Tcaneck, N.J.)
(2) Conductome/r/c
(3) Vacuum fusion
(4) Spectrographic (semi-quantilattv,:'
(5) Colormetrlc (Ledoux & Co. Inc., Teaneck, N,J.)
(6) Trace amount (< 500 ppm)
(7) <5¢_ ppm
NOTE: Semi-quantitative spec_rogz'_.ghic analysv_ rcveaK'd no ditf_.,*'enct,
in cOncenl rat ion of thosc t>lt, m,:,llI:- lhA/ ','('I'L' tlt*tt!clt, d between thc
center and edge of the extru._i,)l_,
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Trial forgings of portions of the extrusion which were conducted at
Anderson Sc! waker, Chicago, Illinois, and Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Materials Manufacturing Division, Blai,:.ville, Pennsylvania, were unsuccess-
ful due to center cracking of the billets. The trial forging that was
attemDted at Anderson-Schumaker utilized a 6000-pound (2/20-kg) hammer, flat
dies, add an initial billet temperature of 2300°F (1260°C). The billet was
heated in air without a proLective cGating. Ill au attempt to wor_ the
centel" o_ the billet more extensively, the tr._al forging conducted at Westi_,-
house v.tilized a 1000-ton (9.1 :: 105-kg) l.'ress. The dies consisted of a flat-
top die and a closed-bottom die. The bill_t was hea:ed to the 2300°F (1260°C)
forging temperature in an lh.zone! retort _,ontainirvg flowing ar_on gas. In
the latter case, the center cracking was confined to the ends. After condi-
tionxng to -,-emove any contamination resu[tipg from the previous forging opera-
tion, this billet was heated to 1700°F (927°C) in ._n air furnace and rod-rolled
successfully to 2.l-inch (5.3-cm) diameter withou. _ i*eheatin K. Subsequently,
two 4.5-inch (ll.4-cm)-diameLer billets were felled successfully in _ simJ far
manner to 3 1/8 inches (8.0 cm) in diameter and were utilized for tile produ_'.tit,u
of 3/8-inch (0.95-c_)-0D and one-inch (2.J ",m)-OD tubing.
The two 3 i/8-inch (F..0-cm)-diameter rods w, re machil,efl into 2.93-inch
(7.44-cJn)-diameter x 9-inch (22.9-cm)-long billets and shi_pped to Wolverine
lhlbe Division ._. Cal_:_._*et-Hecla. The billets were drilled to make tube hollows
and were extruded into base tube blanks using procgdures cleveloped at Wolveriue.
.qiheprocess_ug procedures are considered proprietary by Wolverine Tube. ]2_e
base tubes were cleaned, the ID honed, the OD polished, recleaned and ins]l(_,tlt,d.
/4 brief study was performed at General Electric to aid ii_ selecting the
annealing temperature to be used on the base tubes prior tu tube reducing.
Samples from the base tubes were annealed for oI_e Flour at 2500 ° , 260()°, 2700 °, 2t_/'
O O
2900 ° and 3000OF (137t 1427 ° , :482 ° 1538 ° 1593 , and 1649°C) in vacuum.
The samples were examined by metallographic and microhardness techniques.
As can be seen in Figures D-5 through D-_, recrystallization has occu,'rc(l
in all of the annealed specimens. The microhardness and grain-size data are
presentea in Table D-I_I, A one-hour at 2700°F "1482°C) anneal was selec_ed
to obtlin .t de,_il.a[.1.e combination of h_-rdnuss and grain size. Subsequ(_ntly,
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Ib) Ann_aled_ 2500 ° } (1371°C) - 1 ttour C200'-I
Vigure D-5. Transvel'se Microstrueture of T-111 Alloy Extruded
Base Tube.
Etchant : 20gmNH4F-2(_nlH20- 5(_,lHRO 3
Mag.: IO0X a) B_3OIJ.t, b) B830211
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a) Annealed, 2600°F (1427°C) - 1 flour
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b) Annealc:t, 2700 F (i482°C) - 1 th,ur
Figure D-6. Transve._se Micros_ructure of T-111 Alloy Extruded
B_.se Tube.
Etche-nt : 30gmNH4F- 20m tH20- 5 _; 1HNO3
Nag. : 100X a) B83031l, o) B1_30411
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,l) .'lime,Lied, ".m)O i" (16:;_ C) 1 Ih)ur
_¢ £) ()I)) Amlealcd) 2.)()0 F (I.')!)3 C.) l Hour
].,'Jg'l|l'e D-7. TI-0.n_vt;l'St, MJCl'(),_Iru('tttF(, ()[ T-I I I AIl() 3' Extruded
]tasc Tube.
El chart I. : "{()K)nNII11"- :-_t)lJll iluO-_ 5()III l Ik\O 3
l_lai,. : IOOX ;l) BI-130511, b) 1_830t;1!
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Figure D--8. Transverse l%licrostructure of T-111 Alloy Extruded
Base Tube A/ter Annealing at 3000°F (16719°C) for (:hm
Hour in Vacuum.
gtchant : 30_NH4F-2Orn_H20-5OmlI-_03
Mag. : 100X (B830711)
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TABLE D-1II
MICROHAI_DNESS AND GRAIN SIZE OF UNANNEALED AND ANNEALED (a)
T-ill ALLOY HEAT NUMBEE 11I-D-1670 EX'I1_UDED BASE TUBE
Anneal ira4 (b)
l'cmq_era t u rc .Mi c roha l-dllc, s _ ASTM Gra i n
oF ° C l)Pit Si ze (c)
As t:xtrudod 314 (d)
2500 131(: '217 7.5
2600 1,t27 212 7.5
ZTO0 14,_2 "21(i 7.5
2800 1538 216 7.0
2900 1593 2 [.t 6.5
3000 1"$.19 217 6. ()
(4)
,'_i)t'Ci:r;Cll._ []llilo[tlcd t(IF ()lll" }_,Itil" at [)I','._Ill'C_ ]('.¢;S lhail
l x lifo torr (l x [0 -3 Njm2).
(b)
.\vc'r_l_c ()1 l()ur ililt)r('s_l()lls at _,liii-w,ll_l 1,)cntioll; -tS()-
,4ram load.
((.) [z_Ivrcct,t (or qi_vn) tir, ict'clur( ' liso(t.
((t)
N,) vaill(-, <_pocil!/on htutvily c()[d v,'orkt,d.
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the base tubes were wrapped in tantalum foil and annealed for one hour
at 2700UF (1482°C) at a pressure of less than 1 x 10 -5 torr by Wolverine
Tube.
The base tubes we,_e successfully given a 50 percent reduction to an
intermediate tube size. Following this first tube reduction, a brief study
was performed at General Electric to aid in selecting the annealing tempera-
ture to be used on the reduced tube prior to further tube reducing. Samples
o o
from the reduced tubes were annealed for cne hour at 2400 , 2500 °, 2600 ,
2700 ° 2800 °, 2900 °, and 3000°F (1316 ° , 1371 °, 1427 °, 1482 °, 1538 ° , 1593 °
and 1649ec) in vacuum. The samples were evaluated by means of metallographic
examination and microhardness techniques.
Recovery and/or recrystallization have occurred in the annealed specimens
shown in Figuzvs D-9 through D-12. The microhardness and grain-size data
o
are presented in Table D-IV. A one-hour anneal at 2700 :F (1482°C) was selected
to obtain a desirable combination of hardness and grain size. The tube was
further reduced, annealing after each 50 percent reduction, to produce the
l. O0-inch (2.5-cm)-OD x 0.10-inch (0.25-cJn)-wall and 0.375-inci; (0.95-cm)-OD x
0.065-inch (0.17-am)-wall tubing. After cleaning and wrapping in tantalum
foil, both the 1.00-inch (2.5-'c_n)-OD and 0.375-inch (0.95-c_)-OD tubing
o
were given a final anneal for 1 hour at 3000 F (1649°C).
The final vendor inspection and testing of the T-111 alloy, 0.375-inch
(0.95-cJn)-OP x 0.065-inch (O.17-am)-thick-wall and 1.0-inch (2.5-cm)-OD x
0.100-inch (0.25-cm)-thick wall tubing found the tubing to be free of re]ectable
defects. However, subsequent quality assurance inspection by ultrasonic
testing at General Electric revealed numerous ID and OD defects in the
0.375-inch (0.95--cm)-OD tubing. Many of the defects were identified by
visual examination, using .': stereonicroscope, as OD defects of the scratch
type which were apparently introduced during handling p,ior to receipt by
General Electric. These defects were easily b_-,.a_d out. With the majority
of the OD defects removed, the remaining ID defects were easier to identify
in a second ultrasonic inspection. ID defects which exceeded the specific.',ti:;:.
requirements were removed from the tube Ly sectioning. The metallogr_phic
appearance of typical ID defects of this type i_ s',o_l in Figure D-I_
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a) As Reduced
• .2- . _ " °
,. _ 1
2
• _ ;.." ... , o
• 1
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-.,= _ , .,
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- - <'. • "T_ " "
o o . C,I1.1._7-1
b) Annealed, 2400 F (1316 C) - i ltour
Figure D-9. Longitudinal Microstruc_dre _f T-Ill Alloy Tubing
After First Reduction.
Etchant : 30graPH4- 20m 1H20- 5(;m1HNO 3
Mag. : IOOX a) Cl()O12l, b) C100221
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0 0
b) Annealed, 2600 F (t,t27 C) - 1 llour Cl127,2
Figure L-IO. Longitudinal Microstructure of T-111 Alloy Tubing
After First Reduction.
Etchant : 30gmNHdF- 20m 1H20- 50m 1HNO3
Mag.: !00X a) C100321, b) C100421
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Figure D-II. Longitudinal Microstruciure of T-ill Alloy Tubiug
A£ter First Redtlctlon.
Etchant : 30gn_Nll IF- 2On,IH20- 5(_nl V.NO3
Mag.; IOOX i_.) Ci00521, i;) GI00621
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a) Annea?ed, 2900 F (1593°C) - 1 Hour
.----. ,. _ .... ) " _...,"
_'( _:v j "J -_7 g) d Xi-zT{._
.k.':_ 'U .._r,._-. W.../k,:."b< _ / _
o
b) Annealed, 3000°F (1649 C) - 1 ttour C1121-_
Figure D-12. Longitudinal Microstructuro of T-Ill Alloy Tubing
After First Reduction
Etchant : 30gmNltdF-2Omlll O-_2OmltlNO3
_,lag. : iOOX a) Ci0072i, b) ClO0_2i
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TABLE D- l
MICROHARDNESS AND GRAIN SIZE OF UNANNEALED _ ANNEALED (a)
T-ill ALLOY HEAT NUMBER III-D-1670 AFTER FIRST REDUCTION
Annealing Temperature Microhardness (b) AS_I Grain
oF °C DPH Size (c)
As-Reduced 276 8.0
2400 1316 211 8.0
2500 1371 22_' 7.5
2600 1427 212 7.0
2700 1482 204 7.0
2800 1538 207 6.5
2900 1593 202 6.0
3000 1649 203 6.0
(a) 5pL,t:ime,ls annealed for one hour aI pressures less than I x !O-5 Iorl_.
(b) Avet't_e of four impressions at mid-wall location: 500-gram load.
(_') Intercept (or Heyn) prgcedure used.
q,)
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(a)
Figure D-13. Photomicrographs of Typical Defects on the ID
Surface and Inner Wall of 0.375-Inch (0.95-cm)-OD
x O.065-Inch (O.16-cm)-Wall T-111 Alloy Tubing.
Etehant: None a) C9_0223, L) C9_0222
Ma g. : 5 O0 X
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tIeat • lllDl102
Afte, extrusion, the cans were removed, and the two billets were
conditioned for rolling at Braeburn Alloy Steel Divisior. of Contine.,tal-
Copper and Steel Industries Incorp_ia:_:,d. The conditionefl 4.25-inch
(10.8-cm)-diameter billets from the four,%h il_got were rolled to 3.5-, 3.25-,
o
2.75-, and 2.25-inch (8.9- 8.3-, 7.0-, and 5.7-cm) dia_.ete,'s at ].700 F
(927°C) in air at Braeburn Alloy Steel. The finished products were given a
final vacuum (10 -5 torr LIO -3 N/m2j) anneal at 3900°F (1649°C) for 1 hour
at the Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington.
Heat No. 111D1765
The fifth EB-melted Ta-SW alloy ing)t (!11D1765) was forged into
4.0-inch (10.2-cm)-diame.ter elec rode stock at ArJ0erson-Schumaker, Chicago,
Illinois, and subsequently arc-me_ted to the T-lil composition a_ Fansteel.
_e resulting 7.5-inch (19.1-cm)--diameter arc-melted lngot was mact_ined to
6.72 inches (17.1 cm), sectioned into two equal lengths, and shipped to
Canton Drop Forging Company for extrusion. The two billets were canned in
a molybdenum-lined Type 304 stainless steel seamless pipe by heliarc-welain_.
After extrusion, the cans _ere removed .and the two billets were conditioned
; _ .finch (lO.2-cm) diameter and subsequently rolled to approximately 3-inch
(_ 6-_n) di_uneter at Braeburn Alloy Steel. The rolling was performed at
_O0'F (,t27°C) in air. 2ae products made from the, fifth T-!ll alloy inr;ot
were given a final cac'dum-anneal at 300O°t (lo49°C) for or, _. aour at the
Bo(,ing C_mpany, Seattle, Washing.ton.
WM! CtlANG ALBANY DIVISION
A portion of the _-lll alloy mill products required for the program
was produced by Wah Chang. Consol'dation of the T-iI1 aIloy ingots is similar
to the process de;:;cribed for the ingots p_ducefl by Fansteel. BIeno_d tantalum
and tungsten pwoders are compacted, sintercd, and double electron-bean-melted
r )
to produc_ :t Ta-SW alloy electrode for arc melting. Hafnium in the ,t'._, of
crystal bar stri_ or electron-beam-melted strip is GTA-welded along the
t, nlirt, length of the electrode. The eIectrode then is doublo vacutun-arc-melted
to f_l a 6 1/2-inch (16.5--cm)-diameter ingot.
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Primary conversion of the c_n_ditional doublc arc-melted ingot is
accomplished by forging at temperatures on the order of 2400°F (1316°C).
A proprieta1"y coating is applied to the ingot to minimize contamination
during processing. After initial breakdown of the ingot, subsequent pro-
cessing to finish sizes is accomplished at relatively low temperatures
using standard facilities and techniques. Final annealing of the mill
t
products was carried out at 3000°F (1649°C)/1 hour in vacuum. Material
produced by Wah Chang was foil and sheet in thicknesses of 0.005, 0.009,
0.035, 0.125, and 0.050 inch (0.013, 0.023, 0.089, 0.318, and 0.13 am);
rod in diameters of 0.062, 0.094. 0.123, 0.250, 0.500, 0.625, 1.00, 1.125,
and 1.500 inches (0.157, 0.238, 0.317, 0.635, 1.270, 1.587, 2.54, 2.857,
and 3.810 cm); bar of dimensions 1.0 x 1.0 inch (2.54 x 2.54 cm).
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APPEhDIX E
PROCESSING OF Mo-TZC ALLOY
CLIMAX MOLYBDENUM COMPANY OF MICHIGAN
Consolidation of the Mo-TZC alloy (Mo-I.25Ti-0.15Zr-O.15C) at Climax
was performed in their PSM facility. The blended powders are compressed,
sintered to fo1_n an electrode, and consumably vacuum arc melted in one
operation. One 9-inch (22.9-cm)-diameter ingot was melted to fulfill the
program requirements. The cropped and trimmed ingot, measuring 6 15/16
inches (17.6 em) in diameter was vacuum annealed at 2800°F (1538°C) for
1 hour. One billet cut from the ingot was canned in unalloyed molybdenum
by heliarc welding and shipped to Allegheny Ludlum, Watervliet, New York,
for ext:t'usion; the diameter of the canned ingot was 7 1/8 inches (18.1 cm).
The ingot was heated by induction to 3200 °v. (1760°C) (optical) in an argon
atmosphere. An attempt to extrude the Mo-TZC alloy ingot in a 7 3/8-inch
(18.7-cm)-ID container was unsuccessful as failure of _ valve to the
accumulator resulted in a loss of pressure. Severe cracking of the ingot
occurred as a result of the upsetting action in the container.
Two additional billets of Mo-TZC, machined from the same heat, were
shipped to Allegheny Ludlum for extrusion. Prior to shipment, ,Jr_ ingots
were vacuum-annealed for one hour at 2800°F (1538°0). The ingot sizes were:
Diameter Length _Weight
5.4 in. (13.7 cm) 12 in. (30.5 cm) 102 ib (46.3 kg)
6.0 in. (15.2 cm) 21 in. (53.3 cm) 233 ib (106 kg)
The 5.4-inch (13.7-cm)-diameter ingot was machined from the bottom of
the original ingot and required more cleanup of the surface. The 21-inch
(53.3-cm) length is a limiting dimension because of the length of the
induction coll used for heating the ingots.
A second attempt to extrude at Allegheny Ludlum with the 5.4-1nch
(13.7-cm) ingot also was unsuccessful. The ingot failed to extrude at the
full capacity of the press for the type and size of stem that was used.
Examination of the billet showed that about 2 inches (5 cm) had extruded
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before the ingot stalled in the press, and i L was apparent that very little
of the lubricant was on the surface. It is believed that lack of lubrica-
tion due to the possible use of too high a melting glass and/or the flat,
shear-type die were responsible for the failure of the ingot to extrude.
Subsequent inspection of the ingot revealed that severe cracking had occurred
from the upsetting action.
The remaining 6-inch (15.2-cm)-diameter, Mo-TZC alloy billet _was turned
to 5.85-inch (14.9-cm) diameter for extrusion at duPont. The ingot was induction
heated to 3180°F (1749°C) in argon atmosphere and extruded through a 3-inch
(7.6-cm)-ID, ZrO -coated conical die. The extrusion parameters are shown in
2
Table E-I. As the result of severe die wash, the extrusion diameter was
close to 3 1/8 inches (7.9 cm). Also, there appeared to be a loss of lubri-
cation o,1 one side of the extrusion which resulted in a series of trat,sverse
surface cracks along the unlubricated surface. These cracks were successfully
removed during subsequent conditioning of the billet for rolling at Hoskins
Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
The results of recrystallization studies of longitudinal samples from
the midradius of the extruded billet are summarized in Table E-II. Although
an annealing temperature of 3400°F (1871°C) resulted in an essentially
recrystallized structure, metallographie examination revealed co_'%tinuous
films of Mo2C at the grain boundaries. Similarly, the sample which was
heated at 3200°F (1760°C) for one hour also uxhibited some Mo2C in the grain
boundaries. Since the presence of Mo2C in the grain boundaries is not a
desirable condition for subsequent working operations, the postextrusion
heat-treatment was limited to a stress-relief anneal at 3000°F (1649°C) for
one houl" in vacuum. A solution anneal at temperatures on the order of
3750°V (2066°C) was not employed because of possible grain growth and the
fact that only a 52 percent reduction is required to reach the final size
of 2 inches (5 cm) in diameter.
The conditioned and stress-relieved Mo-TZC alloy billet was successfully
rolled by Hosklns Corporation, Detroit, _lichlgan, to 2 i/8-1nch (5.4-cm)-
diameter rod. A rolling temperature o£ 2400°F (1316°C) was utilized. The
2-inch (5-cm)-dlameter rod was machined from a portion of the rolled 2 1/8-
inch (5.4-cm)-diameter rod. The remaining 2 i/8-1nch (5.4-cm)-dlameter rod
334
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TABLE E-I
EXTRUSION PARAMETERS FOR THE 5.85-INCH (14.9-cm)-DIAMETER
MACHIN*_) Mo-TZC ALLOY INGOT {a)
Billet Size - 5.85-inch (14.9-cm) diameter
Container Size - 6.0-inch (15.2-c_) ID
Die Size/Design - 3.0-inch (7.6-cm) ID/90 ° conical
Die Coating - ZrO 2
Extrusion Ratio - 3.8/1
Lubricant - Billet coated with 7052 glass; glass lubricated
with Fiske .grease. Die lubricated with 7052
glass powder and a glass-wool pad.
Billet Temperature - 3180°F (1749°C) (induction-heated in argon)
Extrusion pressure - 126,000 psi (868 MN/m 2)
115,500 psi (796 MN/m-) run-out
Cooling Procedure - Air-cooled to 1700°F (927°C); cooled in Sil-O-Ce]
from 1700°F (927°C) to room temperature.
(a) Extruded at E_I. duPont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Baltimore,
MarylanC.
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TABLE E-II
RECRYSTALLIZATION (a) OF 3. 125-I._'C_I (8.0-c_)-DIAMETER
Mo-TZC ALLOY EXTRUSION (b)
Temperature (c) Vickers' Hardness
-c o--
F C Number % Recr_stallization
As extr_u;ed 232 10
2800 1538 240 15
3000 1649 236 15
3200 1760 229 25
3400 1871 201 98
(_)
Conducted by the Climax Molybdenum Company of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
(b)
Extruded at E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Baltimore,
Maryland, in 6.0-inch (15.2-c_n)-OD container - ingot diameter
5.85 inches (14.9 cm).
(c)
Temperatures maintained for one hour in vacuum.
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was l_lled at 2400°F (1316°C) to 1.3-inch (3.3 cm)-diameter rod by
Climax Molybdenum Company, Coldwater, Michigan. The rod was subsequently
machined to l-inch (2.5-cm) diameter. The chemical analyses of the ingot
and stress-relieved rod, as supplied by Climax, are shown in Table E-III.
The mechanical properties, also supplied by Climax, are presented in
Table E-IV.
GE-I_CD
Four slx-inch (15.2-cm)-diameter, Mo-TZC alloy ingots were single vacuum-
arc-melted by the Lamp Metals and Components Department of General Electric
Company. The ingots were machined to a nominal 5 1/16-inch (12.9-cm)
diameter and extruded at the GE-P_D Center, Schenectady, Ne_ York. The
extrusion parameters that were employed are shown in Table E-V.
Ultrasonic inspection of all of the extrusions revealed no internal
defects. One ingot (:{eat No. 4454) stuck during extrusion but it was
possible to remachine the surface and successfully reextrude to bar.
Two extrusions (4451 and 4453) were cross rolled to 1 3/8-inch (3.5-cm)-
thick plate for subsequent machining into nozzles for the tu,'b:_ne _imulator.
Attempts made to roll the first extln/sion (4451) at a temperature of 2390°F
(1300°C) resulted in severe cracking. The rolling cycle was modified for
the second extrusion (4453) to provide for a 20 percent reduction to be made
at 2912°F (1600°C) and a 20 percent reduction _o be made at 2390°F (1300°C).
The material was rollea to this schedule without difficulty.
The third extrusion (4454) was successfully cross rolled to 3/4-inch
(l.91-cm)-thick plate with approximately 40 percent reduction being made at
a temperature of 2912°F (1600°C) and approximately 40 percent reduction
being made at a temperature of 2390°F (1300°C). This material is to be
utilized for the machinlngof turbine blades. The chemical analyses of theP
rolled plate, as supplied by GE-INCD, are shown in Table E-%q, and the
mechanical properties are presented in Table E-VII.
DETERMINATION OF FINAL ANNEALING TREATMENT
Because of the marginal room temperature ductility of the heavy section
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TABLE E-V
EXTRUSION PARAMETERS FOR Mo-TZC ALLOY INGOTS (a)
Machined Ingot Size - 5.06-inch (12.9-cm) diameter
Leader Block - None
Follow-up Block - Graphite
Container Size - 5. 187-inch (13.1-c/n) ID
Die Size/Design - 2.l-inch (5.35-cm) x 4.l-inch (10.4-cm)/
coni cal
Die Coating - ZrO 2
Lubricant - Proprietary - Ugine'-Sejournet processed not used
Heat No.
4451 4454 4453
Extrusion Ratio - 2.29/1 2.24/1 --
Furnace Temperature, OF - 3110 3110 3092c
C - 1710 1710 1700
Soak Time, Hours/Minutes
in Hydrogen - 3:25 3:58 3:54
Handling Time, Seconds - 22.7 24.3 22.1
(a) Extruded at General Electric Research and Development Center,
Schenectady, New York.
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sizes of the Mo-TZC alloy products, a heat-treat study was performed
on the Mo-TZC alloy rod to define an annealing treatment which will improve
the room-temperature ductility withouL appreciable recrystalllzation or
reduction in the yield strength.
The Mo-TZC alloy mill products manufactured by the two vendors (General
Slectric-LMCD and Climax Molybdenum Company) were processed using different
working schedules. Therefore, a single optimtm heat treatment for all the
Mo-TZC alloy mill products could not be selected. Results of this study
resulted in the followlng courses of action:
a. The 0.75-inch (l.91-cm)-thick plate (GE-LMCD) and the 2.0-1rich
(5.l-cm)-dlameter rod (Climax) were heat treated for 50 hours
at 2600°F (1427°C).
b. The 1.375-_nch (3.5-cm)-thick plate (GE-LIK_) was not used in
the Corrosion Loop Program because of its nonuniform microstructure.
c. The 1-inch (2.5-cm)-diameter rod (Climax) was utilized in the
as-received condition (1 hour at 2400°F (1316°C).
The heat-treatment study was conducted with approximately 0.25-inch
(0.64-cm)-thick slices cut from the ends of each of the Mo-TZC alloy mill shapes.
The slices from the plate material were cut into cubes, and the slices from
the rods were cut into pie-shaped specimens. After chemical cleaning, the
specimens were heat treated for one hour at 2600 °, 2700 ° , 2800 °, 30(,0 ° 3200 °
3400 °, and 3750°F (1427 °, 1482° , 1538 ° , 1649 °, 1760° , 1871° , and 2066°C) in
a vacuum of less than 1 x 10 -5 torr and subsequently quenche_ in helium.
The microstructures and microhardnesses of the 0.75-inch (1.9-cm)- thick
Mo-TZC alloy before and after the one-hour heat treatment are shown in
Figure E-1. Significant recrystallization was observed in the specimen
. heat treated for one hour at 2600°F (1427°C) as well. as a low hardness. The
data obtained for this particular heat treatment are considered anomalous
• with respect to the data obtained after performing other heat treatments on
this material. The one-hour heat tz_atment at 2800°F (1538°C) is considered
to be the condition xn wbich significant recrystalllzatlon will occur In
the 0.75-inch (l.9-cm)-thlck plate. Also, the microhardness data indicate
a rapid decrease in hardness after a one-hour heat treatment at a temperature
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of 2700°F (1482°C). From the metallographic and mic_hardne_s data, a
temperature of 2700°F (1482°C) or less was suggested for a one-hour heat
treatment of the 0.75-inch (1.9-cm)-thick plate.
The effects of longer time heat treatments on microstructure and
hardness of the 0.75-inch (1.9-cm)-thick pl: te were evaluated by heat
treating samples for 50 hours at 2600°F and 2700°F (1427°C and 1482°C).
The mlcrostructures, Figure E-l, indicate only a slight amount of recrystalli-
z__tion in the specimen heat-treated at 2600°F (±_27°C) for 50 hours and a
significant amount of recrystallisation in the specimen heat treated at
2700°F (1482°C) for 50 hours. The microhardness data, Figure E-l, are
in agreement with the micIostructures in that the hardness of the specimen
heat treated at 2700°F (1482°C) was considerably reduced. These results
indicate that a 50-hour heat treatment-at 2600°F (1427°C) also may be
beneficial in achieving greater tensil_ ductility at the lower temperatures.
A longer-time mat treatment has the advantage of allowing more time for
carbon precipitation.
The micrestructures and microhardness of the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick
Mo-TZC alloy plate before and after the one-hour heat-treatments are shown
in Figure E-2_ Significant recrystallization was observed after heat treating
for one hour at 3200°F (1760°C). This high recrystallization temperature
is attributed to the relatively small amount of cold-work that this material
received during processing, as shown in the as-received microstructure
_:nich is noticeably less uniform than the microstructure of the other
materials. In general, the microstructure dr. La for the one-hour heat treatments
below 3200°F (1760°C) indicate that recovery is the major process taking place
with very small localized areas, which received a greater amount of effective
cold-work, starting to recrystallize. Since the slope of the hardness curve
is fairly uniform up to 3200°F (1760°C) and microstructural changes are
slight, it would be desirable to maintain the temperature of a one-hour heat
treatment for the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick Mo-TZC alloy as low as possible
to reduce degradation of streDgth and high enough to precipitate carbon
f_Dm solution in a reasonable time period. The effects of longer-time heat
treatments on the 1.375-inch (3.49-c_)-thick plate were also evaluated by heat
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treating samples for 50 hours at 2600°F and 2700°F (1427°C and 1482°C).
The microstructures of these specimens are shown in Figure E-2 and
indicate that recovery is predominant with some recrystallization in small
lo alized areas in the specimen heat treated for 50 hours at 2600°F (1427°C)
and a significant amount of recrystallization in the specimen heat treated
at 2700°F (1482°C) for 50 hours. A decrease in hardness was observed in
both specimens, Figure E-2, with the hardness values being slightly less
than the one-hour heat treatments at 2600°F (1427°C) and 2700°F (1482°C).
_,ese data indicate that a 50-hour heat treatment at 2600°F (1427°C) would
be the preferred heat treatment to improve the low-temperature tensile
ductility of the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick plate with a minimal reduction
in yield strength.
The room-temperature tensile ductility of the 1.O-inch (2.5-cm)-diameter,
Mo-TZC alloy rod produced by Climax Molybdenum is satisfactory for use in
the as-received condition (2400°F E1316°C]/1 hour). However, heat-treatment
studies were conducted with this material to determine its recrystallization
characteristics. The microstructures and microhardness after the one-hour
heat treatments are shown in Figure E-3. Significant recrystallization was
observed in the specimen which was heat treated at 3000°F (1649°C) for one
hour. The microhardness data shown a rapid decrease in hardness after one
hour at 2800°F (1538°C). The effects of longer-tlme heat treatments (50
hours at 2600 ° and 2700°F, 1427 ° and 1482°C) on the 1.0-inch (2.5-am)-diameter
material are shown in Figure E-3. Metallographic examination revealed the
initiation of recrystalllzation in both heat treatments but to an insignifi-
cant amount. A slight decrease in microhardness also was observed.
Specimens from the 2.0-1nch (5.l-cm)-dlameter Mo-TZC alloy rod
produced by Climax Molybdenum were heat treated for one hour at 2800°F
(1538°C) and 3000°F (1649°C). Significant recrystalllzatlon was observed
after heat treating for one hour at 3000°F (1649°C) and a slight decrease
in mlcrohardness was noted after the one-hour heat treatment at 2800°F
(1538°C). These results indicate that a one-hour heal tleatment to
precipitate carbon from solution should be carried Out at a temperature
of 2800°F (1538°C) or less. Additional specimens from the 2.0-1nch
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_5.1-cm)-diameter rod were heat treated for 50 hours at 250U°F (]427°C)
and "2700°F (1482°C) Significant recrystallizatton was observed in the
specimen heat treated at 2700°F (1482°C) and is reflected in the low
microhardness of the specimen. The specimen heat treated a _, 2600°F (1427°C)
for 50 hours exhibited a very small amount of recrystallizatton and a slight
decrease in hardness. These data indicate that a 50-hour exposure at
2600°F (1427°C) could be used for the final heat treatment of the 2.0-inch
(5.0-cm)-diameter material.
As a result of these studies, 30 hours at 2600°F (1427°C) was selected
as a promising heat treaUnent for the comparison of tensile properties
with the material in the as-received condition of one hour at 2400°F (1316°C).
Buttonhead tensile specimens, Figure E-4,were machined from Mo-TZC rod and
bar such that the longitudinal axes of the specimens were parallel to the
rolling direction. The finished tensile specimens were chemically cleaned
and carefully inspected for surface defects _sing fluorescent penetrant
techniques. The tensile specimens were vacuum heat treated at pressures
-5
less than 1 x 10 torr after the machining, cleaning, and inspection opera-
tions. The tensile tests were conducted in air at room temperature to 400°F
(204°C) and were performed in accordance with AS2M Designation ES-57T,
"Methods of Tension Testing of Metallic Materials." A strain rate of 0.005
inch/inch/minute up to 0.6 percent offset and then 0.050 inch/inch/minute
to fracture was used; the yield strength was determined by the 0.02 percent
and 0.2 percent offset methods. The results of these tests along with the
data reported by the vendors are shown in Table E-VIII.
In general, an increase in room-temperature ductility and a decrease
in room-temperature yield strength were observed in the specimens tested
from all four mill shapes which were heat treated for 50 hours at 2600°F
(1427°C). It was concluded that the improved ductility was more significant
to the utilization of these materials in the T-111 Corrosion Loop than the
observed decrease in strength except for the 1.0-inch (2.5-cm)-diameter rod
material. The 1.0-inch (2.5-c:n)-diameter Mo-TZC alloy rod exhibited very
good ductility in the as-received condition (heat treated for one hour
at 2400°F [1316°C__), and the slight increase observed after heat treating
349
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for 50 hours at 2600°F (142i°C) was uonsidered insignificant. Therefore,
no additional heat treatment was selected for tile l.O-inch (2.5-cm)-diameter
rod, and it was used in the T-ill Corrosion Loop in the as-received condition.
/
The room-temperature ductility achieved in the 0.75-inch (l.91-cm)-thick
plate after heat-treating for 50 hours at 2600°F (1427°C) was considered
acceptable; therefore, this heat treatment was utilized for the O.7S-inch
(l.91-cm)-thick, Mo-TZC alloy plate.
Since the machining of the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick plate and 2.0-inch
(5.0-cm)-disaleter rod was to be done by electric-discharge-machining techniques,
which can be done readily at temperatures on the order of 150°F (66°C), the
ductility achieved in both the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick plate and the 2.0-inch
(5.0-cm)-diaJneter rod at 150°F (66°C) after heat treating 50 hours at 2600°F
(1427°C) was considered acceptable. However, even though good ductility was
achieved ill the 1.375-inch (3.49-cm)-thick plate, it was decided that the non-
uniform microstructure observed in the metallograDhic studies made it un-
desirable to use this material in the T-ill Corrosion Loop.
The 0.75-inch (l.91-cm)-thick, Mo-TZC alloy plate and the 2.0-inch
(5.0-em)-diamcter, Mo-TZC alloy rod were chemically cleaned, wrapped in fresh,
Cb-iZr alloy foil, and subsequently heat treated at 2600°F (1427°C) for 50
-5
hours in a vacuum of < 1 x I0 torr.
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APPENDIX F
PROCESSING OF Cb-132M ALLOY
The mill products of Cb-132M a].loy (Cb-2OTa-15W-5Mo-2Zr-0.13C)
required for the program requirements were produced by Universal Cyclops
Steel Corporation. A 5 3/8-inch (13.7-cm)-diameter x lO.09-inch (25.63-am)-
long Cb-132M alloy ingot was triple vacuum arc melted from a double EB-melted
ingot by Wah Chang A]bany and jacketed in a 5 7/8-inch (1.49-cm)-OD, pressed
and sintered molybdenum can. The canned ingot was successfully extruded
at duPont through a 3 3/4-inch (9.53-cm)-ID die at a temperature of
3120°F (1716°C). The extrusion parameters employed are presented in
TableF-I. The extruded bar was conditioned to 3.375-inch (8.57-cm) diameter
and sectioned into two lengths. One billet length was stress relieved
at 2300°F (1216°C) for one hour in vacuum, machined, recanned in molybdemm_,
and extruded ut 2400°F (1316°C) to approximately 2.25-inch (5.7-cm) diameter.
The secc, nd billet length was given a recrystallization anneal at 3200°F
(1760°C) for one hour in vacuum, machined, recanned in molybdenum, and
extruded at 2900°F (1593°C) to approximately 2.25-inch |5.7-cm) diameter.
The extrusion parameters for both billets are presented in Table F-iI. The
latter two extrusions were performed by Nuclear Metals, West Concord, Massa-
chusetts. The extrusion from the second billet was then stress relieved
at 2300°F (1260 °c) for one hour in vacuum, machined, recanned in molybdenum,
and reextruded by Nuclear Metals at 2400°F (1316°C) through a 1.75-inch
(4.45-cm)-diameter die. The extrusion parameters are presented in Table F-III.
The 2.25-inch (5.7-cm)-diameter Cb-132M alloy extrusion from billet
No. 1 was machined into 2.0-inch (5.08-cm)-diameter rod. The 1.72-inch
(4.37-cm)-diameter extrusion from billet No. 2 was decanned, inspected, and
machined into l.O-inch (2.54-cm)-diameter rod.
The chemical analyses of the ingot and stress-relieved rod, as supplied
by Universal Cyclops, are shown in Table F-IV. The mechanical properties,
also supplied by Universal Cyclops, re presented in Table F-V.
PRECINGPAGEBIANKNO?
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'FABLE F-I
EXTRUSION PARAMETERS FOR THE 5.36-1NCH (13.62-cm)-DIAMETER MACHINED
Cb-132M ALLOY INGOT {a)
Machined Ingot Size - 5.36-inch (13.62-cm) diameter x lO. 16-
inch (25.8-c_n) long
Ingot Nose Geometry - 135 ° included angle
Can Size - 5.95-inch (15.l-cm)-diameter molybdenum
Leader Block - Steel block heated to 2000°F (i093°C)
Follow-up Block - 2.0-inch (5.l-cm)-thick carbon discs heated
to 2000°F (i093°C) followed by one carbon
disc at room temperature
Container Size - 6-inch (15.2-cm) ID
Die 81ze/Design - 3.75-1nch (9.5-cm) ID/conical
Die Coating - ZrO 2
Extrusion Ratio - 2.56/].
Lubricant - Proprietary Glass
Ingot Temperature (b) - 3120°F (1716°C)
Extrusion Pressure - 76,000 psi (530 MN/m 2)
Extrusion Press Size - 2.750 tons
Cooling Procedure - Air
(a)Extruded at duPont.
(b)Heated by induction in argon.
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[TABLE F-II
EXTRUSION PARAMETERS FOR THE 3.75-IN(_ (9.5-cm)-DIAMETER _.
EXTRUDED Cb-132_ ALLOY BILLETS (a)
Machined Billets Sizes - Billet No. 1 (b) - 3.75-incb (9.5-c_n)
diameter x 12-inch (30.5-cm) long
Billet No. 2 (c) - 3.75-inch (9.5-cm)
diameter x 10-inch (25.4-cm) long
Can Size - 3.95-inch (9.5-cm)-diameter molybdenum
Leader Block Mild steel heated to 1500°F (816°C)
Container Size - 4.05-inch (10.3-cm) ID
Die Size/Design - 2.625-inch (6.67-cm) ID/conical
Die Coating - ZrO 2
Extrusion Ratio - 2.4/1
Lubricant - Glass
Billet Temperature (d) - Billet No. 1 - 2400°F (1316°C)
Billet No. 2 - 2900°F (1593°C)
Extrusion Pressure - Billet No. i - 750-690 tons runout
Billet No. 2 - 510-370 tons runout
Extrusion Press Size 1400 tons
Cooling Procedure - Air
(a) Extruded at Nuclear Metals, West COheord, Mass.
(b) Billet No. 1 was used to make tile 2-inch (5.l-cm)-diameter bar.
(c) Bille£ No. 2 was used to make the l-inch (2.5,l-cm)-diameter bar.
(d)
Heated by induction in argon.
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TABLE F-III
EXTRUSION PARAMETERS FOR THE 2.0-IN(It (5.1-_)-DIAVLETER
EX2_UDED Cb-132M ALLOY BILLET (a)
Machined Billet Size - Bille_ No. 2 - 2.0-inch (5.l-cm)
diameter x 12--inch (30.5-on) long
Can Size - 3.95-inch (9.5-cm)-diameter molybdenum
Leader Block - None
Follow-up Block - Mild steel heated to 900°F (482°C)
Container Size - 4,05-inch (10.3-cm) ID
Die Size/Design - 1,75-inch (4.4-cm) ID/conical
Die Coating - ZrO 2
Extrusion Ratio - 3.0/1
Ldbricant - Glass
Billet Temperature (b) - 2400°F (1316_C)
Extrusion Pressure - 700 tons
Extrusion Press Size - 1400 tons
Cooling Procedure - Air
(a)
Extruded at Nuclear Metals, '.VestConcord, Mass.
(b)
Induction-heated in argon.
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Because of the mar,._inal room temperature ductility of the 2-inch
(5.08-cm)-diameter Cb-132M alloy rod, a heat-treatment s_udy was conducted
to establish final annealing conditions that would result in an optimum
combination of low-temperature ductility and elevated-temperature stxx ngth.
A beat treatment of one hour at 2600°F (1427°C) was selected for
the 2-inch (5.08-cm)°-diameter Cb-i32M alloy rod. This study =howed that
this heat treatment results in improved l_uom-temperature ductility without
appreciable recrystallization or reduction in the yield strength of the
Cb- 132N alloy.
The Cb-132M alloy as supplied by Universal Cyclops had been heat treated
for one hour at 2400°F (1316°C) and had a room-temperature ductility somewhat
less than desirable for machining and utilization in the Corrosion Loop.
It was anticipated that a slightly higher-temperature heat treatment would
result Jn increased carbide Precipitation and reduce the amount of carbon
in solid solution, which would improve the room- tempe ra t,,re ductility without
an appreciable loss in yield strength. Approximately 0.25-inch (0.64-cm)-thick
slices were cut from the end of the Cb-132M alloy rod and subsequently
sectioned into pie-shaped specimens. After chemical cleaning, the speci_,ens
were heat-treated for one hour at 2500 ° 2600 ° , 2700 ° , 2800 ° and 2900°F
-5
(1371 °, 1427 °, 1482 o, 1538 ° , and 1593°C) at a pressure of less than 1 x I0
torr _'1.3 × 10-3 N/m 2) and then quenched in helium.
The microstructures and microhardnesses of the Cb-132}_ alloy before and
after the one-hour heat-treatments are shown in Figure F-I. The first signs
of slight recrysta]liz 'ion in the severely worked regions of the bar were
observed in %he s_ecimen heat treated for one hour at 2700°F (1482°C).
Significant agglom,_,ration of the carbide precipitate was observed after a
heat treatmePt of one hour at 2900°F (1593°C), Figures F-2 through F-4.
The microhardness data indicate a rapid decrease in hardness after a one-
hour heat treatment at 2700°F (1482°C). From the microhardness and fnet_llo-
graphic data, a tempereture of less than 2700°F (1482°C) was suggested for
a one-hour heat treatment.
The effects of longer-time, lower-temperature heat treatments were
361
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Figure F-2. Lorq_,:ttt!,:J.].t] M:t,_',,,:.,, +, ,,'< _,_ 2,O-Inch (5.l-cm)-Diameter
Cb-+t3I_.h_ ,'ll l< y t+od.
,)
Ma_. : 2000X a) C.11C)212,. b) C,110313
lg7F_r}l 1171_19_
. -.+ -41rr+ + . • • _ amp ,'.- +
4 • +'_ _ b ¢ + ",
n_-__ _ +_.._.___+._m._+_
RI_+-++.__.r,_ __IlC +. .+_ • • _ • -'_:+_+._
_++.-_ " j --_...' :6% . .... . +
__" ++."-+."--: "++Z+-'_ - "" ; "II+.+
++++"+._._ +.,.-"..'. ' "'." k + _ :._," ,"":;_+
-_ --_" "_*- _. +%. +'2" *_ e'++'+ + " ' 1 " +"
_"___,o'4h_.,,,diE.' . . -4 _, _" _ _ o0 . . ..: ; _,+ . . .. _,_
o
a) Annealed I Hour a'l;. 2600 F -'(t427°CJ
..... _l"+'+_ " + '
b) Annealed i Hour at 2700°F (i482°C)
Figure F-3. Longitudinal Microstructure of 2.0-Inch (5.1-cm)-
Diameter Cb-132M Alloy Rod.
Etchant: 60m tG1 yce rine- 20m 1HNO3- 20mIItF
Mag.: 2000 X a) C410'413, b) C410512
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evaluated by heat trPatJ_ a s_unple for 5() hours at 2500°F (13710C).
The microstructure, sho_u_ in Figures F-I and F.-5, indicates significant
recrystallization and agglomeration of the carbide precipitate. These
changes are reflected in the iow microha_-d_,ess given in Figure F-1.
The final heat-treatment selection was dete_m_ined by evaluating the
tensile behavior of specimens heat treated for one lmur at 2500°F (1371°C)
and one hour at 2600°F (1427°C). Buttonhead tensile specimens were ma,;hined
from the 2-inch (5.1-cm)-dimneter Cb-]32U _,od such that the longitudinal
axes of the rod and specimens were parallel. The finished tensile specimens
were chemically cleaned and carefully inspected for surface defects usiug
fluorescent-penetrant techniques. Three tensile specimens were vacuum heat
- 5 N/m 2treated at pressures less than 1 x 10 tort (1.3 x 1.0-3 ) for one hour
at 2500°F (1371°C), three for one hour at 2600°F (1427°C), and the remaining
specimens were left in the as-received condition (one hour at 2400°F (1316°C).
The tensile tests were conducted in air at room temperature to 225°F (107°C)
and were performed in accordance with ASTM Designation ES-57T, "Methods of
Tension Testing of Metallic _iaterials." A strain rate of 0.005 inch/inch/
minute up to 0.6 percent offset and then 0.050 inch/inch/mimlte to fracture
was used; tae yield strength was detelnnined by the 0.02 percent and 0.2
percent offset methods. The results of these tests are shown in Table F-VI
along with the tensile data supplied by Universal Cyc]ops Steel Corporation.
Reasonable ductility was observed in the as-received Cb-Z32M alloy
material which was annealed one hour at 2400°F (1316°C) and tensiJe tested
at a temperature of 225°F (107°C). Both the_m_al heat treatments, one hour
at 2500°F (1371°C) and one hour at 2600°F (1427°C), resulted in good room-
temperature ductility, and the specimens which were heat treated at 2600°F
(1427°C) exhibited sllghtly higher ductility them dmse heat treated at
2500°F (1371°C). In all cas_,s, no siga_fLc_t reductions in yield strengt,
were observed. From lhese results and th_ c,arlJer microstructure and micro-
hardness results, a thelnl_a[ he_al il'eall,,,,ll! ol" ,>no hour :It 2600°F (1427°C)
was se]ected for the 2-inch (5.0S-cm)-d,_u,Letcr Cb-132M alloy rod. Subsequently,
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Figure F-5. Longitudinal Microstructure of 2.0-Inch (5.l-cm)-
Diameter Cb-o132_I AII_,y Rod Annealed 50 Hours at
2500 F (1371 C).
Etchant: 6(_t_IGlycerine-2(_IHNO3-2OmlHF
Mag. : 2000X (C470112)
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the 2-il,uh (5.0"_-cml) dimnmter Cb-]32M alloy rod was wrapped in new Cb-lZr
alloy foil and vacutun annealed for one hour at 2600°F (1427°C).
The 1-inch (2.54--cm)-diameter rod had satisfactory room-temperature
ductility in the as-received condition (2400°F [1316°C]/1 hour).
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T- l I 1 BELLOi;':_ i:ABRI CAII ON
As indicated in Scclion IV },tin'J<.,,ti:_l,, of this report, _-111 bellows
wet o fabricated for use ]n the collstl"_,:tJ,;l: o1 the metering and isolation
valves for the T-Ill Corrosion Test L{,,.qJ. 'fnc T-ill bellows were of good
quality, however, the deeisi.on was _tadc. to take the lnore conservative and
demonstrated approach of using (',b--IL_. i;,:[lt}v:s from _he same lot used in the
valves of the successful 5000-hour (]b-lAr Corrosion Loc .... Test. The higher-
strength T-ill alloy bellows were not required because of the low operating
temperatu_'e and low stress levels in the convolution walls. Even through the
T-ill bellows were nol used, _t })lict d0scription of the fabrication of timse
bellows is i_mluded below since tl,_,_t.,c__j.,,tlt(_,first bellows made from this
high-strength alloy. The inf_l_riatb,_', _aJ_cd during the fabrication of these
0.52-inch (1.3-cm)-OD bellow._ wa.': c.:.t,_ :_(.l', ust.ful in the subsequent fabrica-
tion of 0.85-inch (2.2-cm)-OD T-111 bcl:_,v.s for the larger refractory metal
(31)
valves which were evalualed Jn :,.nc_ihl. F _t.,'_.n{ loop test.
_le T-]ll bellows for the. T-Ill (A,rr,)sJ{,n Test were formed f-on tube
blanks of the following diI;l(.';lsJ_:S, O.N7.'{-im:h (0.95-cm) OD x O.O08-inch
(O,02-cm) wall thickness x 6. 76- th,:}, (17.l-cm) length, t..?cause of the thin
wails of the bellows'blanks, the il_]ol",lilial eh,ment concentrations in this
material weDe subst:tntia]ly hizhc.t- :t:_ll_the tubing and pipe used in the con-
struction of the T-111 l_,,l_ proper, t.',,! i, ;_n_ the final recrystallizatiun
heat treatment of I h,,ur ,.it 27(1(: 1," ([ I;,,2 (') iht, average analysis of the T-Ill
blanks was as folh_ws: 203 ppm t_ a3_:,ti,. "t)7 lq_m tarbell, 3f_ ppm nitroget_ a_ld
3 ppm hydrogen. The l't.l_tliw,lv hi,-h ,,'..,.,, :: c,q_centration and the attendant
risk of attack by lithium w_s :tn_,ll_,t':t'_.,t:-,,nf_r .,s_leeting Cb-iZr bellows
for use ill the fdbricati_m _1" f)l_' "t : _',,rt',:4i,_n Loop valves.
The T-Ill bell,,ws W('I',:},\'*iCltlli_ !', I,_lT,,¢'t[ wi_h an internal pc_ssure _f
t,
approximately 2,h)O 1)'4i ([6.5 X lit ]i, "') '.\ "'llli| ICX G,rp_)ration, Van Nuys,
(31) llarrison, R. ','. and H,_l,>',':,,'h. I. !,, :l_(' ,,rv 24 lal Vtlves lot 191)(}°j ,'
Service in Atkali_M_e_l S).st7.::.7, X:'_:-,,', CI{-1810, I970.
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California. Various stages u£ the formation of the convolutions are
illustrated in Figure G-1. A close-up view of the bellows is shown in
Figure G-2, which illurtrates the uniformity of the convolutions and the
s_looth texture of the surface. The metallographic appearance and the
uniformity of the wall thickness of the bellows' convolutions are illustrated
in Figure G-3. The maximum variation in wall thickness between the apex
and the side wall of the convolutions was less than 0.O01 inch (0.002 cm).
The grain size in the convolutions corresponded to ASTM 7-8. Microhar_ness
measurements were made on the cross section of the tube blanks and on the
#
formed bellows. Diamond Pyramid Hardness values of 250 were obtained on
the tube blanks and values ranging from 325 to 350 were obtained on the
bellows ' convolutions.
The axial deflections of two T-Ill bellows and a Cb-lZr bellows as a
function of load were determi.,ed and are presented in Table G-I. No
permanent set was observed in these room temperature tests of the bellows
in the 0.10-inch (0.25-cm) travel necessary for valve operation.
In summary, examination of the T-Ill bellows indicated that ttmy were
of excellent quality with the sole negative factor being _he relatively
high oxygen and carbon concentrations of this material.
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Figure G-2. T-ill Alloy Valv,_ I'mll,Jws. ('l_p C63(J_2(,15)
(t5_, t t,,J_ C6.)()_2()(_(_)
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Figure G-3. (a) A Transverse Section of T-ZII Alloy L_21lows' Conw)lutions
Showing thc, Unifoz_i ly _Jl" lhe Wall Thickn(;ss (Orig. A_3()213).
(b) A Traz_svers¢_ Seclion al th(, Ap_,x o[ ;t _mw)lulion IndicatJn_
an AS'ill Grain Size 7.-,_ (OrJ_. A830212).
[:lc;h;u3l: ,IO'_IINO.{-.II'_II"-L'()";I ('l Orig. Mag, : (a) 50X
' (b) _50X
1976011171-139
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APPENDIX H
CALIBRATION OF THE PARTIAL PRESSURE GAS ANALYZER
IY,e method used for calibration of the mass spectrometer and subsequent
calculatiors of partial pressures involves the use of both the ionization
gauge and the mass spectrometer in a pt'ocedure such that the total pressure
is determined by the ionization gauge reading, corrected for relative con-
centrations of various gas species, with the relative concentrations obtained
from the mass spectrum. The reason for this approach is that the mass
spectrometer cannot be relied upon to give accurate absolute partial pressure
values over a long time period. This is due mainly to instabmllties in the
electron nlultiplier. The ionization gauge, on the other hand, will give only
approximate values of the total pressure unless relative partial pressures
are known. Details of the calibration and data analysis procedures are given
(32)
e 1sewhe re.
Calibration of the mass spectrometer was made before installation of
the loop in the ch_mLber. The tube was mom_ted on the chamber, and the empty
chamber was evacuated without the spool piece. After chamber had been baked
-9
ouc and prior to calibration of the analyze., a base pressure of 3.9 x 10 torr
(5.2 x 10 -.7 N/m 2) was obtained.
The analyzer was calibrated for hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and argon
by admitting the pure gas to the chamber through the variable leak valve,
whi-h was ....:,,own previously in Section VI.B. _flmn the pressure had stabilized,
a reading of the ioni=ation gauge was made, and a mass spectrum was obtained.
_lls process was repeated at various pressures for each of the four calibrating
gases. From these data, the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer for each
of the four gases was calculated. The mass spectrometer sensitivity, S (x)ms
for any pure gas (x), is defined as
(32)
Lyon, T. F., Effects of Vacu_u,_ Levo] on Solar Receiver Materials,
Final Report on Contract NAS 3-11828, October i0, 1970.
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I (x)
ms
s (x) -
ms i P(x)
ms
where I (x) is the positive ion current of the mass spectrometer for aIns
particular peak (usually the parent peak) in the pure gas mass spectrum,
i is the electron emission current, and P(x) is the gas pressure.ms
The mass spectrometer sensitivity relative to nitrogen is given in
Table H-I for each gas normally found in the residual gas mass spectrum. Values
for gases other than those for which direct calibration was made were obtained
by extrapolation or interpolation. Also shown in Table H-I are the ionization
gauge sensitivities relative to nitrogen. These values were obtained from
various literature sources.
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TABLE H- 1
RELATIVE SENSITIVITY OF MASS SPECTROMETER AND IONIZATION GAUGE
Mass Spectrometer Ionization Gauge
Parent Sensitivity Sensitivity
Specie m/e Relative to N 2 Relative to N2
H2 2 1.61 0.42
He 4 0.13 0.19
CH 4 16 1.67 1.07
H20 18 1.29 0.89
CO or N2 28 1.00 1.00
02 32 0.72 0.85
Ar 40 0.97 1.56
CO2 44 0.74 1.37
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This process was repeated at various pressures for each of the four calibrating
gases. From these data, the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer 1or each ot
the four gases was calculated. The mass spectrometer sensitivity_ S (x) forms
any pure gas (x), is defined as
Ims(X)
Sms(X) - imsP(X )
where I (x) is the positive ion current of the mass spectrometer for a
ms
particular peak (usually the parent peak) in the pure gas mass spectrum, i ms
is the electron emission current, and P(x) is the gas pressure.
The mass spectrometer sensitivity relative to nitrogen is given in Table
H-I for each gas normally found in the residual gas mass spectrum. Values
for gases other th_n those for which direct calibration was made were obtained
by extrapolation or interpolation. Also shown in Table H-I are the ionization
gauge sensitivities relative to nitrogen. These values were obtained from
various literature sources.
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APPENDIX I
CALIBRATION OF W-3Re/W-25Re 'IHEIhMOCOUPLE WIRE
Calibration of the thermocouple wire used on the T-ill Corrosion Loop
was conducted in a high-vacuum environment wit_ ;ample thermocouples made
from the same spools of wire which were used to instrument the loop. This
is the same wire used to instrument the Cb-lZr Corrosion Loop. A complete
description of the apparatus used, procedures, and test results have been
(33)
previously reported.
The W-3Re (Material Control No. 465) was purchased from the Imunp Metals
Components Department of the General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. The
W-25Re wire (Material Control No. 453) was purchased from Hoskins Manufacturing
Company, Detroit, Michigan.
Calibration of the thermocoup.le wire was performed in the ultrahigh-
vacuum thermocouple test facility shown in Figure I-l. Two Pt/Pt-10Rh
reference thermocouple s were used for the calibration. Four sample thermo-
couples of W-3Re vs W-25Re were calibrated against the platinum couples in
the thermocouple bundle shown in Figure I-2. Three of the hot junctions
were formed by spot-welding the individual wires to the Cb-lZr tube in the
same manner as was used in the loop instrumentation. The fourth thermocouple
was formed by twisting the alloy wires together. Both types of junctions
are evident in Figure I-2.
Calibration data were obtained during three temperature cycles. During
these runs, the pressure in the calibration chamber varied between a low
of 2 x 10 -8 torr (3 x 10 -6 N/m 2) at 400°F (204°C) and a high of 6 x 10 -6
torr (8 x 10 -4 N/m 2) at 2400°F (1320°C).
In the reduction of the calibration data, a difference parameter is used
in order to facilitate curve plotting and to permit use of an expanded
(33)
hoffman, E. E. and tlolowach, J, "Cb-lZr Rankine System Corrosion Test
Loop," Potassium Corrosion Test Loop Development, NASA CR-1509, May 1968.
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Twt s t ed Thctrnocou plo
_ith Twisted
Junctioll W-3%Rt/W 5_1_
Grouttd d J_m('tion
Thernlocou ple
P
Four Hole Alumina
Cb-lZr Tube insulator with Two
---_ Pt/Pt-lO%/th Thermocoupl es
o. 25" OD
Figurt' 1-2. 'D_er_(>c(_upl(, B_u_,lJ, U._td lzz Calibr_tiull of W-3Ibu, W-25Re
Thel'moc_)tH)]c Wl I'_'. (Orig. C630B1521 )
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scale. The difference parameter (in millivolts) is defined as
T(°F) EMF (my)difference parameter = 100
The curve shown in Figure I-3 is an average of alI data points taken
during three "temperature cycles over the range from 80 ° to 2400°F (27° to
1320°6) for two thermocouples with different hot junction configurations
but from the same spools of alloy wire. All but 8 of 35 stable points
fall within 4°F of this line. Maximum deviation of any stable point from
the line [up to 2200°F, 1200°C) is 9°F (5°C). The actual values used to
define the curve are llsted in Table I-I. These are not actual test points
but were picked off of the best line through the test data so that linear
interpolation between any two poin+q would cause a maximum error of 0.5°F
(o. 28°C).
It. is of interest to compare the thermocouple output, as obr, ained in
this calibrati,m, with similar data from other sources. A table of _ vs
temperature for W-3Re/W-25Re thermocouples is available from Engelhard
(3_)
Industries, Inc. A comparison of the the_nnocouple EMF from the present
calibration with the Engelhard data is given in Table I-lI. It should be
notea that the general variation of EMF with temperature is the same for
both sets of data. The difference between the present calibration and the
Engelhard data reaches a maximum positive value at about 600°F (3200C)
with a difference of _.100 mv which is equivalent to a temperature difference
of about 10°F (5.6°C). At about 900°F (480°C) the I_£F's are _.he same, and
at higher temperatures, the Engelhard data shows higher EMF than the present
calibration. The difference reaches the largest negative value at about
2000°F (1100°C) with a difference of -0.152 my which is equivalent to a
temperature difference of about 14.8°F (8.2°C).
It should be emphasized that this comparison does not confi_n the
accuracy of the present calibration. It does serve to exemplify the agree-
ment which might be expected between W-3Re/W-25Re thermocouples of different
lots and subjected to different processing history.
-_34)
Electromotive Fo'-'ce vs Temperature £or W-3RelW-25Re _mrmocouples,
Engelhard Industries, Inc., Research and Development Division - Final
Evaluation of November 1, 1965.
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TABLE I-I
CALIBRATION DATA FOR W-3Re/W-25Re TIIERMOCOUPLE WIRE
(a)Difference Total Output in
Temperature Parameter, Millivolts with 32°F (O°C)
¢_ °C Millivolts Reference Junction
32 0 0.320 0
!O0 37.8 0.587 0.413
_50 71 0.790 0.810
200 93 0.908 1.092
25£ 12] 1.028 1.472
300 149 1.126 1.874
350 177 1.196 2.304
400 204 1.253 2.747
450 232 1.298 3.202
480 249 1.315 3.485
510 266 1.324 3_776
610 321 1.338 4.762
670 354 1.339 5.361
730 388 1.330 5.970
790 421 1.313 6.587
830 443 1.296 7.004
900 482 1.251 7.749
950 510 1.215 8.285
i000 538 1.173 8.827
ii00 593 1.073 9.927
1200 649 0.961 11.039
1300 704 0.840 12.160
1450 788 0.562 1'3.838
1650 899 0.416 i£ 084
1750 954 0.300 17,200
1850 i010 0.193 18 307
1950 1066 0.092 19 408
2050 1121 0.0 20 500
2150 11,77 -0.086 21 586
2250 1232 -0.167 22,667
2350 !28S -0.24O 23 740
(a)Difference Parameter = 100 I_W
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TABLE I- I I
COMPARISON OF W-3Re/" 25Re TIIFaC$1OCOUPLE EMF WITH VALUES
OBTAINED AT v:NGELHARD INDU3TRIES, INC.
(a)
Temperature l_F Output, mv
o o (b)
F C This Calibration Engelhard Difference, mv
32 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
i00 37.8 0.413 0.386 0.027
200 93 1.092 1.058 0.034
300 149 1.874 1.824 0.050
400 204 2.747 2.674 0.073
500 260 3.679 3.596 0.083
6_0 316 4.663 4.563 O. 100
700 371 5.666 5.579 0.087
800 427 6.691 6.64q 0.042
9W' 482 7.749 7.745 0.004
i000 538 8.827 8.843 -0.016
ii00 593 9.927 9.957 -0.030
1200 649 11.039 11.08.4 -0.045
1300 704 12.160 12.220 -0.060
1400 760 13.279 13. __62 -0.083
1500 816 14. 399 14 _04 -0. 105
1600 871 15.522 15 638 -0.i16
1700 927 16.642 16 769 -0.127
1800 9V;2 17.753 17 8!)5 -0. 142
1900 1038 18. 857 19 005 -0.148
2000 1093 19.954 20 I0_, -0.152
2100 1149 21.043 21 194 -0.151
2200 1204 22.126 22 273 -0.]47
2300 1260 23.203 23 318 -0. I15
(a)Based on International Practical Temperature Scale, 1948.
(b)Engelhard Industries, Inc., Research and Development Division -
Final evaluation of November I, 1965.
]
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APPENnI X J
FAILURE MODE AND EFFECT ANALYSIS
The purpose of a failure mode analysis was to achieve a reliable
system design through a _:ystematic, qu_litative approach that provides
a means of taking preventative action in advance of the actual construction
or operation of the system. The analysis encompasses the materials, com-
ponents, and support equipment of the system and attempts to define the
possible modes of failure or malfunction which would jeopardize the test
and the action taken to improve the reliability of the system. Also given
in this Appendix is a description of the principal loop components and of
the test protection system.
i. PRINCIPAL LOOP COMPONENTS
In the primary circuit, the lithium is discharged from the EM pump and
flo_vs through an electrical resistance heater to a tuhc-ln-tube counterflow
boiler where heat is exchanged to the potassium of the secondary circuit.
The lithium flow rate is measured by a permanent mag___t flowmeter as it leaves
the boiler on it3 return to the inlet of the EM pump.
In the boiling and condensing secendary loop, the potassium is discharged
from the EM pump through a permanent magnet flowmeter and into _ne preheater
where the tempcrz+ure of the potassium is increased to its saturation
telaperature, approximately 2000°F (1093°C). It then flows into _he tube-in-
tube counterflow boiler. The liquid potassium is converted to vapor with
100°F (56°C) superheat and passes through the first nozzle and impinces upon
the test blade specimen. *l_le_uperheater vapor p_sses through the crossover
section where it l_jects heat by radiation to the chamber wall to lower its
quality to 88 percent. I_Ie vapor then passes from stages P. to i0 of the
turbine simulator to tile finned tube ,'adi_tnt condenser. _le condenser fin
is coated with iron titante to increase its emittance to 0.86. In the con-
denser the vapor is converted hack to liquid and enters the suhcooler reservoir
before flowing into the F$1 pump.
"1(_7_4 4 4 ";.,t ,,t e._,.._
A description of tile principal loop components follows:
Lithit_n Primary Loo_
Lithium Pum o
Type - Helical induction electromagnetic pump;
MfF. - Medium A.C. Motor and Generator Dept., General.Electric Company;
Model- 5KY414PB2;
Rating - 1.29 gpm (0.29 m3/hr) at I00 psi (689 k N/m 2) head at
2200°F (1204°C) ;
5.0 gpm (1.13 m3/hr) at 20 psi (138 k N/m 2) head at 2200°F
(] 204°C) ;
Duct Material - T-111;
Power Supply and Controls - 480-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle power system -
motor-operated autotransformer with manual or automatic contl_l.
Lithium Flowmeter
Type - Permanent magnet;
Mfg. - Space Power and Propulsion Section, Gene_-al Electric Company]
Magnet - 3000-gauss, Alnico V, stabilized and calibrated to 900°F (482°C);
Flow Tube - 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-OD x O.065-inch (0.16-cm) T-ill tube;
Insulation - 10 layers of dimpled Cb-lZr foil, O.002-inch (0.005-cm)-
thick by 0.5-inch (1.2-cm)-_de;
O
Temperature - 2200°F (120_ C) maximum;
+
Accuracy- - 8 percent (calculated.
Lithium Heater
Type - Electrical resistance, two .t-inch (10-cm)-diameter helical coi-ls
in series;
Tube Material - 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-OD x O.065-inch (O.16-cm)-wall
T-Ill, total developed length of 101 inches (2.56 m);
Temperature- 2200°F (1204°C)maximum;
Power Supply - Combined temperature recorder and controller with a
saturable reactor and stepdom_ current transformer, single-
phase ae, 440-volt primary, 5-volt secondary;
Rating - 20 kva, 4000-ampere secondary.
390
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Surge Tank
Size - 6 inches (15.2 am) OD x 10 inches (_5.4 cm) long;
_laterial- Cb-IZr;
3
Tank Capacity - 234 zrL (3840 cc);
3
Loop Capacity - 138 in. (2280 ce);
Inert Gas System
Gas - Ultrahigh-purit:' argon, 99.999 percent;
Regulator - Stainless steel, metal (liaphragm;
Valves - Stainless steel, bellow seal;
Vapor Collector- Stainless steel cylinder 30-ml capacity;
Bimetallic Joint - Brazed Cb-iZr to stainless _teel;
Connecting Tube - 0.375-inch (0.95-cm) stainless steel TIG-welded
construction.
Potassium Secondary Loop
Liquid Potassium Pt_,,p
Type - Helical induction electromagnetic ptunp;
Mfg. - Medium A.C. hlotor and Generator Dep t ., General Electric Company;
Model - 5KY414 PFI;
Rating - 0.116 gpm (439 cm3/min) at 200 psi (1380 kN/m 2) head at
1200°F (649°C) ;
3 kN/m 2) head at0.290 gpm (1098 cm /min) at 150 psi (1032
1200°F (649°C);
Duct Mater_a] - T-]ll tant'tlum alloy;
Power Supply - 4_0-volt, 3-phase, 60-cycle power system - motor-operated
autotransformer w_th manual and automatic control.
Flow Control Valve end Isolation Valve
Type - 3/8-inch (0.95-cJn) manual, bellows seal;
Model - Cb-4,12 MOD 3 (as modified by General Electric Company);
Mfg. - Hoke, Inc., Cresskil[, New York;
Rating - 215 psi (1480 kN/m 2) at: 12()0°F (6't,(t°C);
Orifice Diameter- 5,32-iuch (C..'-,:,:_);
39]
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iMateriaI- All wetted parts are T-ill except the Cb-lZr valve bellows
and the Mo-TZ3 _, alloy plug. All seals are of welded construction.
All threaded parts of valve assembly are refractor.,, metal vu
refractory metal or refractory metal vs stainless steel. Valve
stem guide consists of a 0.125-inch (0.32-cm) pitch ball bearing
screw assembly with 1/16-:_nch (0. ]6-cm) tungsten carbide balls.
Potassium Flowmeter
Type - Permanet magnet;
Mfg. - Space Power and Propulsion Section, _eneral Electric Company;
_Jagnet - 3000-gauss AInico V, stabilized and calibrated to 900°F (482°C);
Flow Tube - 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-OD x 0.065-inch (O.16-cm)-wall T-111;
Insulation - 10 layers of Cb-lZr foil, O.O02-inch (O.O05-em)-thiek
by 0.5-inch (1.3-c_)-wide;
+
Accuracy- - 8 percent calculated.
Pressure Transducer
Type - Stressed diaphragm;
Mfg. - Space Power and Propulsion Sectior, General Electric Company;
Material - T-111;
Recorder- Model i50, Sanborn Division, Hewlett Packard, Response-
10 millisecond full-scale;
Rating - Pressure - 0-235 psi (0-1620 kN/m2),
Temperature - 0 to 800°F (-18 ° to 427°C),
Response - i0 milliseconds,
+
Accur._ay - - I percent full-scale;
Power Supply - Consolidated Controls Corporation, Bethel, connecticut.
Pressure Transducer (5 required)
Type - Slack diaphragm;
Mfg. - Taylor Instrument Company, Rochester, New York;
Material - T-Ill diaphragm and housing, stainless steel NaK-filled
capillary and bourdon tube;
Saginaw Steering Gear Division, General Motors., Sagin'zw, Michigal_,
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Rating - Pre,zsure - 0-235 psi _'0-162(* kN/m2),
Temperature - 2000°F (1093°C},
+ t) ,J
AccJracy - - 1 percent at 77 F (25 C),
Response - 1 second.
Recolxler- Typ: KF, GeneJ Electric Company, response time - 1.5
se._onls full-scale.
Potassium Preheater
Type - klectric resistance, two 4-inch (16.0-c}:_)-diameter helical coils
in series;
Tube. Material - 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-OD O.065-inch (0.16-era) x
74-inch (18S-cm)-long wall, T-Ill alloy;
Electrode Material - Tantalum bar;
Temperature -- 77 ° to 2000°F (25 ° to 1093°C);
Power Supply - P_,portional temperature-controlled and silicon-controlled
rectifier stepless power unit with a stepdo_ current transformer;
Rating - 5 kv::, 1000 amperes.
Precision Wattmeter
Type 15 kilowatt wattmeter;
Ranges- 0- 1500 watts,
0 - 4500 war1.<,
0 - 15,000 watts;
Current - 3000 amperes rms maxinutm;
Mfg. - Scientific Columbus, Inc., C_olumbus, Ohio.
Potassium Boiler and Superheatel"
Type - Tube-in- tube, counterflow with (mlrunce plug;
Length - 250 inches (6.35 m) long arr:_nged in a 10-inch (25.4-cm)
ho lical coil;
Construction - Oilier tllbo - I.O0-inch (2.5-cm) OD x O. lO0-inch (0.25-cm) wall.
Inner tubt, - I_.375-tnEh (0.95-cm) OD x O.065-inch (O.16-cm) _,all,
S])acel's - ! l'i['oluil, .-,pIco t 60 ° apart,
Plug - 18-in<:l_ (-t5.7 cm)-l_m_, 1/16-inch (O.16-cm)-diameter
wil'(: heli(:al lv ",¢ound (1-inch [2.54-cm1_ pitch) on
;_ l_s-inch (0.32-u,n) _)tl;
393
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Material - T-111;
Rating - 40 lb/ilr (88 kg/hr) of potassium vapor at 2050 ° (1121°C)
boiling temtperature plus 100°F (56°C) superheat.
Turbine Simulator
Type - Fixed nozzle and blade assembly;
Material - Nozzle - molybdenum alloy TZC,
Blades - molybdenum alloy TZC and co lumbium alloy Cb-132M,
Housing - W-lll;
Turbine Nozzle Stage Test Conditions
Design Throat Inlet Pres suite
Nozzle Velocity Pressure, abe. Drop
Number ft/seo m/see Quality psi kN/m psi kN/m 2
1 I000 305 IO0°F (56°C) S.H. 175 ].222 - -
2 86% 144 1005 21 145
3 to 117 816 27 186
4 88% 95 655 22 152
5 77 530 18 124
6 62 428 15 103
7 50 345 12 82
8 40 276 i0 69
9 32 221 8 55
l0 V V V 25 172 7 48
Inlet Temperature - 2150°F (i177°C);
Exit Temperature- 1400°F (760°C):
Flow Rate - 40 Ib/hr (88 kg/hr);
Heat Rejection - Between stages ] and 2 -4000 Btu/hr (1.2 kw)
radiantly rejected from 14.5 inches (36.8 cm) o_ uninsulated
1-inch (2.54-cm)-OD T-Ill crossover tube.
Between stages 2 to 10 - 1300 But/hr (0.28 kw)
radiantly rejected from turbine simulator shell with one
layer of Cb-lZr foil (¢ = 0.2).
Potassium Vapor Condenser and Subcooler
Type - Finned, single-tube;
Material - T-111;
Property data used obtained from NRL Report 6128, August 1964.
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Construction - "Dfl_e - 0.423-inch (l.07-cm)-ID drilled bar,
7in- two i/4-inch (0. 64-cm)- thick x 4-inch (10.2-cm)-wide
fins with Fe Tie coated surface (_ = 0.86).2 5
Length - 58 inches (I,17 cm);
Entrance Velocity - 350 ft/sec (106 m/sec);
Heat Rejection Control - .Manually operated shutter assembly.
Subcooler Reservoi r
Size - 2-inch (5.08-cm)-OD _-ith 0.25--inch (O.64-em)-wall x 4-inch
(10.2-cm)- long ;
3
Capacity- 6.2 in. (103 cc);
Material - T-Ill.
Surge Tank
Size - 6-inch (15.2-cm)-OD x 10-inch (25.4-cm)-long;
Naterial - Cb-lzr:
3
Tank Capacity - 234 in. (38,10 co);
3
Loop Capacity - 139 in. (2282 cc).
Inert Gas System
Gas - U1trahJgh-lmrily argon, 99.99 percent;
Regulator- Staillle,_s steel, metal diaphragms;
Valves - Stainless slot,'l,bellows seal;
3
Vapor Collector - Stainless steel. 1.s-in. (30-ml) capacity;
Bimetallic Joint- Brazed Cb-lZr to stainless steel.
VacutLm Sys tern
Size - Bell Jar - 12._-inch (325-_u:,) hJ_h x .l_-inch (122-cm) diameter,
Slli_lt_ .lt}'-illCh (tL7-t_r,_) hi_j_ :': ,la-inch (122-cm) diameter,
3pool 2-1-inch (61-cm) high x ,18-inch (122-c-m) (liameter;
Volume - 210 ell l,'l (5.9.1 m );
- l l -9 m2Ultimale Prt.,s:_tlr(,, - J x 1(_ t,_vr (_i x I0 N, );
O}>('l?/ltlll_l " Pl'"SStll'(' - | .\ t() l(,l'l" (1 x [() N,'m') ;
()
Bakeout Tt,Illt)t_rLLIuI't, - 5(Jl)_'F (260 C);
Gasket,_ - C_)l)l)t,l' _(,tLI ,
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Pumping System
Rough Pump- Type- Turbomo]ecular,
Model - 3102A,
Pumping Speed - 260 liter/second,
Blank-off Pressure - 2 x 10 -9 torr (2 x 10 -7 N/m2),
Mfg. - Welch Scientific Company, Skokie, Illinois;
Ultrahigh-Vacuum Pump - Type - getter-ion,
Speed - 2400 liter/second,
Pressure - 1 x 10 -2 (1 N/m 2) x 10 -11 torr
(3 x i0-9 N/m2) •
Booster Pump - Type - Optically baffled titanium sublimation pump,
Number- 4,
Speed - I00,000 liters of hydrogen/second at
i x 10 -8 tort (i x 10-6 N/m2),
Operating Pressure 10 -2 to 10 -11 tort (l to 10 -9 N/m 2)- ;
Pressure Measurement
Total Pressure - Type - Nude ionization gauge,
Mfg. - Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California,
Range - 10 -3 to 2 x 10 -11 torr (10 to 2 x 10 -9 N/m2),
+
Accuracy - - 6 percent;
Partial Pressure -- Type - Permanent magnet partial pressure analyzer,
Mfg. - General Electric Company,
Pressure Range - 10 -'t to ]0 -14 torr (10 -2 to 10 -12 N/m2),
Mass Range - 2 to 50 ainu,
Magnet - 30OO-&'auss, bakeable Alnico V.
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2. TEST PROTECTION SYSTEm1
21_e test loop control system includes safety circuits designed to
pr_toct the loop in the event of a malfunction of the control equipment,
operator error or the loss of electrical or water service to the test area.
The safety circuils listed below are checked during low-power test runs
at the start of the test opera%ions. After tile final checkout, no safer)
circuit may be, made inoperative or bypa-_sed in subsequent test operations
without permission of the Project Engineer or tile Progranl Manager.
Loss of Cooling Water to Vacuum Chamber and Power Feedthrough
Loss of cooling water to the vacuum chamber facility can result in
overheating and possible damage to the cermnic-metal seals of the electrical
power feedthroughs and an increase in the chamber pressure due to outgassing
of the chamber walls. In the event of a loss in the water flow, an electro-
mechanical switch on the water supply inlet will interrupt the electrical power
supply to the preheater and heater before pelm_anent damage can occur.
Overtemperature of Primary Ix)op
If for any reason during loop operation, the maximum design tempera-
ture of the primary circuit is exceeded, an overtemperature circuit activated
by the heater outlet temperature thelnnocouple will interrupt the electrical
power to the preheater, heater, and EN ptm_ps.
EM Ptunp Winding Overtemperature
The primary cause of an overtemperature o£ tile stator of the EN Pump
is the loss of cooling aii' which is required tc remove the heat generated by
12R losses in the stator winding. 21_e air supply is delivered by a separate
blower which can develop bearing or motor problems resulting in either total
or partial loss in performance. In the event the windings do exceed their
design lemper,ttul_:, a thenncmouple atlached lo the windings activates a
safety circuit which will. Jnlerrupl (hc preheater, heater, and K%l pump power.
Vacutnn Challlber I__ak
Endurance te,_iinff _,f rt,frae_,n'y all,,), high-temperature alkali metal
-s -6 ;',
test loop.< rt_quil't's a v:_ctltllll t, llVil't)luilell[ of [ X 10 torr (1 x lc_ :;,,n ,
or l('bs I,) l)l'('\'(?lll. Ill(' (.'()Ii|tu!liIi;t{.il)n ()|" l'efF,l. CtOl'_" alloy c,,,,_pollelltS, I11
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the event of a large air leak or sudden increase in the cha_nber pressure,
two independent safety circuits are activated to pl_tect the loop from
excessive oxidation.
The first circuit is activated when the chamber pressure exceeds ?.20
-6
percent of the full-scale range of the ion gauge (usually set at l0 tory
_[10 -4 N/m2]). The ion gauge overpressure relay interrupts the electrical
power to the EM pump, preheater, and heater.
The second safety circuit consists of two overpressure relays connected
in series and operated by the ion pump current and the ionization gauge
power supply. When the ion pump current increases to an equivalent pressure
of 4 x 10 -6 torr (5 x 10 -4 N/m2), the first relav of the safety circuit
closes. If the pres_;ure continues to rise to 4 x 10 -4 torr (5 x 10 -2 N/m2),
a second relay activated by the ionization gauge power supply is closed and
complates a llO-v electrical circuit which fires an explosive valve and
releases high-purity argon gas into the vacuum chamber to protect the loop
from contaminating gases.
Pax'tial Pressure Gas Analyzer
The residual gas in the vacuum chamber is intermittently scanned with
a partial pressure gas analyzer during the test startup and subsequent test
operation to dete_nine its qualitative and quantitat. _,,e composition. The gas
analysis is usually taken daily during the steady-stste operation but is made
more frequently during the startup of the test. %*he partial pressure gas
analyzer can be a most valuable tool in determining the source of the residual
gas. By a comparative analysis of the residua] gas composition with previous"
test runs, it can easily be determined if the gas source is the normal out-
gassing of the loop as the operating temperature is increased, a water leak
in the vacuum chamber cooling system, an air leak in the vacuum chamber feed-
throughs, or back-streaming from the ion pump.
The partial pressure gas analyzer can be used as an extremely sensitive
leak detector to pinpoint leaks in either the feedthroughs or flange joints.
Helium gas isusually used in leak checking the vacuum syszem although other
gases can be used.
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3. FAILURE MODE ANALYSIS
The gencral purpose of the fa.il,r_ mode analysis was to evaluate the'
design and proposed operation of the Corrosion Loop (T-1ll) System in advance
of fabrication to elucidate the possible ways the components coula malfunction
or fail. This qualitative analysis provdes a means of making changes in the
design or operation before the initiation of testing and thereby increasing
the reliability of the system.
The prima-:y objective of the test ioop is the metallurgical evaluation of
refractory alloys in a boililLg and condensing potassium environment which will
simulate projected zpace electric power systems. The structural design approach
was therefore very conservative in the allowable stress of the alkali metal
tubes and weldments. Special emphasis was placed in the preparation _f a com-
prehensive material and process specification for the procurement of refractory
alloys and a specification for the procurement and handling of alkali metals.
A quality control plan was also.issued for the control of raw materials
and test components during _he fabrication of the test loop.
The failure mode analysis was performed on components of the Corrosion
Loop I (T-111) Syste,, under three (3) major categories namely"
A. Alkali Metal Purification and }tandling Equipment;
B. Corrosion Loop I (T-111);
C. Auxiliary Test Equipment.
The Failure Mode Anaiysi:_ sheets enclosed identify each _'omponent with
its function and operational _equirements.
Failure Mode - describes the possi_le ways the component could fail.
uzZhod of Detection - tim indic_t_m Lhat shows a failure or a mal-
function has occ_,rred.
Potassium Corrosion Test Ix_op Development, Topical Report 3, Material
Specification for Advanced Refractory Alloys, NASA CR-54761.
Quality Control ._anual Adv_a_!)_cvjlJ_cflr:l__ct_r)'.A!loy Corrosion Lo.0_pPro_gr;_v.,
GE 08.100.01, Rev. No. I.
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Failure Effect - the effect that failure has on the operation of the
next higher assembly and possible effect upon the operation of
tae overall test system.
Action Taken to Improve Reliability - the steps that have been taken
in the design or proposed operation of the components to reduce
the probability of a failure or a malfunction.
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FAILURE MODE f_,_ALYSIS S}H_ETS
a. ALKALI htETAL PURIFICATION A:_D HANDLING EQUIPMENT
i. Lithium Hot Trap
2. Lithium High-Vacuum Distillation System
3. Lithium Transfer System
4. Alkali Metal Sampling System
5. Potassium High-Vacuum Distillation System
6. Potassium Hot Trap aud Transfer System
]
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FAILURE MODE ANAL'f SIS SHEETS
b. CORROSION JOOP I
i, Lithium FM Pump Duct Assembly
2, Potassium EM Pump Duct Assembly
2
o I R Lithiur.: Heater
2
4 I R Potassium Preheater
5 Pressure Transducer (Slack Diaphragm)
6 Pressure Transducer iStressed Diaphragm)
7 Potassium Metering Valve
8 Potassium Isolation Valve
9 Boiler Assembly
10. Turbine Simulator
11 Potassium and Lithium Surge Tanks
12, Condenser-Subcooler
13. Argon Pressurizat:on System
14. Permauent Magnet Flo_neter
15. Condenser Shield
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FAILURE NODE ANALYSIS SHEETS
c. AUXILIARY TEST EQUIPMENT
1. Vacuum Chamber System
2. Electrical Power Feedthrough
3. Loop Support b;ystem
4. tleater Power Supply
5. Preheate_ Power Supply
6. EM ,-'ump Power Supply
7. Argon Flooding Sy_,.-_,a
8. Ttlerlnocotlpl oN
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APPENDIX K
_.P@__Ip_VAL,RE_PA_IR,___2) RE!:LAC_EN'I" OF TILE T-Ill BOILER
As indicated in Sc, cti(m VIII, Pretest Operation, of this rep',rt,
a leak between tim polassium aFd lithium circuits in the boiler was
discovered during the initial attempt to reach the test conditions. Con-
siderable effort was expended in the analysis of the problems which
required shutdown of the loop and the subsequent actions taken to put
the loop back into operation without jeopardizing the objectives of the
test program. The rebaJr of an all-refractory alloy loop after exposure
to alkali metal had not previously been demon,;trated anywhere success-
fully. Many hey: techniques had to be deve!op,*.d to accomplish this task.
The work performed is described in considprabl_ detail since similar
techniques could be employed in repair or replacement of secti'ms of any
refractory alloy - alkali metal system. Such techn'iques were subs-quentlv
utilized in the replacement of a test section in the 1900°F Lithium Loop
which _,_s also part of this contract (NAS 3-6474).
1. _2:ec!}_}_ictUc.s "_n),lo_:ect t},__Drai_!}_, a_t_ .MS_al_'Z_e. the.__Alkali__}_et_als__f_)m_
the I_)ol)
Following the plugging problems which caused loop shutdowns, as
descrio_d in Section VIII, a sampling and dislillatiun system was designed
and fal)ricaled Io gvavil,-tlra_n the p(,tassitlm from the surge tank in a
manner to trap ,_n3 part;cula1¢' r.:atter I_,r su}).';cquenl analysi.,. This system,
shoval schemal ical ly in Fivure K- I , ',VAN al lathed to the loop system at tile
pot:tssiulll till wt've (RE). 'l'ht :,tlnl) lC tube consisted of ,', 3G-inch (91-cm)
length (.f 1. L-inch-OD x O.O20-inch-ihick-wall (l.27-cJn-OD x O.050-cm-lhick-
wall) Type 321 stainle,;s sleel tubing a,_t was connected, as shown ill Figul'e
K-l, io assure It:at the sample tulu, w(,t, ld be tilled during the draining
operation. 'l'ht: I l'an:;fer I im,, cLmncet i _ I h_, sampler to valve F.K and the
still pot fill valve:, was Iit0th, o[' l, '.'- tpch--OD x O.060-inch-thick-wall
(1.27-cm.-OD x (). 15'.:-_:m--thick-wa[1) "l..,lu, 321 stainless steel tubing.
The st _ 11 was d,.,sigu(.d wJ lh :1 "I i 1 ings' hield, such thai tile lop
could lot? cut ol17 wJl}lou| inlroducing m{,1;tl l'ililll_,, lnlo the still. Tim
still pot had il I:ttp;t(?lly ¢)1" ,llRllt, t:(' and |he l'e¢;('iV{'l" had a capacity of
/,23
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Notes: 1. ll Joints Welded and tk, lium
Leak Checked
2. All Valve_; Itoke TY445 ¢,r HY473A -
Welded Bellows amt Pt_,_itivu Return
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5100 cc. All valves were welded, bl'l t,,ws-.seal(.(l, Type 316 stainless steel.
Prior to drainin,z, lh,, p,_l:,ssium from lhc ._urg(: tank into tile still, tile
still system was bake,t *)tit at temperatuI__'s from 200 ° to 600°F (93°C to
316°C) until the pressure rise vale wt:_ less th_,n one micron-liter per
minu te.
The polassium wus sut):_t'q_lclltl_ dl'_tihCd _tlld smnpled. The pot:assium
surge tank was li)'st presstll'izc(] wilh a:'go,,l t() /'orce tile potassium) into the
loop. Tile Fa_! pu_np was turned ,,n ar_J an i_t_:,mdiate, but low, potassium flow
rate was e_tablis _ed in the forward flow direction (the loop was previou:_ly
shut down with tb.e potassium loop colq)letely plugged). Tile loop was
immediately dumped into tilt. surge tank and then refilled wittl a marked
improvement ill lh_2 t)()tas_ium circulation. The' recess o£ i'illing, circulating,
and dumpinI: tile loop wa..M l'(.pt'alt,d fi_'(, lii_,es with a 30-minute dwell tiille
in the SUl'_e tank to .llh)w Ltnv part_ct_ial_ l;_-tttev which mighl be present to
settle out in the surge tank. Alte_'" lhc. l'l['lh dtm_p, tile potassium was drained
£ronl the 5tll'go tank a._ dr, scribed bt, lo'v.
Th. _ lint. rF,)l!_ V,IIvL. KK (Scc l"iv. uFe k l) 1o lhc 1oo;) surge tank was
o o "C) .at 350 Y 1,_ -t00 I' (177 C 1(_ 20,1 . 'l]_c drain svslen_ was evacuated to less
thall tint, frliCl'on back I() vttJv(, KK. ViII-_, KR wits cracked _Ill(_ _'l()w heg_tll as
indicate(l by :t sharp !e.'lll)el'alul'c 1"_>_ in lI:_, lint. t)(,twee,l ':alvc, KK an(t lil(,
() (I (I _)
surge lank (II'()lll :i5() tq_ .1,_(_ F. I_"Z 1_ ').'_;'2 (_) _llld I)y 111t_ lt, ve] l)l'_d,_ , iu th(.
still pot. Valve KK \_,i2:-: tht'll ('*u;,i,l('t_'iv .q,ct',t'(] alld [h,? alkali nm'taI draiIl[-(]
fron_ lhe surg(, ltillk llllt I l lilt' },l&.'d{ ln(lu,'t iv(.- lypc l('v(.l t)l't)bc ' i_1 lh(. sti 11
pot ill(licalt.u] G()() I( ;_}(1 ('c ,)1 I_t,la'_:i,ll_., .tt which lill_(, flow ceased. Valve
KK wits lllell t'[()._,_.{l, 111_, ill';lill ._',.'-;|_'lh V.',I._ [:l'(':{:;/ll'kZt'(], tllll. _ the Sallll._leF W;'._
held UlId('F :).(, ])slit (1.'/:_ '_ Ill .N lit" ) I)l'('%:_lll'{' ill ,t lClIlt)('l';lllll'(' ab_lve lilt,
potassium 1:1(,11 ill_[ i:(1ii11 t:k'l.l'IIi_'!ll ,If,i] lh( I: ('_,_lt.(] 1_) I'()oE [ellll)C'l';ll.'dl'I2. ;_i 1
pt,wcr _va,q shill ()[l' till lll_, IIl'.Ill/ :.\'_-'![;h. filial ;|1 l 1 illcs I'l'_fl£, Ill(' sli l I [)()l
t'_ VtIIv(' ]XK \V£'F(' I'.l(li*_Kl'a|lq_t',{ l_' '_ _,.r:' ;,, 1 at plug ilI tilt, lill(,s c_qlld lie
locat(,d. 'l'h(' l',Idi_)gp,l]_hs :.:h,,wt.d li,.{lli!l_' i,ti ,t l(w v('ids ill _.11() ,II[_tlii IIlCItI1
ili the' s,t_l_J) lt" fillip..
T!I(' ])()[d,_,_lIllll '_,;15 lhCll {]i_ lil]('d I l",qh !ll' ])tit Ill|{} tilt' I'('('('iv_,'F f(ll"
_ 71)()( _1, (i _ "t_ p( l'i_,d ,.1 _lluull I;_; li*_'l:, all l(l_l,_'l'.:t,_l'* : ,.I _{_l(I (3! .'{i'[ C).
Tilt' 1(,_,1 pl',,l_c IlllIl('.lt(._i I1,' t ,,,tllt'_ 111 1[1( Ilk*.[ _)I lilt'till ill Iht l't't'l'I\'{'l
for ,t pi'l'l_)d _,I' ,11 lt',_:..l I_, }l,,tll I,I I, I'_ J ' I I I lAll(,ll Wlts '41_)])1)_,,1.
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Following distillation, tile potassium drain sy_Lem and still pot
were r('I11oved by crimping tile line above valve KK, cutting the line between
valve KK and the crimp, and capping beth ends ot" the cut line wllix
Swageloks. Tile entire still-drain system was then placed in lhe wcl(t±ng
eh",mber, and the Sanlpler and drain line was cut between the still pot
and the valve shown in Figure K-l, under high-purity helium. The drain
line - sampler system was then removed from the chamber for analysis of
the contents o£ the lines, the results o£ which will be discussed later.
• The still pot was then cut open to investigate any residae remaining
in the bottom of the pot. The entire cutting operation was performed in
the high-purity helium environment of the welding chamber. _le still pot
was cut open wi_h a hacksaw ,just above the bottom of the filings' sbield
sho_ in Figure K-I.
Inspection of the bottom of the still pot revealed black, particulate
matter and a thin film of residual !ithiu_n. Most of the black particles
were swept into a glass vial usiL a brush, and the remainder were sucked
into an Erlelm_eyer flask. The lithium was scraped out and placed in
another glass vial, and tile vials were scaled under helium.
A number of specimens were d(?signated as apt)")priate for analytical
chemiital, spectrographic, t_r X-ray cxitnlinttti()II. Tile)' art! i(tentified and
th(' results are given in Table K-I. 'l'hu signl[icance of lhe results will
i)t, (lisctlsst'd t_low.
Prior t<) ;!1,. final sllut(lt)wn, 11 WaS Ct_ll.let:lllrq!d lhal lilt' pluggin,: t)f
',he metering valve was due t*_ particulate ilia| l¢.r all(l ihill tile b(,lling
insl;Ibilili(s could po._;sil)l._ have [P.,Cll lll|Cllslfi(.(] I)v iithlimL 111 lhe l)(,tab
.%ltllll rl. 5u 1 tJ llg l'ronl i. leak I)etwi,t,n I hc t)l'llhk_l'y ;ind 5ct:i)lldary t'i l'Ctll I .%. .._
i)()Lassitllll Sal::plt, (No. 1622) wa.: I'I,IB(IVt'(I [l't,lh tllt_ t)t_tassium t rallsl(.,l" [ 111(.
bi'lWCe|l valve FF aild KK (Sillliiar ltJ thtil bl_,)Wli in Figure K--2). 'lhc
t'llliSSlt)ll Sl;t_ctl'ographic Ft'sllltb blltlWll ill 'l:it,It' Ix I iyldlcate thal all
IILt'I;iI]ic llnl)llrilics ext'i'pl lithi/llll W(.l',. al i)y bt, l()w lilt' deteclil_ll lllllllS.
A [liun(. ph(_lomt'tric .iniilysi.'_ f')l" lilP;i_lm iildiC,itt'd .I(1 lq)ln. ]'Ills ._h_,uI(l
I)(' ¢'()lIIl)ill"'d with lhe [l&lll(, i)hl,tt)lll¢.Ii'i,' I'(.._;dl{ t,l' . 1(1 I)t)lh lilhlillll l'l_l'
S:tllll)l(' N,,. l't87A I'£qll(lV('ll fl'l_i lilt ' t'hAl'i((' |lilt t)l'l,Jl" ll) [illing lh(' l_-q);
t:.nd itlso wi Ill lhc tq_lis.'41,111 bl,t't'l I'tlgl',llll_lt rcsul t t)t' .7 2 l)pln I 1 lhllllll [t_l"
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TABLE K- 1
CHI_ICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ALKALI
T-Ill I_NKINE SYST]_ CORROSION TEI_
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TABLE K-I
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ALKALI METALS FOR
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4sample No. 1493B taken after flushing the loop. These results indicate
that the leak between the primary and secondary circuits was not present
during the initial loop filling and flushing operations.
Potassium sample No. 1668A, removed from the bottom third of the
saznple tube shown in Figure K-l, which was obtained d_:ring the draining
of the potassium loop, was also analyzed for lithium by flame photometry.
The analysis indicated 8 ppm lithium. Again, all other metallic impurities
were at or below the detection limits. This sample tube was kept _bove
the potassium melting point overnight after the draining operation to allow
any particulate matter present tc settle to the bottom. The end cap was
removed with a tubing cutter and the potassium disEolved in alcohol.
Potassium sample No. 1668B was removed from a portion of the heavy-
walled tubing used as the drain line between valve KK and the still pot
(Figure K-l). A fls.me photometric analysis of this sample indicated 3.3
percent lithium. Some black particulate matter was found in the flush
water and was analyzed spectrographically (sample No. 1668C). This
qualizative analysis indicated minor quantities of Cr, Fe, Ni, and Ti and
irace quantities of AI, Ca, Mg, Mn: Si, Zn, and Zr, but no Ta: Hf, or W
were detected.
Sample No. 1669A consisted of the black particulate residue which
remained in the potassium still pot after distillation. The results of the
semiquantJ Lative emission spectrographic analysis performed by National
SpectTographic Laboratory indicated 25-.50% Cr, 25-50% Mn, 15-25% Fe,
5-15% Ni, 5-15% Si, 0.1-0.5% AI, 0.1-0.5% V, and < 0.05% Ta.
,we specimens of the black residue were prepared for X-ray diffraction
analysis. The first (sample No. ]669BI) was placed in the glass capillary
in an argon-filled glove box, while the second (sample No. 1669B2) was
lo,oded in air. A best-fit analysis of the diffraction data indicated
the presence of fl-LiFeO 2 and _-LiFe508. However_ after standing in air
for a few days, another diffraction pattern was obtained which again
indicated the presence of lithium iron oxldcs, as well as Li20 and Gt-Fe.
The diffraction pattern of the second specimen indicated the presence of
lithium, LizO, !iOH, and _-Fe. No Cr, Mn, or Ti was noted for either
s[unple.
430
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A sa,,ple (No. 1672) of the recta!, remaining in the still pot after
distillation of the potassium, was removed by di"solving in water. The
results of flame photometric analyses indicated approximately i00 percent
lithium and 600 ppm potassium. A flame photometric analysis of the dis-
tilled potassium (sample No. 1682) indicated 20 ppm lithium.
The conclusions dravm from the operations and analyses just presented
were as follows:
I. A leak existed in the boiler of the loop between the primary
and secondary circuits;
2. The plugging of the metering valve was due to particulate
matter which probably originated from stainless steel;
3. The chemical analytical results did not provide a clear-cut
answer to when tile leak first appeared, but indications are
that it occurred after the loop was filled with the alkali
metals ;
4. The clmmical analytical results did not provide a clear-cut
answer as to the source of tlle particulate matter although
the indication is that it was introduced from he potassium
transfer lines and charge pot.
The loop was prepared for draining of the lithium circuit and
distillation of the residual alkali metal using procedures established
(35)
previously with the Cb-iZr Rankine System Corrosion Test Loop. Six
(a)
quartz lamps with tungsten filaments were installed in stainless steel
brackets welded to the loop support structure. A stainless steel thermal
shield was wrapped around the loop support structure to tilermally insulate
the loop and quartz heaters from the test ch,_nber bell jar. The lithium
and potassium surge tanks were partially shielded from the quartz heaters
(35) ltoffman, E. E. and lioh)wach, J., Cb-lZr Rankine System Corrosion Test
Loop, NASA CR-1509, June 1970.
(a) General Electric Type 3800 Te/VB, 3800 watts, 570 volts, 1/2 inch OD x
,t3 1/2 inches long.
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to maintain a lower temperature than tlze loop so that the alkali metal
distilled from the loop would condense in the cooler surge tank located
in the lower portion of the vacuum chamber.
The potassium still, used in the initial drain of the secondary
circuit previously described, was reassemb:,ed and reattached to valve KK
of the potassi,_n circuit, omitting the valve between valve ILK and the
still pot.
The lithium drain container, shown in Figure K-3, was fabricated
and attached to valve KK of the primary circuit. This container was
fabricated from a 24-inch (61-cm) section of 4-inch, schedule 10, Type 304
stainless steel pipe and 4-inch, Type 304 stainless steel pipe caps, and
had a volume of 6600 co. It was weighed prior to attachment to the drain
line and the vacuum-argon line.
Both the lithium and the potassium drain systems were baked out and
helium leak-checked per NSP Specification No. 03-0Ol3-00-B, and no leaks
-I0
were found in excess of 5 x I0 std cc of air per second at temperatures
o o
from 400 to 700 F -(204 ° to The potassium circuit had previously371°C).
been drained of liquid metal.
After a low-power electrical checkout of the heating lamps, the bell
,jar was lowered to tile spool sect, iun, and the vacuum chamber was sealed.
The turbomolecular pump was used to rough-ptmlp the vacuum chamber for 24
hours before the ion pump was turned on. '12_e chamber bakeout was turned
on when the chamber pressure was in the 10 -7 torr (10 -5 N/m 2) range. The
system was outgassed for approximately 100 htmrs with only the vacutun
system bakeout on. The loop temperature during this period was approximately
500°F (260°C). 23m l_ pump power was turned on at approximately 10 per-
cent: of the rated power to heat up the ptunp duct.
The lithium Y2_ pump power was increased to 40 percent of rated power
and the lithium loop temperature increased t:o lO00°F (538°C). After
circulating lithium for 4 hours, the lithium circuit was evacuated and
the lithium drained from the loop. After draining the lithium ci:.cuit,
the EM pump power was reduced to 10 percent of the rated power to maintain
I- "_ O
the ptuup duct temperature at lO00°F _ou._ C).
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Lithium
Surge
Tank
To Vacuum Argon Line
Parification Dolly
TY445-,..,.,._,_ HY473
Valve vk Valve Valve KK
Lithium Drain i. All Joints Welded
Container 660Occ 2. All Materials 300 Series SS
Hoke
HY473
Valve
Figure K-3. Schematic of System Used for Draining Lithium From the
Primary Circuit of tile Loop.
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Approximately 3600 cc of metal was removed from this circuit as
indicated by level probe measurements of the liquid level in the container.
qqae level prob_ also indicated an additional interface about 1 1/2 inches
(3.8 cm) above the 0ottom of the container which corresponded to about 200 cc
of potassium. After cooling the container to room temperature, a radio-
graph showed the ±nterface of the two layers, thus confirming the presence
of a substantial euantity of potassium in the lithium circuit of the loop.
After the initial draining operation, both circuits were evacuated
with the vacuum system on the potassium purification dolly. The quartz
lamp power was then slowly increased in snlall increments to hold the
vacuum chamber pressure in the 10 -7 tort (10 -5 N/m 2) range. The pota.csium
EM pump power was increased, an3 the power to the potassium preheater was
turned on.
Typical operating conditions during the ten-day distillation period
are as follows:
Chamber Pressure 3 x 10 -8 t¢.rr (4 x 10 -6 N/m 2)
Average Lithium Circuit Temperature 750°F (399°C) i
J
Average Potassium Circuit Temperature 750°F (399°C) i
Boiler Temperature 850OF (454Oc) t
Potassium Preheater Temperature 1300°F (704°C)
Lithium Surge Tank 540°F (282°C)
Potassium Surge Tank 580°F (304°C)
EM Pump Duct Temperature (Li and K) 1200°F (649°C)
During the distillation period, the vacuum chamber bakeout heaters
on the sponl section and the stuap were noL turned on so that the lower
portion of the hoop (surge tanks) would be at a lower temperature to
condense the alkali metal, distilled from the loop, in the surge tanks.
Periodically, the surge tank drain valves were opened to gravity-
drain the distillate from the surge tank. The surge tank would then be
pressurized to drive any remaining alkali metal into the drain tank.
_. Preliminary Leak Checking of the Boiler Before Cutting
The methods to be employed in repairing the boiler were contingent
upon the location of the leak between the potassitml and lithium circuits.
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Some effort was thus expended in localizing the leak before the boiler
was removed from the loop.
An attempt to locate the leak was made by measuring the steady-state
leak rate as determined by a helium mass spectrometer leak detector. The
lithium loop was pressurized with helium to 0.4 psia. The potassium
circuit was evacuated to the 10 -4 torr (10 -2 N/m 2) range with the helium
leak detector. At these conditions a steady-state reading on the helium
-8
level meter of the leak detector could be stabilized at 7.5 x i0 std
cc/sec of helium. Any change in the helium leak rate would be indicated
by a corresponding change on the helium level meter. 2]_e inlet to the
boiler was then heated to 380°F (193°C) for approximately 20 minutes with
a slight decrease in the helium level as shown in Figure K-4. The heater
power to the boiler inlet was turned off, and the boiler outlet was heated
to 400°F (204°C). Again, the helium level decreased at the same rate as
observed when the in].et was heated. When the center section of the boiler,
which consists of seven 10-inch (25.4-cm)-diameter coils, was heated,
the helium level increased indicating a higher leak rate. The leak rate
continued to increase even after the power was turned off. Subsequently,
with the boiler at room temperature, the lithium circuit was pressurized
with argon to 50 psia (3.45 x 105 N/m 2) while the potassium circuit _as
evacuated. The boiler remained at these conditions for three days without
indicating :i leak as evidenced by the lack of a drop in pressure in the
lithium circuit.
The results of these tests indicated that the leak might be in the
center section of the boiler and that the leak was only apparent when the
boiler was heated above the melting point of lithium (367°F, 180.6°C).
3. Boiler Cutting Procedures
The procedures employed in cutting the boiler were such to minimize
the possibility of contaminating tile loop either by air reacting with
• the residual alkali metal in the loop once a cut was made or by chips
from the cutting operation falling into the loop. To prevent contamina-
tion of the alkali metal, all cutting operations were performed in inert
gas (argon) atmosphere. To accomplish this, a vinyl, 0.020-inch (0.51-ram)-
thick chamber was designed_, fabricated, and assembled around the loop,
435
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The chamber shown in Figure K-5 is fitted with neoprene gloves appropriately
located for access to the areas to be cut at the top and bottom of the
boiler. Ole chamber was sealed from the at_nosphere at its base by a rubber-
cushioned stainless steel expansion ring pressing the vinyl against the
inside of the vacuum chamber spool piece. The vacutrm bell jar could
therefore be lowered over the vinyl chz_ber and mated with the spool piece
flange without interference at the sealed end of the vinyl chamber. This
arrangement provided the capability of evacuating the vinyl chamber inside
the bell jar. The annulus between tile vinyl cilamber and the bell was also
evacuated to prevent collapse of the chamber. Following an overnight pump-
down, the chamber was backfilled with argon. Analysis of the exiting argon
was performed with a Beckman Model SO Trace C'xygen Analyzer and a Model
27901 electrelytic hygrometer shown in Figure K-6. Typical analyses of
less than lO ppm oxygen and less than 70 ppm waLer vapor were obtained.
Subsequently, the bell .jar would be removed and cutting operations would
be i.=itiated. Gas analysis was continued during operations in the vinyl
chamber. The water vapor concentration in tire chamber increased with time
but typical analyses indicated maximum concentrations of less than 200 ppm
when the gas-filled chamber was m._intained at ambient conditions. Only
small increases ill oxygen concentration were noted.
All boiler cuts were made _wilh a iubing cutter to eliminate chip
formation which could fall into the loop. The cutters were fitted wit]}
three cutting wimels such that cuts could be made without 360 ° rotation,.
4. Removal of tile Boiler From the Loop
The welds separating the potassium and lithium circuits of the boiler
were thought to be *he most probable locations for the leakage to occur.
2_le locations of these welds are shown on the sketch of Figure K-7. If
the leak had been in the weld at the uop of the boiler, the boiler could
have been repaired without removal from the 1,_._p. The initial cut was
therefore made to expose thi_ weld for inspection and leak checking and
subsequent repair if required.
The boiler was cut exposing the t,_l._weld and the potassium circuit,
which had been under a positive argon pressure, was immediately sealed
with expandable plugs ( Imperial Model I,tOF 'lMbi,lg Test Plugs) as shown
in Figure K-8. Th,. seal is accomplished by a rubber grommet expanded
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Vacuum Chamber
Beckman Electrolytic _t
Hygrometer for Later
Vapor & Oxygen Analyzer Pressure Gage
Turbomolecular Pump
• 4
Figure K-6. Vacuum Equipment and Instrumentation Dsed for EvacuatLon
and Backfilling of Vinyl Chamber and Analysis of Exiting
Inert Gas. (C68062846)
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Butt Welds In
Boiler Coil
Li
Eigure K-7. Welds in 0.375-Inch (0.95-¢m)-OD T-Ill Alloy Tubing in the Ik)iler
Which Separates the Potassium and Lithium Circuits.
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Figure K-8. T-ill Boiler Following Initial Cut. The Potassium
Circuit Was Sealed From Atmosphere with Expandable
r_O__ plu_s. " (Orig.C_8062._5)
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against the inside diameter of the tube by the acti,,n o£ a brass sleeve
actuated with the wing nut as showaa in Figure K-9.
Inspection and helium mass spectrometer leak checkiz.$ of the weld
did not reveal a leak at this location. Subsequent room ten_perature leak
checking of the boiler coils and the bottom of the boiler also did not
reveal a leak. The vinyl chamber was removed.
o
The boiler was heated to 400 F (204°C) at various locat._ons, as
previously described, with helium in the potassium circuit and the mass
spectrometer leak detection pumping on the lithium circuit. Again, no
leaks were found at the top ,_f the boiler: however, definite leak indica-
o
tions were noted when the center coils were heated to 400°F (204 C).
The leak could not be detected when the boiler was returned to room
temperature. Similar behavior was obtained in the previous leak tests which
suggests that the leak could be a fine crack which could plug the residual
lithium (M.P. 357°F, 180.6°C).
Since it could definitely be determined that the leak was not at the
top weld, and this was the only weld that could be repaired in place,
preparations were made to cut the boiler from the loop. Three additional
cuts were required to remove the boiler; the lithium inlet line, the lithium
exit line, and the potassitm, inlet just above the top elect,'ode as shown
in Figure K-10. The vinyl char_ber was reinstalled, and the lithium inlet
_nd outlet lines were cut and sealed. Similar techniques were employ_a
as previously described, with the exception of the seals on the boiler
which were made with Swagelok fittings as shown in Figure K-ii. The Swagelok
caps were substituted for the expandable plugs to facilitate subsequent
attachm, ent of the boiler to the cleaning apparatus for the removal o£
residual alkali metal. The final cut to remove the boiler was made at the
potassium inlet. The wall thickness was reduced by hand filing to 0. i25
inch (0.32 am) over a 0.750-inch (1 91-cm) length and V-grooved in the area
to be cut to 0.050 inch (0.13 cm) prior eo final cutting with the tubing
cutter within the vinyl chamber.
5. Cleanlml the Boiler
The proposed method of removl1_g ti,e i_esidual potassium and lithium
from the T-iii boiler b' [[tlsbing with anhydrous liquid ammonia (99.999%,
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Third Cut --
Li Outlet Line
/
Foul'th Cut --
R Inl_'t Lira.' _
Figure K-IO. Location of Tubing Cuts Made to Remove Boiler From
Loop as Indicated on the Boiler Assembly Before
Final Loop Assembly. (Orig. C67100412)
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Figure K-II. Top of Boiler After Cutting and Sealing Lithium Inlet
and Potassium Exit Lines. (C680719137)
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< 10 ppm H20) was tested by cleaning a simulated boiler constructed of
0.5-inch (1.27-am)-OD, type 316 stainless steel tubing. This apparatus
consisted of two coils and contained a section of 1/8-inch (0.32-cm),
stainless steel rod around which were wrapped specimens of 0.060-%nch
(0.15-cm)-diameter T-111 and Cb-lZr wire. This special section was
included to simulate the plug region of the T-111 loop. The lithium drain
container, containing the lithium and a small m_lount of potassium removed
from the loop, was emptied into another container through the simulated
boiler. Argon was then blown through the apparatus so that most of the
alkali metal was removed. The residual alkali metal was then flushed out
with liquid ammonia using the procedure described below for the actual
boiler. The T-111 and Cb-lZr specimens showed no significant change in
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen concentrations as a result of the
cleaning operation, thus qualifying the method for cleaning the T-111
boi le r.
The T-111 boiler, previously sealed in an argon atmosphere, was
connected to the liquid ammonia system as shown in Figure K-12, and the
system was evacuated up to the liquid ammonia valve. The system was back-
filled with argon, and the lithium and potassitun circuits were tested
individually to determine if a gas passage existed in each circuit. The
lithium circuit was subsequently capped, and the argon flow was adjusted
to 50 ml/min through the potassium circuit. With this argon flow maintained,
the boiler and liquid ammonia cooling coil were cooled to -50°C by pouring
liquid nitrogen (B.P. -196°C) into a 50-percent-by-volume mixture of
methanol and water, k.hen the boiler reached -50°C, the temperature nec-
essary to maintain the ammonia in a liquid state, the argon flow valve
was closed as "the valve to the ammonia bottle was opened initiating ammonia
flow. The first portion of liquid anunonia emerging from the boiler was
dark blue in color as a result of the ammonia-potassium interaction, but
after 500 ml of liquid ammonia had passed through the boiler, the effluent
was clear, indicating that the bulk of the potassium had beer flushed out
in about i0 minutes. The flushing was continued for an additional 45 minutes,
at which time about 2000 ml of liquid anunonia had passed through the boiler.
The procedure for cleaning the potassium circuit was applied to clean.-
ing the lithium circuit with similar results. The lithium circuit conlained
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a greater qaantity of alkali metal than the potassium circuit and required
a greater quantity of liquid ammonia to remove the bulk of the lithium.
The liquid ammonia flushing of the lithium circuit was also continued for
45 minutes after, the disappearance of the blue color.
Both circuits were purged with argon at room temperature to remove
residual ammonia. They were then filled with absolute ethanol which was
drained after a 48-hour soak time in the boiler. 2]_e circuits were again
filled with ethanol which was subsequently analyzed by flame photometric
techniques. No lithium or potassium was indicated in the. _ analysis (< 10 ppm
Li, < l0 ppm K). This procedure was repeated using distilled water with
similar analytical results. The boiler was finally dried with an ethanel
rinse and argon purge in preparation for locating the leak.
6. Locating the Leak in the Boiler
The cleaned and dried boiler was subsequently attached to a General
Electric M-60 helium mass spectrometer leak detector. With the :eak
detector pumping'on the lithium circuit, a helium flow was established
through the potassium circuit. A leak was observed with a quantl_ative
-5
leak rate of 8 x 10 std cc/sec equival-ent air leakage.
The general location of the leak was determined by use of ethanol and
a leveling bulb attached to the potassium circuit. 2Ira boiler was placed
in an upright position with the potassium exit line at the top, and a
250-cc leveling bulb half filled with ethanol was attached to the potassium
inlet line with rubber tubing. The lev.eling bulb was adjusted so that
the level of the ethanol _,'ithin the potassium tube was near the bottom of
the boiler. A flow of helium was maintained into the potassium exit line
to keep helium in the vapor spaces above the ethanol level, and the leak
detector was adjusted to give a high output reading. By slowly raising
the leveling bulb, the liquid level within the boiler was moved upward
until the ethane _ covered the leak as indicated by a sudden decrease in
the reading of the output meter. Using this procedurc, the leak was
located within the coiled section o£ the boiler, in the second turn from
the top.
The ethanol was then drained from the boiler and the helium flow
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icontinued until the bo1,_cr wa_ dry and the leak reappear.red. The boiler
was then inverted (potassitml inlet lille at the top), and the same procedure
was repeated. The indicated leak location was at approximately the same
place in the boiler as in the p,_vic_ - test. However, since the exact
shape of the liquid interface within tile boiler was not know_, the precise
position of the leak could ,lot be detel_nined. At this point, it was
estimated that the leak was known to be within a section of the boiler
tube approximately 20 inches long.
The ethanol was again drained from the boiler and the boiler dl-ied
until the leakage was reestablished. The boiler was then placed in a
horizontal position, and the leveling bulb was positioned level with the
axis of the coil. The boiler was then slowly rotated about its axis so
that the liquid interface within the boiler moved along the length of the
tube. Using this technique, the most probable leak location was narrowed
to a section of tubing approximately 6 inches long.
Inspection of radiographs of the boiler, which had been previously
obtained, indicated that one of the butt welds in the potassium tube was
near the center of the section of tubing in which the leak had been
localized. It was concluded at this time that in all probability the
leak was in this weld.
The boiler was then cut apart, and the suspected section of potassium
tube containing the butt weld was ,emoved. 'l_e section was leak-checked,
and no leakage was found at first. However, after soaking the tubing in
boiling water for 15 minutes, the leak reappeared and was localized using
a fine helium jet. Using this helium pl-obe technique, the leak was found
to be near the center of the weld and within an area about 0. i inch
(0.25 cm) in diameter. Very careful inspection of this area with a micro-
scope revealed some surface irregularities but not obvious cracks or
pinholes.
The tube was pressurized with air, and the suspected leak area was
coated with a soap film and observed at 30X magnification. Bubbles were
observed at the leak as shown in Figure K-13. Close examination indicated
a grain-boundary crack as the source of the leak which is shown in Figure K-14.
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Subsequently, the weld nugget section was removed from the tube and
ground longitudinally up to the crack area in preparation for metallo-
graphic examination. At this time, a similar but much shorter crack
was observed at 30X magnification on the ID of the tube.
7. Metallographic Examination of the Crack in the T-ill Allo[
Boiler Tube
The weld nugget section of the tube butt weld containing the crack
was removed from the boiler and ground longitudinally up to th_ crack area
in preparation for metallographic examination. _ie specimen was mounted
in clear epoxy such that the tube could be examined longitudinally, trans-
verse to the crack. The specimen was Automet-ground on 600-grit paper
up to the fiduciml marks which were placed on the specimen before mounting
to indicate the location of the crack. Final polishing was accomplished
using standard procedures.
The crack was observed to be intergranular and, as shown in Figure
K-15, View AA, did not extend completely from the OD to the ID of the
weld nugget. _le specimen was subsequently repolished removing only approxi-
mately 0.002 inch (0.05 nun) from the surface The appearance of the crack
was similar as shown in View BB of Figure K-15 but shorter in depth. An
additional polish was perfomled removing 0.006 inch (0.15 mm) of material
from the surface. The crack appearance after this polish was considerably
different and not as deep as observed p_viously, as can be seen in View CC
of Figure K-15. It became clear at this point that the orientation of the
specimen in the mount was such that the egress of the crack at the ID had
been passed in the initial polishing step. In any event, examination of
tile crack at higher magnifications, performed between the polishing steps
previously described, did sufficiently indicate the morphology of the
crack.
_e crack deviates from a simple shortest-path route, and entire
gra.._s are delineated by the graln-boundary separation, as can be seen in
Figure K-16. _le appearance of graln-boundary separation suggests some
action of the lithium which has penetrated into the crack. The intermittent
Automatic Metallographic Polishing Apparatus - Buehler Ltd.,
Evanston, Illinois.
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gaping of the grain boundaries, especially off from the main crack and
at the bottom of the crack, as shown in Figure K-16, is s_ilar in
appearance to lithium corrosion. A mechanism of attack of the weld by
lithium is difficult to understand since no corrosion by lithium has
been observed in T-111 weldments having such a low oxygen concentration
(40 ppm). The role of lithium in the resulting metallog_apbic structure
is further exemplified in the microstructure at the bottom of the crack as
shown in Figure K-17. The grain-boundary voids illustrated are difficult
to explain in terms of cracking alone. The microstructures shown in
Figures K-16 and K-17 are of areas in the specimen below the main crack
path as indicated by their appearance as well as the fact the crack depth
is decreasing with each additional polish.
The following conclusions were derived from the metallographic
examination:
I. Although the cause of the crack was not evident, it was not
believed to have been initiated by alkali metal corrosion
2. The crack appeare0 to have been initiated at the tube OD or
lithium side and was completely intergranular. Recent tests
have indicated that slight strai_Ling of T-Ill weldments while
O O
hot (above 2500 F, 1370 C) results in grain-boundary sliding
and separation in the weld nugget, and a small crack of this
type may have been introduced during butt welding of the
tube initially. A crack of this type could have propagated
during bending of the tube in the fabrication of the boiler,
which was performed after welding.
3. The grai_ boundaries in close proximity to the crack itself
appeared to be influenced by the presence of lithium in the
crack.
4. The favored explanation for the highly localized nature of the
"apparent" lithium attack is that localized contamination of
the grain boundaries occurred during the heat treatment of
the boiler. This contamination could have resulted from the
presence of moisture or other contaminants being present in
the crack p_ior to the heat treatment at 2400°F (1316°C).
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8. Evaluation of the T-Ill Boiler for Possible Reuse in the
Corrosion Loop
The location of the leak in the boiler tube was such that a suitable
repair plan could be devised; however, evaluation of the boiler material
was required to document it for reuse. Specimens were removed from the
boiler in the vicinity of the crack for metallographic examination and
spectrographic, interstitial, and .-_icroprobe analyses. The ductility" of
the T-ill was determined qualitatively by compression testing.
_letallographic examination indicated no changes in the microstructure
of the T-ill specimens from the boiler as a result of the alkali metal
exposure and ammonia cleaning. Sections of boiler tubing were flattened
without evidence of cracking or change in ductility.
The interstitial analysis results obtained on specimens removed from
the boiler are compared with that obtained on as-received tubing in
Table K-If. No major chanjes were noted as a result of the test exposure.
Interstitial analysis of T-ill weld control specimens welded before and
after the welding of the boiler, as part of NSP Specification No. PSAYAI3-SI,
"Welding of Columbium, Tantalum, and Their Alloys by the Inert Gas Ttlngsten
Arc Process," indicated no contamination occurred during welding of the
boi [e r.
Chemical analysis of the particulate matter found in the potassium
drained from the loop indicated concentrations of Fe, Ni, Cr, and Mn. The
possibility of contamination of T-ill loop materials by exposure to the
particulate matter was checked by analygis for these elements. Microprobe
traverses of the T-Ill, 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-diameter boiler tube showed
no traces (<< i000 ppm) of Fe, Ni, Cr, or Mn. Subsequently, specimens of
0.375-inch (0.95-cm) tubing were pickled, and the acid solutions analyzed
spectrographically for Fe, Ni, and Cr. 231ese results are given in
Table K-III. The higher iron and nickel concentrations observed in the
filst analysis of the boiler material were not observed in the subsequent
analysis. Approximately 0.001-inch (0.025-mm) thickness of material was
removed by each pickling operation. The slight increase in iron and
nickel concentrations in the first 0.001 inch (0.025 ram) of the boiler tube
wall in not l_lieved to be detrimental.
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TABLE K-II
INTERSTITIAL ANALYSIS OF 0.375-IN£_t (0.95-c_)-0D T-111 TUBE SPECIMENS
Concentratio,n_ ppm
Element As-Received Tubing Tubing Removed from Boiler
0 (a) 36_ 41 (b) 40_ 41
N (a) 6, 7 7, 6
H (a) 2, 1 13 1
C (c) 37_ 38 43_ 62
(a)
Vacuum Fusion Anatysis
(b)
Duplicate Analysis
(c)
Combustion Conductometric Analysis
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TABLE K-III
SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF 0.375-IN(_I (0.95-cm)-OD T-Ill TUBING
(a)
Concentration in Acid Pickle Solution, ppm
First Pickle Second Pickle
As Received Tubing Removed As Received Tubing Removed
Element Tubing From Boiler Tubing From Boiler
Fe 38 102 35 < 20
Ni 6 26 < 5 < 5
Cr i7 22 < i0 < i0
(a)
Entire specimen pickled_ removing O.O01-inch thickne._s of
unaterial from both ID and GD per pickle.
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Based on the results o£ the various _-valuations cited, repair of the
boiler was recommended and drawings o£ the modifications needed to reuse
the boiler were prepared.
9. Boiler Repair Plan
A number of modifications to the boiler were necessitated by the
repair, as shown schematically in Figure K-18. Since one coil was removed
from the boiler, an additional length of T-Ill, l-inch (2,54.-cm)-diameter
tubing was added to the top of the boiler to achieve a total boiler height
equal to the original boiler for correct fitup during installation into
the loop. New fittings were required for attachment to the lithium inlet
and outlet lines. During installation of the b3Jler, the lithium lines
originally on the loop were inserted into socket fittings to insure correct
alignment during welding. Butt welding is normally the technique utilized
for joining tubing; however, because of the location of these welds and
limited access during installation of the boiler into the loop, the socket-
weld approach was selected. The main concern with this type of weld joint
is the possibility of an open gap between the socket fitting ID and the OD
of the inserted tubing. A trial fitting was machined with a double socket,
and weld experiments were performed to develop a technique to prevent this
gap. The welded specimen is shown in Figure K-19. Subsequent radiographic
and metallographic examination of this specimen indicated full penetration
welds with no gaps were achieved when the tubing was inserted in the socket
and pulled back slightly so the bottom of the tube did not contact the
bottom of the socket. The jo.[nt between the 0.375-inch (0.95-cm),lnner
boiler tube and the ].-inch (2.54-c_), outer boiler tube at the top of the
boile;- was also modified with a new fitting similar to that used at the
bottom of the boiler. This butt joint design is preferred over the
previously employed tube-to-header joint. These design modifications
are compared with the original design in Figure K-20.
10. Boiler Repair
_le necessary machined parts were received, and the boiler repair
welding was initiated. Welding was performed in the VASO0 welding chamber
in the NSP Systems Materials Technology 5aboratory according to NSP
Specification No. P8AYA13-S1, "Welding of Columbilm, Tantalum, and Their
Alloys by the Inert Gas Tungsten Arc Process."
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Figure K-19. Socket Weld Fitting Specimen to Qualify This Joint Design for
the Boiler Rep;_ir and Reinstallation. (Orig. C68082846)
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Figure K-20. Joint Design at the Ends of the Boiler.
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In the initial welding step, a new section of 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-
diameter tubing was butt welded to thu inner boiler tube. S11bsequent
helium mass spectrometer leak checking and radiographic inspection
indicated this weld to be sound. Two sections of 1-inch (2.54-cm)-diameter
boiler tube were then welded in place as shown in Figure K-21. These
pieces were obtained from the boiler coil which was removed during section-
ing of the boiler (Figure K-18). Following the joining of the new end
fitting to the 0.375-inch (0.95-cm)-diameter tubing, the three welds were
inspected by radiography and helium mass spectrometer leak checking and
found to be sound. The boiler was completed wfth the addition of the
lithium inlet fitting and boiler extension piece at the top of the boiler
as shown in Figure K-22, and the addition of the lithium outlet fitting at
the bottom of the boiler as shown in Figure K-23. The boiler plug was
reattached at this time by tack welding to the bottom boiler fitting.
The repaired boiler is compared with the original boiler ill Figure K-24.
The removal of one coil from the boiler reduced its total length by approxi-
mately 27 inches (68.6 cm)- however, the performance of the repaired.boiler
i ' '
i should not be affected since the overall length of the boiler is still
!
I greater than the length required to obtain the specified superheat (lO0°F,
55.6°C).
A final helium mass spectrometer leak check was performed on the
boiler to insure no leaks were present between the potassium and lithium
circuits. No leak indications were observed.
Ii. Postweld Annealing o£ the Boiler
_e re_)a.ired boiler was wrapped with Cb-iZr foil as shown in Figure K-25
and postweld-annealed according to NSP Specification 03-0037-00-A, "Postweld
Vacuum Annealing of _b-IZr and T-Ill Alloys." The chamber pressure was
maintained below _ ._ 10 -5 torr (10 -3 N/m 2). at temperatures above 1000°F
(538°C), aud the maximum pressure with the boiler at 2400°F (1316°C) was
only 5 x 10 -6 tort (7 x 10 -4 N/m2).
The boiler was again helium mass spectrometer leak checked, including
across the circuits, with no indications observed.
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Figure K-21. Top of the Boiler Following Initial Repair Welds.
(Orig. P68-9-3A, Iuset P68-9-3B)
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Figure K-24. T-Ill Corrosion Loop Boiler. (Orig. C67071832, P68-9-12H)
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12. Welding Chamber for the Installation of tk_. Boiler into the Loop
Requirements to reinstall the boiler into the loop according to
NSP Specification 03-0025-00-A, "Welding of Columbium, Tan talu_L, and Their
Alloys by the Inert Gas Tungsten Arc Process," necessitated the purchase
of a special welding chamber to be installed around the loop for the welding
operations. The stainless steel weldil_ chamber was purchased from Vacuum
Industries Inc., Scaerville, Massachusetts. The chamber, shown during
installatlon on the T-Ill Corrosion Loop Test _acil._ty in Figures K-26
and K-27, is comprised of two flanged spool sections, four feet (1.2 m)
in diameter and four feet (1.2 m) high, such that each can be rotated
independently for improved access to weld locations. Sight ports and glove
ports are appropriately positioned in the areas where welding will be per-
formed at the top and bottom of the boiler location. An independently
pumped tool port is also provided such that necessary tools cculd be
brought into the chamber without contaminating the chamber environment.
The chamber is shown in Figure K-28 after f±nal installation. _u_yh
pumpiiL_ was accomplished with the 260-liter-per-second turbomclecular pump,
and the loop facility icn pumps w_.re used to achieve the high vacuum,
< 1 x 10 -5 torr (10 -3 N/m 2) called for in the welding specification. The
chamber was backfilled with ultrahigh-purity helium which was passed through
a molecular sieve dryer before entering the chamber. The inert gas analysis
equipment included C.E.C. and Panametrtcs moisture monitors and the
gas chromatograph shown in Figure K-29. Gas ]'ues attached to the gas
chromatograph made possible the analysis of the inlet gas as well as outlet
gas from the chamber.
Before welding of the boiler was initiated, t:,e ..r._,nbez and welding
equipment were qualified in accordance with the welding _pecificatlon
cited above. 4
13. Installation of the Boiler into the Loop !
The boiler was we_-ded into the loep as shown in Figure K-30. Four
welds were requlred to reinstall the _)tler; two at Zhe top of the boiler
* Model 26-30_ Consolidated Electrodynamics Cozp., Cleveland, Ohio.
** Model lO00, Panametrics Ire., Waltham, Massachusetts.
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Sight Ports
Glove Ports
Figure K-26. Installation o[ the Welding Chambcr Around the T-Ill Corrosion
Loop. Lower Spool Picot in Posltion, (C68090429)
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Upper Spool
Lower Spool
Figure K-27. Welding Chamber Installed Around the T-Ill Corrosion Loop.
The Chamber Consists of Two Spools Which Can Be Rotated
Independently for Improved Access to Weld Locations.
(C68090424)
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Figure K-28. Welding Chamber and Ancillary Instrumentation Installed
on the Test Facility. (Grig. P68-9-44C)
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Figure K-29. Gas Chromatograph Used to Analyze the Helium Atmosphere in the
Welding Chamber for the Repair of the T-1]I Corrosion Loop.
(P68-9-44B)
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Figure K-30. Repaic,.,d I_;oilt, c [n._ ,llled titre) th,, T-lll Corrosion Loop.
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and two at the bottom as shown in Figures K-31 and K-32, respectively.
Subsequent radiographs of the welds indicated a very small area of incom-
plete penetration in the upper lithium line weld. Although the weld
was acceptable from a joining standpoint, a decision was made to reweld
the joint to improve reliability. The chamber was reassembled on the
loop facility and welding completed. Subsequent mass spectrometer helium
leak checking and radiography of the welds showed no indications of leaks
or weld defects. The upper spool piece of the chamber was removed,
and installation of the annealing furnaces &round the welds was initiated.
The welds were annealed for I hour at 2400°F (1316°C). The chamber was
opened and subsequent mass spectrometer leak checking performed. No
indications were noted, including a leak check between the potassium and
lithium circuits.
14. Reinstrumentation of the Boiler
Reinstrumentation and reinsulation of the U_iler commenced following
leak checking of the loop after postweld annealing of th_ _nstallation
welds. Over thirty W-3Re/W-25Re thermocouples vequired replacement. The
techniques employed for thermocouple installation and insulation with Cb-iZr
dimpled foil were described in Section Vll.
15. Test Facility Operations
Following reinstrumentation and reinsulation, the chamber was closed
and evacuated with the turbomolecular pump. Mass spectrometer leak checking
was perfolnned, and no leaks were found. Ion pumping was initiated, and
the bakeout heaters were then turned on. At that time, a final helium
check was performed between the potassium and lithium circuits with the
loop at 375°F (190°C), and no leaks were found. Bakeout continued until
alkali metal flushing of the loop circuits was completed.
16. Alkali Metal Flushin_ of the Loop
As described previously, examination of the alkali metals d_ lined
from the loop indicated lithium an the potassium and" potassium an the
lithium as a result of the boiler leak. Particulate matter was also found
in the potassium. The particles and contaminated alkali metals were
removed from the loop by repeatedly flushing the circults with pure alkali
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Figure K-31. Top of Ib,,[)_iv_.ut ]_)iit_' ,\ll,-v [n,_t_ll[atlon iu the T-1ll Cnrrosion
l,,_op. (P6t¢- 1¢_'-:_7A)
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IFigure K-32. Bottom oi Repaired Boiler Alter Ip._tal]ati()nin the,l'-lll
Corrosion Loop. (P68-I0-37C)
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imetals. Since no useful data could be found in the literature regarding
the material solubility uf i),,t_s._iLiii_,and lithium;, a limitco solubility
study was performed to obtain data which would be useful in determining
the adequacy of successive flushing operations ill removing residual
lithium from the potassium circuit and in removing residual potassium
from tile lithium circuit. The results of these tests are given in
• Appendix I,, Lithium-Potassium Solubility Study.
The apparatus required for filling and flushing the potassium loop
circuit is shown in Figure K-33. The transfer system was modified for
flushing operations by inserting a dump line between valves FIg, KK, and
the disposal tank. 'Ibis permitted tlle transfer of flush charzes of
potassium directly to the disposal tank without contaminating the fill
system upstream from valve FF. In aduition, the dump line was connected
to a small potassium still where flush potassitm_ charges could be
dJ verted for subsequent distillation and analysis of the residue for
lithium concentration and particulate matter.
Subsequently, the potassium side of the transfer system was filled,
and the potassium was dthmped into the disposal tank to flush the system.
The system was refilled with po_ass_.'_ and a sample obtained. The analysis
of this sample, shown in Table K-IV, was acceptable, and the potassium
surge tank was filled with an 1800--cc charge to initiate flushing operations.
The secondary circuit was flushed with four 1800-ce charges of
potassium while the final purification of lithium was in progress. The
various regions of the loop were maintained at temperatures in the 700°F
(371°C) to 1050°F (566°C) range during the flushing operations.
The first charge was used to establish circulation and, after the
flow was reversed to agitate particles, was quickly dumped into the dis-
posal tank. Flow indications during circulation indicated some plugging
of the metering valve with particles, and the valve w,_ actuated to its
full open position. Improved flow indications were obtained during the
circulations of the second and third potassium charges with some observed
decrease in the pl_ssure drop across the valve. Both the second and third
charges were circulated four times before removal from the surge tank.
_le second charge was dumped into the disposal tank. The third charge was
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'J._L}_ K-.IV
ANALYSIS OF TItE _.,'I'ASSI_ U_ED IN FLUSHING
TI_ T-Ill CORROSION TEST IX)OP (a)
Element Concentration_ ppm
O 7_14
C 51
Ag < 2
A1 < 2
B < 30
Ba < 10
Be < 2
Ca < 2
Cb < tO
Co < 2
Cr < 2
Cu < 2
Fe < 2
Mg <2
Mn <2
Mo < 2
Na < 20
Ni < 2
Pb < 20
Si < 2
Sn < 20
Sr < 2
Ti < I0
V < 20
Zr < 10
(a) Analysis obtained on a salaple removed from the transfer
system before transferring the put.assium into the loop
surge tank.
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dumped into the still for subsequent analysis. The potassium was distilled
off aJd the 39 mg of residue analyzed for lithium. A concentration of
approximately 20 nnm lithium in the potassium was determined. A very small
amount of particulate matter was found in the still. The skill was cleaned,
welded together, and reinstalled in the transfer system as shown previously
in Figure K-33.
The lithium transfer system was subsequently flushed by filling and
draining the lithium into the disposal tank. The transfer system was
refilled _,nd the lithium sampled. The analysis, presented in Tabke K-V,
was acceptable, and the lithium surge tank was filled.
The first lithium charge was discarded into the disposal tank, and
tb-, surge tank was refilled with a 1600-cc charge of lithium. The
lithium was circulated in the primary circuit and used to heat a fourth
charge of potassium to higher temperature than previously possible with
only potassium in the loop. The potassiu/n charge was circulated at tempera-
tures of 530°F (277°C) to 1420°F (771°C) and subsequently dumped into the
surge tank three times.
The potassium was distilled off and the 28-rag residue analyzed for
lithium. A concentration of approximately 20 ppm lithium in the potassium
was determi,'ed. No particulate matter was found in the still. The data
indicated sufficient flushing of the Dotassium circuit had been performed.
The lithium charge in the primary circuit was dt_nped into the disposal
tank and the loop filled with a third chargeof lithium (1600 cc). The
]ithium sampler was installed at valve KK and, after circulating the
lithium in the primary, a sample _as taken. Analytical results indicated
a concentration of 90 ppm potassium in the lithium. Since th._ solubility
limit for potassium fin lithium at the sampling temperature (580°F, 304°C)
was i000 ppm, and the potassiLun concentration in the distilled lithium was
55 ppm, further flushing of the lithium primary circuit was believed
unnecessary.
17. Filling the Loop _'ith Alkali Metals for Operation
The secondary loop was filled with 2300 cc of potassium, and the
primary loop was filled with 2200 cc of lithium. Samples were withdrawn
fl-om each loop for final qualification analyses. The analytical resul[s,
shown in Table K-VI, indicated acceptable purities, and circulation ot the
alkali metals was initiated.
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TABI._ K-V
ANALYSIS OF THE LITHIUM USED IN FLUSHING THE
T-Ill CORROSION TEST LOOP(a)
Element Concentra tion 2 ppm
N 34
0 20
C 46
Ag < 5
AI 25
B < 50
Ba < 50
Be < 5
Bi < 25
Ca 25
Cb < 25
Co < 5
Cr < 5
Cu 5
_'e < 5
Mg 5
Mn < 5
Mo 5
Na < 50
Ni 5
Pb < 50
Si 25
Sn < 25
Sr 25
TJ. < 25
V < 25
Zr < 25
(a) Analysis obtained on a sample remove0 from the still
receiver following hot trapping and vacuum distilling.
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TABLE K-VI
ANALYSIS OF THE ALKALI METALS USED IN OPER%TION O_
THE T-Ill CORROSIC TEST LOOP (a)
I I I ill I '
Cone ent ration ?,, ppm
Element Lithium Potassium
N 35_29,46,49 -
0 45 3_6
C 31 32
Ag <5 <2
A1 5 10
B < 50 < 30
Ba < 50 < 25
Be < 5 <2
Ca 5 lO
Cb < 25 < i0
Co <5 <2
Cr <5 <2
Cu 5 2
Fe < 5 2
Mg 5 2
Mn <5 <2
},_o < 5 < 2
Na < 50 < 20
N-_ 5 < 2
Pb < 50 < 20
Si 5 2
Sn < 25 < I0
Sr 5 < 2
T_L < 25 < I0
V < 25 < 10
Zr < 25 < tO
Li - 31
K I06 -
.... I i i iii
(a) Analysis obt:_Ined on samples removed from _he loop prior
to i_itiation of loop start-up.
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LITttII_I - POTASSII_ SOLUBILI'IX S_l)Y
Comx.mnication between the two circuits of the loop resulting from
the leak in the potassiudn containment tube in the boiler caused potassit_n
contamination of the litbitun eiz.cuit anu vice versa. Successive flushing
of the two circuits with _.[kali _,_etalwas considered to be the most logical
metho_ of removing this centazaiuation; however, no useful data was avail-
able in the izteln{ture regalxl_ng the mutual solubility of lithium and
potassium. Therefore, an investigatioA was conducted to determine this
information during the period during v,#,ichthe boiler was being repaired.
This data and the methoas used t_; obtain it al_ discussed below.
A schematic diagram ._:['the solubility apparatus is shown in Figure L-I.
The apparatus was filled with equal volumes of lithium and potassium which
l:ad been previously _.irified by vacuum distillation. _le apparatus was
brought to a specific teml:,eratL_'eand held for at least 24 hours to allow
equilibration of th_.alkali metal solutions. Samples of lithium and potas-
sirra,were taken at tl,.etemperatore of i,_tel_est. 11]e entire sample was
analyzed to dete_nine _he to[dl [ithitLm concentration in potassium or potas-
sithm in lithium since the .,_olubiliC} will change during cooling of the sa1,1ple.
_le special smnpling system u:._ed in this study is shown in Figure I-2.
_le mutual sotubiizties ,_'ete de tc2_uined over the 600°F (3!6°C) to
1200°F (649°C) temperattn'c r:tngc, in tht _. apparatus described. The data
obtained are presented in Table I=.I. These data were obtained by equilibrating
equal vohm_es of lithit_n and potassium at constant temperature for at least
16 hours. 211e data sh.;,_11 for 800°F (427°C) represent times of 16 hours and
24 hours with ,_o change in so]t, bili ty indicated. No data was obtained for
o
the solubility of lithium in pt,tassitun at 1200 F (649°C) because the valves
used did not ftmction properly after prolonged expose/re to this temperature.
The temperatures we_'e measured with calibrated ehrome]/alumel thermocoup.!es
o
accurate to - ]0 F.
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Figurt, l, I. l,J Lhituu-h)t,Ls._iu::_,_,lul,l liti_ Al)paratus.
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TABLE L- I
MUTU" SOI,UBILITIE:_ OF PO'I::_SSIUM AND LITtIII_
Temperature Wt. _ K (a) Wt. % Li (a)
oF °C in Li in K Run No.
610 32] 0.10 0.23 4
610 321 (b) 0.23 5
800 427 O. 19 O. 36 1
&00 427 (b) O. 37 2
1000 538 0.70 I. 12 3
1230 666 2.60 - 6
(a)
Determined by spectr()photomc, tric analy._i,_.
(b)
Sample lost in preparation.
'_ .....v,,,:-,,1_,,l)_(',*r_linq()f(Ice 1976 660-086/23 _e_lion .q,,i
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